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ABSTRACT

In this work, a rigorous framework is developed for the modeling and control of
spherical robotic vehicles. Motivation for this work stems from the development of
Moball, which is a self-propelled sensor platform that harvests kinetic energy from
local wind fields. To study Moball’s dynamics, the processes of Lagrangian reduc-
tion and reconstruction are extended to robotic systems with symmetry-breaking
potential energies, in order to simplify the resulting dynamic equations and expose
mathematical structures that play an important role in subsequent control-theoretic
tasks. These results apply to robotic systems beyond spherical robots. A formulaic
procedure is introduced to derive the reduced equations of motion of most spherical
robots from inspection of the Lagrangian. This adaptable procedure is applied to a
diverse set of robotic systems, including multirotor aerial vehicles.

Small time local controllability (STLC) results are derived for barycentric spherical
robots (BSR), which are spherical vehicles whose locomotion depends on actuating
the vehicle’s center of mass (COM) location. STLC theorems are introduced for
an arbitrary BSR on flat, sloped, or smooth terrain. I show that STLC depends on
the surjectivity of a simple steering matrix. An STLC theorem is also derived for a
class of commonly encountered multirotor vehicles.

Feedback linearizing and PID controllers are proposed to stabilize an arbitrary
spherical robot to a desired trajectory over smooth terrain, and direct collocation
is used to develop a feedforward controller for Moball specifically. Moball’s COM
is manipulated by a novel system of magnets and solenoids, which are actuated by
a "ballistic-impulse" controller that is also presented. Lastly, a motion planner is
developed for energy-harvesting vehicles. This planner charts a path over smooth
terrain while balancing the desire to achieve scientific objectives, avoid hazards,
and the imperative of exposing the vehicle to environmental sources of energy such
as local wind fields and topology. Moball’s design details and experimental results
establishing Moball’s energy-harvesting performance (7W while rolling at a speed
of 2m/s), are contained in an Appendix.
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C h a p t e r 1

INTRODUCTION

Spherical robots represent an alternative design paradigm to conventional wheeled
or tracked field vehicles. A spherical robot is generally characterized by an exter-
nal spherical shell that contains an internal drive mechanism, which enables active
steering and control. Naturally, rolling is the primary means of locomotion for a
spherical robot, although other modalities (e.g. hopping, jumping) are possible.
Spherical robots are actively being developed and deployed in a broad range of ap-
plications ranging from the commercial (see Fig. 1.1) to planetary science missions.

(a) Remote controlled toy BB-8 from the
Star Wars franchise1.

(b) Rotundus GroundBot security robot2.

Figure 1.1: Commercial Applications of Spherical Robots.

1.1 Spherical Vehicles and Planetary Science
This thesis is motivated in part by the application of spherical robots to support plan-
etary science missions. Many planetary science missions require in situ measure-
ments over a large spatial area. The operational environment may be harsh, located
far from human settlement, with limited conventional energy resources available.
Consider an atmospheric survey of the Arctic, whereby temperature, humidity, and
chemical concentrations (e.g. CO2, CH4, O3) are desired at regular intervals over
the ice. A vehicle for such a mission must contend with extreme temperatures,
unreliable solar energy, and potentially hazardous obstacles. Furthermore, mea-

1Image courtesy of Sphero, http://www.sphero.com.
2Image used with permission from Rotundus, http://www.rotundus.se/.

http://www.sphero.com
http://www.rotundus.se/
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surements should be continually available in order to track climatic changes over
long periods.

Spherical robots possess distinct advantages that are well-suited for a planetary sci-
ence mission of this kind. The external shell can be hermetically sealed, protecting
the vehicle from moisture and dirt, as well as offering thermal insulation. A spher-
ical robot can move omnidirectionally and does not have a preferred orientation
like tracked or wheeled vehicles, which mitigates concern about stability and ma-
neuverability on undulating or sloped terrain. The hardware of a spherical robot is
often simple and reliable, as suspensions and gearboxes are typically unneccesary.
A spherical robot can also maneuver over debris that may be otherwise impassable;
an inflatable spherical vehicle developed in [41] was able to traverse obstacles up
to one-third of its diameter.

Incorporating energy-harvesting capabilities into spherical robots is necessary to
support planetary science missions. Many scientific environments of interest are
characterized by unreliable solar power availability. Shadows cast by craters on the
Moon, dust accumulation on Mars, and the long winter in the Arctic all impose
serious solar energy limitations that reduce the scientific opportunities of surface
assets. Depending on solar power is even less tenable for scientific environments
further from the Sun than Earth or Mars. Moreover, scientists increasingly want to
sample environmental data for long periods of time. Thus, next-generation plan-
etary exploration robots should be energy-opportunistic in the sense that domestic
sources of energy can be recovered to prolong mission life. The Moball is one such
vehicle that combines mobility with energy harvesting from sustained winds.

1.2 Moball Mobile Sensor Platform
Moball is a mobile sensor platform that harvests energy from sustained wind gusts,
and whose development motivates the work in this thesis (see Appendix A). Moball’s
energy harvesting and locomotion stems from a unique electromechanical appara-
tus shown in Fig. 1.2a. Contained within Moball are six tubes arranged along three
orthogonal axes. A permanent dipole magnet slides along a rod within the cen-
ter of each tube. Concentric and exterior to each internal tube are several copper
solenoids.

Energy-harvesting relies on electrical induction between the solenoids and mov-
ing magnets. A sustained wind-gust imparts a force on Moball, causing it to roll.
Consequently, Moball’s internal magnets reciprocate through the solenoids. As the
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(a) Diagram of Moball showing major structural components.

(b) Moball with closed
external shell.

(c) Moball with open shell,
displaying internal hardware.

Figure 1.2: Moball Mobile Sensor Platform.

magnets pass through the solenoids, part of the magnet’s kinetic energy is converted
into electrical energy via induction and stored in an on-board battery for later use.
Experiments (Appendix A) showed that a 2m- diameter Moball with two solenoids
per tube travelling at approximately 1.25 m/s harvested 4-5 watts of usable power.

Locomotion is enabled by operating the same electromechanical apparatus "in re-
verse." Applying a current to a solenoid will impart a force on a nearby magnet.
By coordinating the currents applied to each solenoid, all of the magnets can be
actively positioned to manipulate the vehicle’s center of mass (COM). Moving the
COM away from the geometrical center of rotation (COR) offsets the vehicle’s equi-
librium and causes the vehicle to roll. This is the basis of Moball’s active control.
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Moball is intended to operate in harsh environments with consistent surface winds.
Candidate environments of scientific interest include Earth’s polar regions, Mars,
and Saturn’s moon Titan [25]. It is envisioned that dozens of Moballs would be
deployed to form a dense sensor network over a large spatial area [26]. Peer-to-peer
communication and self-propulsion would enable such a network to adapt flexibly
to changing mission requirements. Moball’s energy-harvesting capability would
also reduce battery mass. Currently, approximately 20%-30% of spacecraft mass
is attributed to power systems [60]; as an energy-opportunistic sensor platform,
Moball’s power system can be made smaller and cheaper than conventional designs.

1.3 Taxonomy of Spherical Robots
Moball is one of many types of spherical robot, which can be classified based on
the method used for self-propulsion. Barycentric spherical robots (BSR) are ac-
tively steered by moving the vehicle’s COM away from its COR. Moball is an ex-
ample of a BSR since interior magnets are used to displace the COM. Commonly-
encountered BSRs rely on the following mechanisms for self-propulsion (examples
of which are shown in Fig. 1.3):

(a) Pendulum [46]
©2015 IEEE.

(b) IDU [2]
©2003 SAGE
Publications.

(c) Sliding Mass [1]
©2002 IEEE.

(d) Pendulum [85]
©2010 IEEE.

(e) IDU [84]
©2011 IEEE.

(f) Sliding Mass [57]
©1999 IEEE.

Figure 1.3: Various Barycentric Spherical Robots (BSR).

1. Pendulums. An internal pendulum is rotated such that the pendulum bob
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points in the direction of desired travel [46, 85].

2. Internal Drive Units (IDU). Masses attached to wheels are "driven" on the
inner surface of the vehicle’s shell. Such vehicles resemble hamster balls and
have been developed by several researchers [2, 13, 84].

3. Sliding Masses. Like Moball, these vehicles rely on masses that move along
prismatic axes to control the COM position [1, 57].

Many other spherical robots rely on the conservation of angular momentum for self-
propulsion. Typically, these vehicles are actuated by internal flywheels [12, 79]. A
torque applied to the flywheel generates a reaction torque on the external shell via
the conservation of angular momentum. Gyroscopic precession is relied upon in
vehicles actuated by control moment gyroscopes (CMG) [23]. In these vehicles,
an input torque is applied perpendicularly to the spinning axis of a flywheel, which
generates an output torque along the remaining orthogonal direction via precession.
The maximum torque of angular-momentum based vehicles is constrained by the
speed/torque applied to the internal flywheels. Consequently, these vehicles often
generate larger driving torques than BSRs, whose maximum torque is constrained
by the diameter of the vehicle, i.e. the COM cannot be placed outside the robot’s ex-
ternal shell. However, spherical robots relying on flywheels cannot harvest kinetic
energy as easily as BSRs. Exotic locomotion modalities, including shape-changing
spherical robots, have been developed and can be found in the review by Chase et.
al [22].

Several passive, wind-powered spherical vehicles have been developed. In 2000,
Jack Jones of NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) was testing an tricycle rover
concept with inflatable wheels (Fig. 1.4a) when one wheel broke loose. Much to
the amazement of the researchers, the runaway wheel demonstrated the ability to
traverse rough terrain and climb steep slopes [34, 41]. This was the motivation
for JPL’s Tumbleweed rover (Fig. 1.4c). Tumbleweed is an inflated 1.5m-diameter
sphere, which is passively blown by wind gusts. Ambient pressure and tempera-
ture are measured from an onboard electronic package and data is transmitted via
the Iridium satellite network to a ground station far from the field [11]. In 2003,
Tumbleweed was deployed to Greenland where it traversed 131km in 9 days [51].
The following year, Tumbleweed traveled 134km in 7 days at the South Pole and
200km in 7 days back in Greenland [51]. These field tests verify the feasibility of
wind-driven mobility over difficult terrain in extremely challenging environments.
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(a) JPL’s Jack Jones and the inflatable
tricycle.

(b) LaRC Wedge

(c) Tumbleweed in Greenland [11].
©2004 IEEE.

(d) LaRC Dandelion

Figure 1.4: Passive Wind-Powered Spherical Vehicles.

However, Tumbleweed’s disadvantages include an uncontrollable trajectory due to
the lack of active control and a mission duration limited by the onboard battery.

Similarly, NASA’s Langley Research Center (LaRC) developed the concept of "de-
ployable open-structures" [3, 4]. These biomimetically-inspired vehicles have open,
rather than closed, external shells. Features such as pockets, cutouts, and cups are
designed into the shell to capture a passing breeze. Examples include the "wedge"
(Fig. 1.4b) and the "dandelion" design (Fig. 1.4d). Several prototypes were tested
in a wind-tunnel to identify the design with the maximum drag coefficient over a
large range of vehicle orientations. The LaRC prototypes are envisioned to be de-
ployed en masse, with a mission of sampling Mars’s climate similar to Moball. Of
course, these vehicles are again characterized by an uncontrollable trajectory and
reliance on an onboard battery.

Lastly, a few researchers have considered pendulum-actuated BSRs that harvest en-
ergy from sustained winds. The internal pendulum of these vehicles swings along
a single preferred axis, which is attached to a motor/generator. In [27, 37], the
equations of motion are derived for an energy-harvesting pendulum robot and Lya-
punov stability is assessed. In [10], an inflatable 2m-diameter vehicle weighing
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30kg was built and tested. During a single experiment, the vehicle was propelled
by the wind to a speed of 30 km/hr , generating 3 watts of useful power [10]. An
energy-harvesting BSR based on sliding masses, like Moball, has the advantage of
harvesting energy from rotations in any direction as compared to pendulum-based
vehicles. Furthermore, manipulating the COM during active control is costly for
pendulum-based BSRs due to the high torque caused by the pendulum bob on the
motor.

1.4 Challenges of Spherical Robots
Although spherical vehicles offer a competitive set of advantages compared to con-
ventional mobility platforms, these vehicles also face unique challenges. Generally,
a spherical robot can be modeled as a dynamical system whose inputs are the ve-
locities of its internal actuators (e.g. sliding masses, pendulum, etc.) and whose
output is the vehicle’s inertial state. Most models also include constraints that pro-
hibit the sphere from skidding and/or turning in place. For conventional wheeled
or tracked vehicles, these constraints imply that the dynamical system’s inputs are
kinematically related to its outputs. This dramatically simplifies the analysis as the
engineer can use the kinematic relationship to understand the input-output mapping.
For most spherical robots, however, the system’s inputs and outputs are not kine-
matically related. Instead, the inputs directly affect the system’s momentum, which
in turn affects the vehicle’s position, or inertial state. This indirect relationship can
make it more challenging to understand how actuator policies correspond to vehicle
behaviors, but it is clear that understanding the evolution of momentum is key.

Another challenge confronting spherical robots arises when modeling the vehi-
cle’s orientation. Unlike conventional land and air vehicles, whose motions de-
viate only slightly from a desired stable orientation, the orientation of spherical
vehicles may assume any rotational state. Consequently, the dynamic lineariza-
tion modeling techniques popular with conventional vehicles cannot be applied to
spherical robots, whose governing dynamics are inherently nonlinear. Furthermore,
although standard methods of parameterizing the vehicle’s rotation state (e.g. Euler
angles, quaternions, etc.) can be employed, this approach typically results in over-
complicated equations of motion that obscure insight into the vehicle’s dynamics.
Of course, choosing to retain the rotation matrix as a state variable increases the di-
mension of the problem and introduces cumbersome constraints on the orientational
state. Equations of motion, which hold globally, and that incorporate the vehicle’s
orientation without parameterization are desirable for spherical robots.
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Lastly, the constraints that prohibit skidding and/or turning in place are nonholo-
nomic velocity constraints3. These constraints, in combination with the indirect
input-output relationship described above, result in convoluted equations of mo-
tion with forcing terms arising from the constraints, actuation, and fictitious forces.
In turn, any controllability conditions and motion controllers derived from these
complex equations are often intricate and unintuitive. These salient theoretical is-
sues must be resolved before spherical vehicles can be confidently deployed in the
high-risk environments that characterize planetary science missions. This disser-
tation leverages the mathematical structures underlying the equations of motion of
spherical robots to simplify and solve these challenges.

1.5 Thesis Contributions & Organization
The process of Lagrangian reduction has a history stretching back to the early 20th
century [61, 68, 71]. A symmetry4 occurs when the Lagrangian, constraints, and
external forces are invariant with respect to the action of a group. In such cases,
the equations of motion can be "reduced" to a lower-dimensional configuration
space that does not include the symmetry group. In addition to being defined over
a smaller space, the reduced equations of motion are often algebraically simpler,
which aids in the analysis of subsequent control-theoretic issues. For many dynam-
ical systems, including most robotic systems of interest, the configuration space can
be expressed as a direct product Q = G × M , where G is a Lie group and M is a
smooth manifold. For robotic systems, G often describes the vehicle’s inertial pose
and M denotes the states of internal actuators. If the Lagrangian system is invariant
with respect to the group G, then the system can be reduced to a lower-dimensional
space as described above. Inertial motions are then recovered by solving the lower-
dimensional equations of motion and "reconstructing" the full dynamics including
the inertial state using a reconstruction equation [45]. For robotic systems, the
reconstruction equation naturally describes how momenta and internal actuation af-
fect inertial motion, which can be used to provide insight into a range of practical
control-theoretic issues [35, 67, 75, 76].

Reduction and reconstruction of mechanical systems is limited by the largest com-
mon symmetry group shared by the Lagrangian, constraints, and external forces.
Often, a parameter dependency (e.g. the direction of gravity) in a mechanical
system’s potential energy or constraint set limits the extent of reduction possible.

3See Chapter 2 for precise definitions.
4See Chapter 3 for precise definitions.
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This parameter is said to "break" the symmetry of the system. One method to
overcome a broken symmetry is to introduce additional states into the Lagrangian
called advected parameters [21, 74, 82]. By choosing an advected parameter that
corresponds to the parameter breaking the system’s symmetry, the augmented La-
grangian system can often be made invariant with respect to the maximal symmetry
group. The result is a reduced set of equations coupled to an additional equation
governing the evolution of the advected parameter. Although this technique permits
reduction of systems with broken symmetries, a reconstruction process, and the
concomitant benefits of the reconstruction equation, have not been incorporated.

This thesis contributes a novel reduction and reconstruction approach to dynamical
systems with symmetry-breaking potential energies and nonholonomic constraints.
Consequently, these results can be applied to a variety of vehicle platforms far re-
moved from spherical vehicles e.g., multirotor, legged, and underwater vehicles.
Furthermore, the reduced/reconstructed equations can be written from inspection
of the system’s Lagrangian, and the equations can be easily generalized to vehicles
operating on undulating terrains. This original reduction/reconstruction approach is
then applied to the equations of motion for a wide class of spherical robots, includ-
ing all BSR vehicles. Reduction by the rotation group obviates the challenges asso-
ciated with modeling the vehicle’s orientation. Reconstruction allows the equations
to be written in an intuitive form, highlighting the role of momentum in sustaining
vehicle motion while revealing mathematical structures that play a definitive role in
assessing controllability.

Small-time local controllability (STLC) conditions are also developed for a wide
class of spherical robots, including all BSR vehicles. Necessary STLC conditions
follow from determining the rank of a simple steering matrix, whose terms depend
on quantities identified in the reduced/reconstructed equations of motion. Simi-
larly, these STLC conditions can be checked by simple inspection of the system’s
Lagrangian, which enables one to easily determine how damage or changes to the
vehicle’s internal design affect controllability. Controllability conditions for spher-
ical vehicles on flat, sloped, and generic undulating terrain are presented.

An intuitive, generic feedback controller and energy-opportunistic motion planning
framework are also contributed for the BSR vehicle class. Each of these compo-
nents are extendable to generic terrains. For Moball specifically, a feedforward
controller is developed using a low-order dynamic model and the direct collocation
scheme. This thesis also contributes a "ballistic-impulse" controller for Moball,
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which can be used to control the position of Moball’s magnets in spite of the limited
control authority inherent to the electromechanical design. Path planning, feedback,
and feedforward controllers are combined in a simulation environment to assess
Moball’s ability to traverse paths on flat and generic, smooth terrain.

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 contains mathe-
matical preliminaries adopted in the remaining chapters. Chapter 3 presents a La-
grangian method for the reduction and reconstruction of nonholonomic mechanical
systems, which is employed to simplify the equations of motion of spherical robots.
Next, necessary STLC conditions are derived for a generic class of spherical robot
in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents feedback controllers and a path planning frame-
work for BSRs, in addition to a feedforward controller and simulation results for
the Moball. Chapter 6 highlights future work and concludes the thesis. In Appendix
A, one can find details on Moball’s design and experimental results.
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C h a p t e r 2

PRELIMINARIES

This brief chapter contains mathematical preliminaries that are used throughout the
remainder of the thesis.

2.1 Configuration Spaces
This thesis is motivated by spherical robots that can be modelled as a finite set
of rigid bodies, e.g. the external shell, internal masses, and internal rotors are all
assumed to be rigid. The generalized coordinates of a single rigid body are the
variables {q1, . . . ,qn} that are sufficient to specify the body’s position and pose. The
space of generalized coordinates necessary to specify all rigid bodies composing a
spherical robot is called the configuration space, Q. The state of the vehicle,

q = {q1, . . . ,qm} ∈ Q,

represents a specific vehicle configuration, i.e. the position and pose of every rigid
body is fully specified. The degrees of freedom (DOF) of a spherical robot is de-
fined as the number of independent variables that span Q, i.e. dim(Q) = m. For
spherical vehicles with actuated internal components, the configuration space can
be expressed as a direct product, Q = G × M , where G and M denote the gener-
alized coordinates corresponding to the external shell and all internal components
(e.g. masses, rotors), respectively.

2.2 Differentiable Manifolds
The configuration spaces of interest are differentiable manifolds,

Definition 2.2.1 (Differentiable Manifold [14]). An m-dimensional differentiable
manifold P is a set of points together with a finite or countably infinite set of subsets
Uα ∈ P and 1-to-1 mappings ϕα : Uα → R

n such that:

1.
⋃
α Uα = P.

2. For each nonempty intersection Uα ∪ Uβ, ϕi (Uα ∪ Uβ) is an open subset of
Rn, and the 1-to-1 and onto mapping ϕα ◦ϕ−1

β : ϕβ (Uα∪Uβ) → ϕα (Uα∩Uβ)
is a smooth function.
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3. The family {Uα, ϕα} is maximal with respect to conditions 1 and 2.

Each set Uα is called a coordinate chart and each ϕα is a coordinate function. The
second condition is necessary to ensure that the transition between neighboring
charts has continuous partial derivatives. The third condition ensures that a mani-
fold is specified independent of the specific coordinate charts chosen. This thesis
assumes that the configuration space is a C2-differentiable manifold, whereby the
transition maps ϕα ◦ ϕ−1

β have continuous partial derivatives up to the second or-
der. A configuration space Q that is a differentiable manifold may also be called a
configuration manifold.

The tangent vector on a differentiable manifold is defined as follows,

Definition 2.2.2 (Tangent Vector [19]). A differentiable map γ : (−ε, ε ) → P is
called a curve on P. Assume that γ(0) = p and let D denote the set of functions
on P that are differentiable at p. The tangent vector to the curve γ at t = 0 is the
function γ′(0) : D → R given by,

γ′(0)( f ) =
d( f ◦ γ)

dt
���t=0

, f ∈ D.

A tangent vector at a point p ∈ P is the tangent vector at t = 0 of some curve
γ : (−ε, ε ) → P with γ(0) = p.

The space of all tangent vectors at a point p ∈ P is called the tangent space and
is denoted TpP. The tangent space is independent of the coordinate chart used,
and is a vector space of the same dimension as the manifold P. Given a local
coordinate chart ϕα : Uα → R

n, a natural basis spanning the tangent space at p is
given by {(∂/∂x1), . . . , (∂/∂xn)}, where (∂/∂xi) is the ith standard basis vector of
Rn projected by ϕ−1

α .

Definition 2.2.3 (Tangent Bundle [14]). The tangent bundle of a manifold P, de-
noted by T P, is the differentiable manifold whose underlying set is the disjoint
union of the tangent spaces to P at the points x ∈ P, i.e.,

T P =
⋃
x∈P

Tx P.

Definition 2.2.4 (Cotangent Bundle [14]). The dual to the tangent space, Tx P, is the
cotangent space, T∗x P. Members of the cotangent space are called one-forms and
are linear functionals mapping Tx P → R. The cotangent bundle of a manifold P,
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denoted by T∗P, is the differentiable manifold whose underlying set is the disjoint
union of the cotangent spaces to P at the points x ∈ P, i.e.,

T∗P =
⋃
x∈P

T∗x P.

2.3 Lie Groups
The space of generalized coordinates describing the inertial state of a spherical
robot’s external shell are often Lie groups.

Definition 2.3.1 (Group [59]). A set S together with a binary operation ◦, defined
on elements of S, is a group if the following axioms are satisfied:

1. Closure: If s1, s2 ∈ S, then s1 ◦ s2 ∈ S.

2. Identity: An identity element exists, e, such that s ◦ e = e◦ s = s for all s ∈ S.

3. Inverse: For every s ∈ S, a unique inverse exists such that s−1 ∈ S and
s ◦ s−1 = s−1 ◦ s = e.

4. Associativity: If s1, s2, s3 ∈ S, then (s1 ◦ s2) ◦ s3 = s1 ◦ (s2 ◦ s3).

Definition 2.3.2 (Lie Group [14]). A Lie group is a smooth manifold P that is a
group, and for which the group operations of multiplication (p1,p2) → p1p2 for
p1,p2 ∈ P, and inversion p→ p−1, are smooth.

Definition 2.3.3 (Matrix Lie Group [14]). A matrix Lie group is a set of invertible
n × n matrices that is closed under matrix multiplication and that is a submanifold
of Rn×n.

Matrix Lie groups play an important role in the modeling of spherical robots. The
Special Orthogonal Group in 3-dimensions, SO(3), is defined by,

SO(3) =
{

A ∈ R3×3 |AT A = AAT = I,det(A) = +1
}
,

where det(·) is the standard matrix determinant. The columns of matrices belong-
ing to SO(3) naturally represent the bases of a right-handed orthonormal frame.
Consequently, the SO(3) group is used to model the orientation of rigid bodies. The
Special Orthogonal Group defines a non-Euclidean space, which implies that SO(3)
is not closed under addition, i.e. if S1,S2 ∈ SO(3) then S1 + S2 < SO(3). Practi-
cally, this will prohibit standard numerical integration and derivative techniques,
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which depend on a Euclidean structure, from being applied to SO(3) (an integration
scheme that respects the structure of SO(3) is employed in Chapter 5).

Another important matrix group is the Special Euclidean Group in 3-dimensions,
SE(3),

SE(3) =
{
(v,R) |v ∈ R3,R ∈ SO(3)

}
= R3 × SO(3).

Elements of SE(3) are typically represented as R4×4 matrices,

A =



R v

~0 1


∈ SE(3),

where ~0 is a three-dimensional row vector. Members of the Special Euclidean
Group can be used to represent the position (in the v-component) and the orien-
tation (in the R-component) of a rigid body.

Definition 2.3.4 (Translations and Adjoint [14]). For a Lie group G, the left-translation
can be defined as Lg : G → G such that Lg (h) = g ◦ h. Similarly, the right-
translation is defined by Rg : G → G such that Rg (h) = h ◦ g. The adjoint action
ADg : G × G → G is defined by ADgh = Lg (Rg−1 h) = g ◦ (h ◦ g−1). For matrix
Lie groups these operations follow simply from matrix multiplication.

2.4 Matrix Lie Algebras
The tangent space at the identity element of a Lie group, TeG, is a special vector
space that satisfies the conditions of a Lie algebra.

Definition 2.4.1 (Matrix Lie Bracket [14]). For any pair of n × n matrices A,B the
matrix Lie bracket is defined by [A,B] = AB − BA.

Proposition 2.4.1. The matrix Lie bracket satisfies the following properties:

1. Bilinearity: For n × n matrices A,B,C and scalars α, β,γ ∈ R,[
αA + βB,C

]
= α

[
A,C

]
+ β

[
B,C

]
,[

A, βB + γC
]

= β
[
A,B

]
+ γ

[
A,C

]
,

2. Skew-symmetry: For any n × n matrices A and B, [B, A] = −[A,B].

3. Jacobi Identity: For any n × n matrices A,B,C,[ [
A,B

]
,C

]
+

[ [
B,C

]
, A

]
+

[ [
C, A

]
,B

]
= 0.
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Definition 2.4.2 (Matrix Lie Algebra [14]). A matrix Lie algebra g is a set of n × n

matrices that is a vector space with respect to matrix addition and scalar multipli-
cation, which is also closed under the matrix Lie bracket [·, ·].

Proposition 2.4.2 ([14]). For any matrix Lie group G, the tangent space at the
identity TeG is a Lie algebra, denoted g.

Let a Lie group tangent vector be denoted by ġ ∈ TgG. For non-Abelian Lie groups
such as SO(3) and SE(3), there are two natural ways to map ġ back to the Lie algebra
TeG. The first is by using the lifted-left action TgLg−1 and the second is by using the
lifted-right action TgRg−1 . These actions correspond to left and right multiplication
by the inverse for matrix Lie groups, e.g. Ṙ ∈ TRSO(3) may be mapped back
to the Lie algebra using a lifted-left action R−1 Ṙ ∈ so(3) or a lifted-right action
ṘR−1 ∈ so(3), where so(3) is the Lie algebra of SO(3) defined by,

so(3) =
{

A ∈ R3×3 |AT = −A
}
,

which is the space of skew-symmetric 3 × 3 matrices. Elements of so(3) are char-
acterized by three independent parameters. Thus, it is natural to represent members
of so(3) as vectors in R3 using the wedge map ∧ : R3 → so(3),



v1

v2

v3



∧

=



0 −v3 v2

v3 0 −v1

−v2 v1 0



∈ so(3)

The inverse of the ∧ map is the ∨ : so(3) → R3 operator. A tangent vector defined
on SE(3), Ġ ∈ TGSE(3) can analogously be mapped via lifted-right or lifted-left
actions to the Lie algebra se(3),

se(3) =
{ [

ω̂ v
01×3 0

]
∈ R4×4���ω̂ ∈ so(3),v ∈ R3

}
.

Elements of se(3) are defined by 6 independent quantities, and ∧ and ∨ operators
exist similarly to those defined for so(3) [59].

The lifted-left and lifted-right actions have important physical meanings for so(3)
and se(3). Lie algebra elements that have been mapped to the Lie algebra using
the lifted-left action correspond to velocities expressed in a body-fixed coordinate
frame, e.g. RT Ṙ = ω̂b ∈ so(3) corresponds to an angular velocity viewed from
a coordinate frame fixed to a moving rigid body. Similarly, G−1Ġ = ξb ∈ se(3)
corresponds to an angular velocity and translational velocity viewed with respect
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to a body frame. The lifted-right action produces velocities expressed with respect
to a fixed spatial frame, ṘRT = ω̂s ∈ so(3) and ĠGT = ξ s ∈ se(3). Thus, the
Lie algebra is the space of body and spatial velocities for spherical robots. Body-
coordinates are used in developing the equations of motion of spherical robots in
this thesis.

The adjoint operator between a Lie group and a Lie algebra member, Ad : G × g →

g, is defined as Adgξ = Tg−1 Lg (TeRg−1ξ), which for matrix groups corresponds to
Adgξ = gξg−1. This relationship enables one to easily convert between body and
spatial coordinates on the Lie algebra, i.e. ξ s = Adgξ

b. The adjoint operation
between Lie algebra members, ad : g × g → g, is defined as adξη =

[
ξ,η

]
, which

will play an important role in the forthcoming controllability calculations.

Just as tangent vectors can be mapped to the Lie algebra, a Lie algebra member
ξ can be mapped back onto a tangent space of the Lie group using a left, TeLgξ,
or right, TeRgξ, action. This action applied to all g ∈ G results in a vector field
defined over the Lie group, which depends on ξ. Let this vector field be denoted by
Xξ (g) ∈ X(Q), where X(Q) denotes the set of all smooth vector fields defined over
Q. Let φξ : R → G be the integral curve of Xξ (g) that passes through the identity
element e ∈ G when t = 0. Then,

Definition 2.4.3 (Exponential Map [59]). The function exp : g → G defined by
exp(ξ) = φξ (1) is called the exponential map of the Lie algebra g into the Lie
group G. The exponential map takes the line ξs ∈ g, s ∈ R, into a one-parameter
subgroup of G, i.e.

exp(ξs) = φξ (s).

For the Special Orthogonal Group SO(3), the exponential map is available in closed-
form via the Rodrigues’ formula,

eω̂ = I +
ω̂

| |ω | |
sin| |ω | | +

ω̂2

| |ω | |2
(1 − cos | |ω | |),

for ω ∈ R3 ∈ SO(3). An analogous relationship exists for SE(3) as well. The ex-
ponential map is important because it allows reduced dynamical systems to be ana-
lyzed on the Lie algebra, where the results can be projected into the Lie group when
explicit rotation matrices are required for computation. In Chapter 5, a vector-based
integration scheme acting on the Lie algebra so(3) is used to integrate dynamics on
SO(3), and the results are projected back to G using the exponential map.
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2.5 Nonholonomic Constraints
Interactions between a spherical robot and the terrain are governed by motion con-
straints. Prohibitions against penetrating the ground plane, slipping, or turning in
place are all represented via appropriate constraints.

Definition 2.5.1 (Holonomic Constraints [59]). A holonomic constraint restricts
the motion of the system to a smooth hypersurface of the configuration space Q.
Holonomic constraints can be represented locally as algebraic constraints on the
configuration space,

hi (q) = 0, i = 1, . . . , k .

A relevant example of a holonomic constraint includes mandating that a spherical
robot cannot separate from a flat plane. Velocity constraints that can be integrated to
pure positional constraints are holonomic. If the configuration space has dimension
m, then a set of k independent holonomic constraints will effectively reduce the
dynamical system’s degrees of freedom to m − k. Consequently, the equalities in
Definition 2.5.1 can be used to simplify the equations of motion by eliminating k

variables.

Definition 2.5.2 (Nonholonomic Constraints). Consider velocity constraints of the
form A(q)q̇ = 0, where A(q) ∈ Rk×m and dim(Q) = m. Nonholonomic velocity
constraints cannot be integrated into holonomic constraints.

Physically, nonholonomic constraints limit a dynamical system’s velocities without
explicitly restricting the configuration manifold Q. An example of a nonholonomic
constraint is the no-slip constraint between a ball and a flat plate. This constraint
mandates that a rotation of the ball results in a corresponding translation, in propor-
tion to the ball’s radius. Although this constraint couples rotational and translational
velocities, the ball can occupy any position and orientation contained in Q. Given
a set of nonholonomic constraints, the allowable velocities are enumerated by the
constraint distribution D.

Definition 2.5.3 (Constraint Distribution). The constraint distribution is defined as,

D = {(q, q̇) ∈ TqQ | A(q)q̇ = 0}.

At q ∈ Q, the velocities allowed by the constraints is written as D (q).

The coordinates chosen to express the constraint distribution D have a strong im-
pact on the complexity of the resulting equations of motion, as Chapter 3 will show.
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2.6 Lagrangian Dynamics
Traditionally, the equations of motion of multibody robotic systems are derived
using a Lagrangian approach. For the types of mechanical robots considered here,
the Lagrangian is defined as follows:

Definition 2.6.1 (Lagrangian). The Lagrangian of a mechanical system, L : TQ →

R, is defined as L(q, q̇) = T (q, q̇) −V (q), where T (q, q̇) and V (q) represent the net
kinetic and potential energy, respectively.

For the spherical robots of interest here (and most mechanical systems), the kinetic
energy is a quadratic function in the generalized velocities q̇. If the generalized ve-
locities are expressed in spatial coordinates, then T (q, q̇) = q̇TMs (q)q̇, whereMs

is the spatial mass matrix. Similarly, when the generlized velocities are expressed in
body coordinates, T (q, q̇) = q̇TMb(q)q̇, whereMb is the body mass matrix. As the
name suggests, the mass matrices contain the masses and inertias of the mechanical
system.

Definition 2.6.2 (Nonholonomic Mechanical System). A nonholonomic mechani-
cal system is defined by the tuple Σ = (Q,L,D,F) where:

(A1) Q denotes a configuration space, assumed to be finite-dimensional.

(A2) L : TQ → R is a smooth Lagrangian, where smoothness is defined with
respect to the arguments (q, q̇). The potential is conservative and L(q, q̇) is
hyperregular [54].

(A3) Motions are constrained by an independent set of k nonholonomic constraints
that define a constraint distribution, D, which is assumed to be smooth as a
distribution.

(A4) External forces are expressed as one-forms F (q, q̇) ∈ T∗Q.

Nonholonomic mechanical systems are the most basic class of dynamical systems
considered in this work. For these systems, the equations of motion follow from
solving the variational Lagrange-d’Alembert principle.

Theorem 2.6.1 (Constrained Lagrange-d’Alembert Principle [54]). Given a La-
grangian L(q, q̇), a force field F (q, q̇), and a constraint distribution D (q, q̇), the
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Lagrange-d’Alembert principle for a curve q(t) ∈ Q is:

δ

∫ b

a
L(q(t), q̇(t)) dt +

∫ b

a
F (q(t), q̇(t)) · δq dt = 0, (2.1)

for all curves q(t) and variations δq(t) ∈ Dq(t) such that δq(a) = δq(b) = 0.

External forces derived from potential functions, e.g. gravitational or magnetic
forces, are called potential forces and can be represented as one-forms F (q) =

−dV (q). These forces play a special role in the Lagrange-d’Alembert principle,
namely:

Corollary 2.6.1. [17] Based on assumptions (A1)-(A4), the Lagrange-d’Alembert
principle (2.6.1) can be rewritten in terms of the kinetic energy T (q, q̇), a potential
force −dV (q), and external forces, F (q, q̇):

δ

∫ b

a
T (q, q̇)dt =

∫ b

a
dV (q) · δq dt −

∫ b

a
F (q, q̇) · δq dt, δq ∈ D . (2.2)

This result asserts dynamical equivalence between the nonholonomic mechanical
systems ΣL = (Q,L,D,F) and ΣT = (Q,T,D,−dV + F).

The equations of motion follow from the constrained Lagrange-d’Alembert princi-
ple (2.6.1) via the Euler-Lagrange equations.

Proposition 2.6.1 (Euler-Lagrange [65]). A path γ : [a,b] → Q satisfies the non-
holonomic constrained principle (2.6.1) if γ̇(t) ∈ D for all t ∈ [a,b] and,

d
dt

(
∂L(γ, γ̇)
∂q̇

)
−
∂L(γ, γ̇)
∂q

= λA(γ) + F (γ, γ̇),

where D =
{
(q, q̇) ∈ TqQ | A(q)q̇ = 0

}
and λi for i = 1, . . . , k are Lagrange

multipliers.

Traditionally, the lagrange multiplers λi are solved for algebraically, leaving m

second-order differential equations and k first-order differential equations compris-
ing the equations of motion. In the next chapter, an equivalent set of dynamical
equations will be derived in an intuitive, geometric-based form that does not rely
on Lagrange multipliers.
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C h a p t e r 3

LAGRANGIAN REDUCTION OF NONHOLONOMIC
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

A spherical robot can be modeled as a nonholonomic mechanical system (Defi-
nition 2.6.2). Before developing the equations of motion for spherical robots, a
Lagrangian reduction and reconstruction method is introduced for the class of non-
holonomic mechanical systems with broken symmetries. The resulting approach
will produce the equations of motion for a wide class of spherical robots, and other
relevant systems including multirotor and legged vehicles. First, the relevant basics
of Lagrangian reduction and reconstruction will be reviewed.

3.1 Review of Reduction & Reconstruction
This section contains necessary background information on Lagrangian reduction,
nonholonomic momenta, principal bundles and connections, semi-direct product
spaces, the Bloch-Krishnaprasad-Marsden-Murray (BKMM) reduction/reconstruction
method, and reduction via advected parameters.

3.1.1 Lagrangian Reduction
Similar to a Lie group’s left-translation, Lg : G → G, a Lie group may also act on
a manifold via a left action,

Definition 3.1.1 (Lie Group (Left) Action [54]). Let P be a manifold and let G be a
Lie group. A (left) action of a Lie group G on P is a smooth mappingΦ : G×P → P

such that,

1. Φ(e, x) = x for all x ∈ P, where e ∈ G is the Lie group’s identity element.

2. Φ(g,Φ(h, x)) = Φ(gh, x) for all g,h ∈ G and x ∈ P.

Definition 3.1.2 (Free Action [65]). An action Φ(g, x) is free if it does not have
fixed points, i.e. Φ(g, x) = x implies that g = e for all x ∈ P.

Typically,Φ(g, x) will be denoted byΦg (x). A right action can be similarly defined,
but the left action is consistent with our choice of modeling the equations of motion
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using body coordinates. The left-action Φg (x) has a collateral effect on tangent
vectors that is described by the lifted action.

Definition 3.1.3 (Lifted Action [14]). The lifted action is the map,

TΦg : TQ → TQ : (q,v) → (Φg (q),TqΦg (v)),

which relates the tangent space TqQ to TΦg (q)Q.

Then, the concept of G-invariance can be introduced.

Definition 3.1.4 (Lie Group Invariance [65]). A Lagrangian function, L : TQ → R,
a vector field X ∈ X(Q), and a one-form ω ∈ X∗(Q), are said to be G-invariant if
they are invariant with respect to the induced action of Lie group G on Q, i.e.,

L(Φg (q),TqΦg q̇) = L(q, q̇),

TqΦgX (q) = X (Φg (q)),

T∗qΦgω(Φg (q)) = ω(q),

respectively, which holds for all g ∈ G and q̇ ∈ TqQ.

Definition 3.1.5 (Symmetry). A nonholonomic mechanical system (2.6.2) possesses
a symmetry with respect to a Lie group G if its Lagrangian L : TQ → R, con-
straint distribution D (q, q̇) ∈ X(Q), and external forces F (q, q̇) ∈ X∗(Q), are all
G-invariant according to definition (3.1.4).

Symmetries allow the equations of motion to be "reduced" to a lower-dimensional
space, TQ/G, which is the quotient space between the configuration space and the
symmetry group. This is the basis of Lagrangian reduction.

Reduction was used by early pioneers including Euler, Lagrange, Hamilton, and
Jacobi. Routh’s reduction of cyclic variables, Poincaré’s generalization of Euler’s
equations to Lie groups, and Noether’s conservation laws are notable examples of
early work [61, 68, 71]. The modern era of reduction began in the 1960s with
Arnold’s work on the dynamics of rigid bodies and ideal fluids, Smale’s treatment
of relative equilibria in celestial mechanics problems, and the synthesis of these
works in Abraham and Marsden, amongst others [5, 55, 80]. A comprehensive
historical review of reduction is provided by Marsden [55].

An intuitive understanding of symmetries follows from identifying a symmetry
with transformations to a dynamical system’s inertial coordinate system that do
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not change the resulting equations of motion. For example, consider a spherical
robot rolling on a flat plane. It is clear that translating the inertial coordinate system
along a horizontal plane would not change a rolling ball’s equations of motion (the
ball should roll the same if it is measured from any location on the plane). However,
translating the inertial frame in a vertical direction would alter the equations of mo-
tion via changes to the measurement of potential energy. Thus, a spherical robot
rolling on a flat plane has a symmetry with respect to horizontal, but not vertical,
translations.

Although the dynamics of most spherical robots can be simplified using symme-
tries, some vehicles (including BSRs like Moball) can only be partially reduced
due to "broken" symmetries. Consider a mechanical system with Q = G, a finite-
dimensional Lie group. Assume invariance of the kinetic energy with respect to
the left-action Φg, for all g ∈ G. Furthermore, suppose that the potential V (g,a0)
depends upon a parameter a0 ∈ R

n, e.g. a0 ∈ R
3 may be a unit vector collinear

with the direction of gravity in an inertial frame. The Lagrangian will then be in-
variant with respect to the isotropy subgroup Ga0 = {g ∈ G | g · a0 = a0}, and
since Ga0 ⊂ G, the parameter a0 is said to “break” the G-symmetry. The symmetry
condition (3.1.5) only then applies to Ga0 . Although reduction by Ga0 is possible,
one is forced to parameterize G/Ga0 in the resulting equations of motion, which
imposes additional complexity when G is a subgroup of SE(3).

Broken symmetries typically occur in nonholonomic mechanical systems whenever
the potential energy or constraints depend on a parameter expressed in an inertial
frame. For example, spherical robots often have broken symmetries due to a de-
pendency on the direction of gravity (the standard basis vector e3) in the poten-
tial, V (q), or a dependency on the surface normal over which the vehicle rolls in
D (q, q̇). Broken symmetries are ubiquitous across a broad class of field vehicles,
as a dependency on the direction of gravity in V (q) is almost always encountered.
These broken symmetries will prevent the equations of motion from being decom-
posed using the geometric method of BKMM (3.1.5), but in Section (3.2) a method
relying on advected parameters (see 3.1.6) is developed to overcome this challenge.

3.1.2 Nonholonomic Momentum
Symmetries are naturally associated with momenta that play a major role in the
motion of spherical robots. In the absence of constraints, Noether’s theorem asso-
ciates symmetries with conserved quantities that are interpreted as momenta. In the
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presence of nonholonomic constraints, "nonholonomic" or "generalized" momenta
may not be conserved but differential equations describing their evolution can be
derived, and their derivation will now be reviewed [45].

Definition 3.1.6 (Group Orbit). The group orbit for the left action Φg (q) on a man-
ifold P is the set,

Orb(q) = {Φg (q) | ∀g ∈ G}.

The tangent space to the orbit at q ∈ Q is denoted by TqOrb(q).

When G is the Lagrangian symmetry group, the tangent space TqOrb(q) repre-
sents velocities along the symmetry directions. Then, the number of generalized
momenta depends on the dimension of the set Sq,

Sq = Dq ∩ TqOrb(q), (3.1)

where Sq can be interpreted as the tangent vectors that simultaneously lie along
symmetry directions and satisfy the nonholonomic constraints.

Definition 3.1.7 (Infinitesimal Generator). For a given element of the Lie algebra
ξ ∈ g, define a flow γξ (t, x) = Φ(exp(tξ), x), where t ∈ R and x ∈ P, where P is a
smooth manifold. The vector field,

ξP(x) =
d
dt

�����t=0
γξ (t, x),

is the infinitesimal generator of the action corresponding to ξ.

The infinitesimal generator produces a vector field defined over the manifold anal-
ogous to the vector field resulting from projecting a Lie algebra element onto G via
a left or right action. For each q ∈ Q, where Q is the configuration manifold of a
mechanical system, the set of Lie algebra elements whose infinitesimal generators
lie in Sq is denoted by gq,

g
q =

{
ξ ∈ g | ξQ (q) ∈ Sq

}
.

Let the bundle over Q, with fibers gq at q ∈ Q, be denoted by gD [45]. The non-
holonomic momentum map defines the momenta that are consistent with the non-
holonomic constraints. Each generalized momenta obeys a differential equation
described in the following theorem.
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Definition 3.1.8 (Nonholonomic Momentum Map [45]). The nonholonomic mo-
mentum map Jnhc : TqQ → (gD )∗ is defined by,

〈Jnhc(q̇), ξ〉 =
〈∂L
∂q̇
, ξQ

〉
,

where ξ ∈ gq, and 〈·, ·〉 denotes the standard vector inner-product.

Theorem 3.1.1. [45] Assume that the Lagrangian of a mechanical system is invari-
ant with respect toΦg. Then, any solution to the Lagrange-d’Alembert equations for
a nonholonomic system must satisfy, in addition to the given kinematic constraints,
the momentum equation:

d
dt

(
〈Jnhc(q̇), ξq(t)〉

)
=

〈∂L
∂q̇
,

d
dt

(ξq(t))Q
〉
.

The differential equation of the nonholonomic momenta shown above underlies
the momentum equations that appear in the BKMM method (3.1.5), as well as the
generalization to broken symmetries in Section (3.2).

3.1.3 Principal Bundles & Connections
The configuration spaces of the systems considered in this work are assumed to be
trivial principal fiber bundles.

Definition 3.1.9 (Principal Fiber Bundle[65]). A principal fiber bundle over M with
group G consists of a manifold Q and a free and proper left action of G on Q

satisfying the following:

1. M is the quotient space of Q defined by the G-induced equivalence relation,
M = Q/G, where the canonical projection π : Q → M = Q/G is differen-
tiable.

2. Q is locally trivial. Every point q ∈ Q has a neighborhood U such that π−1(U)
is isomorphic to G ×U. Thus, there exists a diffeomorphism ψ : π−1(U) →
G × U given by ψ(q) = (ϕ(q), π(q)), for which ϕ : π−1(U) → G satisfies
ϕ(Φgq) = Lgϕ(q) for all g ∈ G and q ∈ U.

A principal fiber bundle can locally be described as Q = G × M , however in this
work most of the systems of interest will admit a global representation of Q =

G × M , as defined by the trivial principal fiber bundle1.
1Many of the results in this work can be extended to principal bundles through the use of local

trivializations.
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Definition 3.1.10 (Trivial Principal Fiber Bundle [65]). A trivial principal fiber
bundle is a manifold Q = G×M such that G acts freely on Q on the left by trivially
extending Lg to act on Q. This implies that Φh(g,r) = (Lhg,r) for h ∈ G and
(g,r) ∈ G × M = Q.

The manifold M is called the base or shape space, which describes the state of a
spherical robot’s internal actuators or passive mechanisms. The group G describes
the position and orientation of the vehicle. Every fiber bundle is equipped with a
projection π : Q → M . The kernel of this projection’s tangent map determines the
vertical space, VqQ = ker(Tqπ). A principal connection defines a complementary
horizontal space:

Definition 3.1.11 (Principal Connection). A principal connection is an assignment
of a horizontal subbundle, HqQ ⊂ TqQ, such that for each q ∈ Q,

1. TqQ = VqQ ⊕ HqQ, VqQ ∩ HqQ = ~0.

2. TqΦgHqQ = Hg·qQ, for every q ∈ Q and g ∈ G.

3. HqQ depends smoothly on q.

Definition 3.1.12 (Principal Connection Form). A principal connection form A :
TQ → g is a Lie-algebra valued map with the following properties:

1. A(q) is linear on TQ.

2. A(q)ξQ (q) = ξ for all ξ ∈ g and q ∈ Q.

3. A(Φg (q))TqΦg (q̇) = AdgA(q)q̇ for all q̇ ∈ TqQ and g ∈ G.

Equivalently, a connection defines a horizontal space of TqQ, HqQ = ker(A(q)).
While the choice of a horizontal space is not unique, a connection is defined in the
next section so that HqQ represents the allowable system motions and incorporates
symmetries using definitions (3.1.11)-(3.1.12). For a fiber bundle Q = G × M , one
can express the principal connection form acting on q̇ ∈ TqQ in local coordinates
as follows,

A · q̇ = Ag (g,m)ġ +Am(g,m)ṁ = Adg (g−1ġ +Aloc(m)ṁ), (3.2)
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where Aloc ≡ Am(e,m). The forthcoming reconstruction process will be formu-
lated in terms of a principal connection where the Lie group G is a semidirect-
product group. This process provides a means to understand how actuation and
momenta contribute to inertial motion, which in turn leads to an improved under-
standing of control and motion-planning issues as in [35],[75].

3.1.4 Semi-Direct Product Space
The Lie group G of a spherical robot’s configuration space often has the following
structure, which is assumed from this point forward. G is a semidirect product
space,

G = HsV ,

where H ⊂ G is a Lie subgroup andV is a vector space. The group H acts on the
spaceV linearly from the left, and on Q via a left-action. The symbols denotes the
semi-direct product, which defines the multiplication of group members as follows:

(h1,v1) · (h2,v2) = (h1h2,h1v2 + v1),

and the inverse of (h,v) ∈ G is given by (h−1,−h−1v). The identity element for the
group is given by (e,0) ∈ G. Lie algebra elements take the form,

ξ = (h−1 ḣ,h−1v̇) ∈ g,

where g = h × TV ' h ×V . An arbitrary tangent vector is denoted as (ḣ, v̇) ∈ TG.
In coordinates, the left action of g = (h,v) ∈ G on (l,p,m) ∈ HsV × M is given
by,

Φg (l,p,m) = (hl,hp + v,m),

and the lifted action is given by,

TqΦg (l̇, ṗ, ṁ) = (hl̇,hṗ, ṁ).

For a Lie algebra element ξ = (ξh, ξv) ∈ g, with ξh ∈ h and ξv ∈ TV , the infinitesi-
mal generator applied to (l,p,m) ∈ Q can be written as,

ξQ (l,p,m) = (ξhl, ξhp + ξv,0),

which will be used to define the nonholonomic momenta in what follows. Lastly,
the adjoint operation Ad : G × g → g follows via,

Adgξ = (Adh(ξh),hξv − Adh(ξh)v) ∈ g,

where g = (h,v) ∈ G and Adh(·) = h(·)h−1.
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3.1.5 BKMM Method
Bloch et. al [45] developed a method to reduce and reconstruct nonholonomic
mechanical systems with symmetries whose configuration spaces are principal fiber
bundles. Their mechanical systems are characterized by a Lagrangian, constraint
distribution, and external forces (Definition 2.6.2) that are left-invariant with respect
to a common symmetry group G, a finite-dimensional Lie group. For these systems,
the equations of motion reduce to the form:

ξ = g−1ġ = −A(r)ṙ + I−1(r)~p, (3.3)

ṗi = ṙ · αi (r)ṙ + ṙ · βi (r)~p + ~p · γi (r)~p, ∀i = [1,n], (3.4)

M (r)r̈ = −C(r, ṙ) + N (r, ṙ , ~p) + τ. (3.5)

The structure of these equations follows from a reduced variational principle with
an extended base space consisting of the nonholonomic momenta ~p = (p1, . . . ,pn)
and shape-space variables (r, ṙ). The momentum differential equation (3.4) follows
from Theorem 3.1.1, where the basis vectors of Sq have been expressed in body
coordinates. Equation (3.5) governs motion in the base space, and this equation can
be derived from a reduced variational principle [65]. The quantities M (r), C(r, ṙ),
and N (r, ṙ , ~p) represent the mass-matrix, Coriolis forces, and potential forces such
as gravity, respecitvely. Actuator forces are assumed to occur along the base direc-
tions2 and are represented by the vector τ.

The reconstruction equation (3.3) describes motion along the fibers as the flow of
a left-invariant vector field. Operators A(r) and I−1(r) are the nonholonomic con-

nection and locked inertia tensor, respectively. As will explained in Chapter 4,
equations (3.3) and (3.4) provide intuitive insight into the controllability of con-
strained multibody dynamical systems. The G-invariance of these equations also
alleviates the need to explicitly parameterize the group G, which is convenient when
SO(3) ⊆ G. In practice, these features have facilitated insight into a range of prac-
tical control issues. For example, the reconstruction equation (3.3) that maps base
motions to fiber motions is naturally applicable to robotic gait-planning [64, 67],
while structure in the reconstruction and momentum equations leads to necessary
conditions for controllability and optimality [44, 63]. Ostrowski [62, 66] showed
that the reduced equations can be computed by inspecting the reduced Lagrangian,
which has led to applications on a variety of vehicle platforms [56, 76].

2External forces (including dissipative forces) can be incorporated into the momentum and
shape-space differential equations (3.4)-(3.5) as well [66].
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Unfortunately, the BKMM method does not readily apply to systems with "broken"
symmetries, since it reduces by the largest symmetry group shared by the kinetic
energy, potential energy, and nonholonomic constraints. In these cases, it is not
possible to reduce by the kinetic energy’s symmetry group due to the presence of
the external parameter. In the presence of broken symmetries, the BKMM method
requires a separable parameterization of the kinetic energy’s symmetry group that
is compatible with the parameter’s isotropy group. For groups such as SO(3), the
complexity incurred by this parameterization obscures insight into practical control
issues. The use of an advected parameter in the reduction process, however, en-
ables one to maintain the appealing structure developed by Bloch et. al [45] in the
presence of broken symmetries, thereby simplifying the analysis of many multibody
dynamical systems of interest.

3.1.6 Reduction Using Advected Parameters
In the context of rigid body mechanical systems, an advected parameter is defined
as follows.

Definition 3.1.13 (Advected Parameter). An advected parameter is a vector a(t) ∈
V expressed in a body frame that satisfies the differential equation,( d

dt
+ g−1(t)ġ(t)

)
a(t) = 0,

where g ∈ G is a Lie group element.

An advected parameter for rigid body mechanical systems is typically defined as
a(t) = RT (t)a0, where R ∈ SO(3) and a(t) models a vector a0 that is constant in
inertial space, e.g. a0 = e3 represents the direction of gravity where a(t) repre-
sents the direction of gravity expressed in a body frame. More general notions of
advected parameters have been applied to the study of fluid mechanics [21, 38].

To illustrate how advected parameters simplify the reduction process, consider
again the simple system with a broken symmetry introduced in (3.1.1): A mechani-
cal system with Q = G,Φg-invariance of the kinetic energy, and a potential V (g,a0)
that depends upon a parameter a0 ∈ R

n.

Define an augmented Lagrangian L̄ : TG × Rn → R that incorporates a0 as an
additional state. If the augmented Lagrangian is Φg-invariant, where G acts on Rn

from the left, then the augmented Lagrangian function can be reduced to l = L(ξ,Γ)
over the space g × Rn, where

Γ , g−1a0,
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denotes an advected parameter. An advection equation governs the advected pa-
rameter,

Γ̇ = −ξΓ,

Γ(t0) = g−1(t0)a0,

which follows from Definition (3.1.13). Applying the Lagrange-d’Alembert prin-
ciple to the reduced Lagrangian yields a modified form of the Euler-Poincaré equa-
tions.

Theorem 3.1.2. [21] Let L̄ : TG×Rn → R be left-invariant with respect to Φg. For
a curve g(t) ∈ G, where ξ (t) = g−1(t)ġ(t), the following are equivalent:

(i) g(t) satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations for L on G.

(ii) With a0 constant, the variational principle

δ

∫ b

a
L(g(t), ġ(t),a0) dt = 0

holds for all variations δg(t) with fixed endpoints, δg(a) = δg(b) = 0.

(iii) The modified Euler-Poincaré equations hold:

d
dt
δl
δξ
− ad∗ξ

δl
δξ

=
δl
δΓ
� Γ, where Γ̇ = −ξΓ

where the operator � is defined by 〈ηΓ,v〉 = −〈v � Γ, η〉, and Γ,v ∈ Rn, η ∈ g.

(iv) The constrained variational principle

δ

∫ b

a
l (ξ (t),Γ(t)) dt = 0

holds on g × Rn, using variations ξ and Γ of the form

δξ = η̇ + [ξ,η], δΓ = −ηΓ,

where η(t) ∈ g vanishes at the endpoints a and b.

Essentially, reduction by the Lie group is occurring on a larger-dimensional aug-
mented configuration space (due to the incorporated advected parameter) at the
expense of an additional advection equation in the resulting equations of motion.
Often, the simplification gained by reduction of G is worth the cost of introducing
the advection equation, whose dynamics are particularly simple.
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Building upon the advected parameter method demonstrated above, Schneider [74]
develops a reduction process for mechanical systems with broken symmetries gov-
erned by nonholonomic constraints. Schneider’s "General Theorem" applies to sys-
tems defined over semidirect product spaces, i.e. Q = HsV , where advected
parameters are elements ofV . Constraints of the following form3 are assumed:

v̇ = θ(h,v,a0) ḣ, (3.6)

where (v, v̇) ∈ TV and (h, ḣ) ∈ T H . To reduce the dynamics to the space hsV×W ,
where W = G/Ga0 ' V , an invariance condition must hold for both the constraints
and Lagrangian (and any external forces). The constraint distribution must satisfy
the following invariance condition for all ( f , y) ∈ HsV and a0 ∈ V ,

f θ(h,v,a0) = θ( f h, f v + y,ha0) f ḣ. (3.7)

If the constraints satisfy this invariance condition, then v can be shown to be cyclic
by choosing ( f , y) = (e,−v). This enables the reduced constraints to have the form
ξv = θ(Γ)ξh, where θ(Γ) : h →V and the reduced variables are defined by,

(ξh, ξv) = (h−1 ḣ,h−1v̇), Γ , h−1a0.

Similarly, the Lagrangian must be invariant with respect to the following transfor-
mation where for ( f , y) ∈ HsV ,

( f , y) · (h, ḣ,v, v̇,a) = ( f h, f ḣ, f v + y, f v̇, f a), (3.8)

which again implies that the Lagrangian is cyclic in v. Then,

Theorem 3.1.3. [74] Under the aforementioned constraints (3.6) and invariances
(3.7)-(3.8), the following are equivalent:

(i) (h(t),v(t)) ∈ HsV satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equations for L on Q.

(ii) The curve (h(t),v(t)) ∈ Q satisfies the constrained Lagrange-d’Alembert prin-
ciple. That is, (ḣ, v̇) ∈ D and,

δ

∫ b

a
L(h(t), ḣ(t), v̇(t))dt = 0,

where δh(t) is an independent variation that vanishes at the endpoints and δv =

θ(h,a0)δh.
3Although this constraint form encompasses commonly encountered constraints (rolling, skat-

ing, etc.), it is formalized and generalized in Section (3.2).
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(iii) The curve (η(t), ξv (t),Γ(t)), where Γ̇ = −ξh(t)Γ(t), satisfies the following con-
strained principle on hsV ×W . With the reduced constraints ξv (t) = θ(Γ(t))ξh(t)
the following variational principle holds:

δ

∫
l (ξh(t), ξv (t),Γ(t))dt = 0.

Variations along the curve take the form,

δξh = η̇ + adξhη,

δΓ = −ηΓ,

δξv =
d
dt

(θ(Γ)η) + ξhθ(Γ)η − ηθ(Γ)ξh,

where θ(Γ) : h → V and η(t) is an independent variation vanishing at the end-
points.

Note that the reduced Lagrange-d’Alembert principle summarized above gives rise
to Euler-Poincaré equations with additional forcing terms arising from the con-
straints. Unfortunately, these additional nonlinear terms often obstruct insight into
the controllability of multibody dynamical systems. Our approach will utilize the
reduced variational principle presented above, but express the resulting equations
of motion in the framework of BKMM [45].

Schneider’s reduction process has been used to study dynamic stabilization [43], lo-
cal controllability [77], motion planning [78], and equilibria [29] of rolling systems
similar to Moball. Although Schneider’s approach achieves maximal reduction,
a reconstruction equation that emphasizes and isolates the geometry underlying a
multibody system’s controllability and motion-planning was not developed.

3.2 Reduction & Reconstruction of Nonholonomic Mechanical Systems with
Broken Symmetries

This section synthesizes the reduction method of Bloch et. al [45] with the use of
advected parameters to yield reduction/reconstruction for nonholonomic mechani-
cal systems with broken symmetries. Reduced equations are developed for systems
with some common constraint forms and potential-energy dependencies. The most
generic case is presented first, followed by special cases.

3.2.1 Generic Advected Parameter Reduction Theorem
Here reduction is developed for systems whose configuration spaces have the struc-
ture of a trivial principal bundle, Q = G × M , where G = HsV is a semidirect-
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product space and H acts on V from the left. Smooth manifold M denotes the
shape space. Advected parameters are assumed to be elements of the space V ,
where H acts on V from the left4. Suppose that the constraints depend on an ad-
vected parameter a05 as well as the group variables y ∈ V . Similar to Subsection
(3.1.6), nonholonomic constraints are assumed of the form,

ẏ = ḣA(h, y,a0,r) + B(h, y,a0,r)ṙ , (3.9)

where q̇ = (h, ḣ, y, ẏ,r, ṙ) ∈ TQ, A(·) is a TV-valued function and B(·) : T M →

TV . This constraint distribution is assumed to have an invariance,

π ẏ = πḣA(πhπy, πa0,r) + B(πh, πy, πa0,r)ṙ , ∀π ∈ H.

This invariance condition leads to reduced constraints of the form,

ξv = ξh A(Π,Γ,r) + B(Π,Γ,r)ṙ , (3.10)

where (ξh, ξv) = (h−1 ḣ,h−1y) ∈ h ×V , and

Γ(t) , h−1(t)a0 ∈ V ,

Π(t) = h−1(t)y(t) ∈ V ,

define a constant norm and variable norm advected parameter. Note that Π(t) is
simply the state variable y pulled back to the identity. Each advected parameter
evolves according to its respective advection equation,

Γ̇ = −ξhΓ,

Π̇ = −ξhΠ + ξh A(Π,Γ,r) + B(Π,Γ,r)ṙ .

The following theorem reduces the dynamics to the space h × V × T M and recon-
structs the equations according to the geometric framework of [45].

Theorem 3.2.1. Consider the Lagrangian of a nonholonomic mechanical system
(2.6.2) subject to the invariant constraints (3.9). Suppose that the Lagrangian’s
kinetic energy is cyclic in its V-coordinate and can be expressed as a function of
reduced variables: l (ξh, ξv,Π,Γ,r, ṙ). Letting {bi} denote a basis of the set S, the
equations of motion can be written as:

4Most of these results can be generalized to the slightly more general case where the advected
parameter lies in space P, with H having a left action on P.

5This case can be extended to multiple advected parameters.
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*
,

ξh

ξv
+
-

= *
,

−A(zzz)ṙ + I−1(zzz)~p
ξh A(zzz) + B(zzz)ṙ

+
-
,

ṗi = ṙ · αi (zzz)ṙ + ṙ · βi (zzz)~p + ~p · γi (zzz)~p +
(
Γ ×

∂V
∂Γ

+
(
Π − A(zzz)

)
×
∂V
∂Π

)
· bhi ,

M (zzz)r̈ = −C(zzz, ṙ) + N (zzz, ~p, ṙ) +
∂V
∂r

+ BT (zzz)
∂V
∂Π

,

Γ̇ = −ξhΓ,

Π̇ = −ξhΠ + ξh A(zzz) + B(zzz)ṙ ,

where zzz , (Π,Γ,r) and bhi denotes the h-component of bi.

These equations have a similar structure to the reduced equations developed in
BKMM [45], with a few notable differences. The equations are coupled through
the advected parameters (Γ,Π), which have associated advection equations. The
reconstruction equation remains linear in ṙ and ~p and incorporates the reduced con-
straints. As in [45], the momentum differential equations are still quadratic in ṙ and
~p, but with additional forcing terms due to the dependence of the constraints and
potential energy on (Γ,Π). Similar external forcing terms arise in the shape-space
differential equations for the same reasons.

Assuming that the Lagrangian’s kinetic energy is cyclic in its V-coordinate is a
mild assumption, as nearly all examples of interest share this feature. For many me-
chanical systems (2.6.2), Lagrangian dependencies on a0 and y ∈ V occur within
inner products, which allows the Lagrangian to be expressed in the reduced vari-
ables l (ξh, ξv,Π,Γ,r, ṙ). One may notice close similarities between the reduced
constraints (3.10) and the advection equation for Π̇. These equations are not redun-
dant but constrain the augmented system to replicate the dynamics of the original
Lagrangian. Lastly, note that much of the complexity in the additional forcing terms
arise due to the generic nature of the constraints and potential energy; many realistic
examples are much simpler (see Section 3.5).

3.2.2 Proof of Theorem 3.2.1
Below is a proof for Theorem 3.2.1, shown in detail as its construction forms the
basis for the following theorems.

Proof of Theorem 3.2.1. The first step is to establish a reduced Lagrange-d’Alembert
principle based on the assumed invariances of the constraint distribution and La-
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grangian, similar to Theorem 3.1.3 and shown explicitly in [74, 82]. From these
sources the following equivalence can be derived:

Theorem 3.2.2. For a Lagrangian defined over Q = HsV × M that is subject
to the invariant constraints (3.9), and which can be expressed as a function of the
reduced variables l (ξh, ξv,Π,Γ,r, ṙ), the following are equivalent:

1. The variational principle,

δ

∫
L(h, ḣ, y, ẏ,r, ṙ ,a0)dt = 0

holds for a curve (h(t), y(t),r (t)) ∈ G × M satisfying the constraints with a0

held constant. Variations δh(t), δy(t), δr (t) vanish at the endpoints and,

δy(t) = δh(t)A(h, y,a0,r) + B(h, y,a0,r)δr.

2. The variational principle,

δ

∫
l (ξh, ξv,Π,Γ,r, ṙ)dt = 0

holds for a curve (ξh(t), ξv (t),Π(t),Γ(t),r (t)) satisfying the reduced con-
straints (3.9). Variations take the form,

δξh = η̇ + adξhη,

δΠ = −ηΠ + ηA(Π,Γ,r) + B(Π,Γ,r)δr,

δξv = −ηξv +
( d

dt
+ ξh

) (
ηA(Π,Γ,r) + B(Π,Γ,r)δr

)
,

δΓ = −ηΓ,

where η = h−1δh and (η, δr) vanish at the endpoints.

Equivalence of the integrands L(h, ḣ, y, ẏ,r, ṙ ,a0) and l (ξh, ξv,Π,Γ,r, ṙ) follows by
the assumption that the Lagrangian is expressible as l (ξh, ξv,Π,Γ,r, ṙ), and by us-
ing the definitions of the advected parameters (Γ,Π). Equivalence of the constraint
distributions follows from the assumed invariance property and equivalence of the
variations is computed explicitly in [74, 82]. Given the equivalence of the varia-
tional principles above, the following reduced variational principle holds,

δ
( ∫ b

a
T (ξh, ξv,r, ṙ)dt −

∫ b

a
V (zzz)dt

)
= 0,
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where zzz = (Π,Γ,r). From Corollary (2.6.1), this variational principle is equivalent
to,

δ

∫ b

a
T (ξh, ξv,r, ṙ)dt = δ

∫ b

a
dV (zzz) · δq dt,

where −dV (zzz) represents a conservative force arising from the potential energy.
The kinetic energy can now be treated as a Φh-invariant system subject to external
forcing, with additional variables (Γ,Π). The Φh-invariance permits the system’s
dynamics to be expressed according to the BKMM method.

Conservative Potential Force. The conservative force can be represented as a one-
form −dV (zzz), where

−dV (zzz) = −
∂V
∂Γ

dΓ −
∂V
∂Π

dΠ −
∂V
∂r

dr.

However, the action of −dV (zzz) on vectors Γ̇ ∈ V and Π̇ ∈ V must obey the
advection differential equations, which results in the equivalent one-form,

−dV (zzz) =
(
Γ ×

∂V
∂Γ

+
(
Π − A(zzz)

)
×
∂V
∂Π

)
dξh +

(
BT (zzz)

∂V
∂Π
−
∂V
∂r

)
dr,

where −dV (zzz) is invariant with respect to Φh from the invariance of zzz. Ostrowski
[65] showed thatΦh-invariant forces are incorporated by projecting the forces along
the allowable momenta directions (i.e., the basis of S) and shape-space. We will
use this fact below.

Reconstruction Equation. We first construct a basis for the set S where symmetry
directions are determined by the kinetic energy only (since the potential has been in-
corporated as a conservative force). Let this basis be denoted by {Bi (h, y,a0,r)}ki=1.
Pulling each vector back to the Lie algebra using a left-action yields a basis {bi (zzz)}ki=1.
If bhi denotes the h-component of bi, then theV-component is dictated by the con-
straints (3.10), i.e., bi (zzz) = (bhi ,b

h

i A(zzz)) (actuator motions ṙ are not contained in S).
Following Definition (3.1.8), the nonholonomic momenta are defined as follows:

pi =
〈 ∂l
∂κ
,bi (zzz)

〉
, ∀i ∈ [1, k],

where κ ∈ g and k = dim(h) − dim(S). Each of the above equalities can be ex-
pressed as one-forms acting on tangent vectors vq ∈ TQ, which define motion along
bases orthogonal to those of S [65]. Together, the kernels of each synthesized one-
form add affine constraints, which when combined with the nonholonomic con-
straints, fully define motion on g. Concatenating these new constraints with the
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nonholonomic constraints defines a connection on h ×V , which can be written as:

*
,

ξh

ξv
+
-

= *
,

−A(zzz)ṙ + I−1(zzz)~p
ξh A(zzz) + B(zzz)ṙ

+
-
.

The reconstruction equation recovers the reduced constraints, expressed as a func-
tion of (Γ,Π) due to the dependencies of each bi (zzz).

Momentum Equation. Recall that Theorem 3.1.1 defines the time-derivative of the
nonholonomic momenta in the absence of external forcing and was derived from
a reduced variational principle. The set of basis vectors {bi (zzz)}ki=1 define the di-
rections along which the nonholonomic momenta act. Further, when the bases are
pulled back to g and depend on the shape-space variables r , then the following
differential equations govern the nonholonomic momenta [45, 65],

ṗi =
〈 ∂l
∂κ
, [κ,bi] + 〈

∂bi

∂r
, ṙ〉

〉
,

again where κ ∈ g is an arbitrary Lie algebra element of the fiber. The right-hand
side of the inner product describes how the basis vector bi (r) changes in time. To
account for our basis’ dependency on zzz = (Π,Γ,r), the partial derivative is con-
verted to a full derivative, where we assume no explicit time-dependency. Writing
bi (zzz) = (bhi ,b

h

i A(zzz)) ∈ g × V as above, the conservative force −dV (zzz) is incorpo-
rated into the momentum differential equation,

ṗ =
〈 ∂l
∂κ
, [κ,bi (zzz)] +

d
dt

bi (zzz)
〉

+
(
Γ ×

∂V
∂Γ

+
(
Π − A(zzz)

)
×
∂V
∂Π

)
· bhi , ∀i ∈ [1, k].

Substituting the reconstruction eqaution into the above yields the quadratic form
appearing in Theorem 3.2.1, although with a dependency on zzz.

Shape Dynamics. Deriving the reduced shape dynamics differs superficially from
the derivation found in [65]. A constrained Lagrange-d’Alembert principle is ap-
plied to the Lagrangian yielding the following,

d
dt

(∂lc

∂ṙ i

)
−
∂lc

∂r i = −ad∗κ
∂l
∂κ
A(δr i) −

∂l
∂κ

(dA(ṙ , δr i) +
∂I−1p
∂r i

)
,

where lc denotes the constrained reduced Lagrangian, which is the reduced La-
grangian l with the reduced constraints substituted in for ξv, i.e.

lc = l (ξh, ξh A(Π,Γ,r) + B(Π,Γ,r)ṙ ,Π,Γ,r, ṙ),

and A(·) denotes the nonholonomic connection introduced above. The quadratic
base dynamics shown in Theorem 3.2.1 are obtained by substituting lc and A(·) →
A(zzz). The reader is encouraged to see [65] for further detail. This completes the
proof of Theorem 3.2.1. �
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3.3 Constant-Norm Advected Parameter Dependency
Many systems of interest are characterized by simpler constraints and invariances
than those presented in Theorem 3.2.1. Consider a system with configuration space
Q = HsR3×M , and whose Lagrangian is invariant with respect to the transforma-
tion,

(h2, x) · (h, ḣ, y, ẏ,r, ṙ) = (h2h,h2 ḣ,h2y + x,h2 ẏ,r, ṙ), (h2, x) ∈ HsR3. (3.11)

In contrast to Theorem 3.2.1, the invariance condition (3.11) implies that the La-
grangian is cyclic in y ∈ V . Assume that the potential V (r,h−1a0) = V (r,Γ) is
a function of a constant-norm advected parameter a0, where Γ , h−1a0. Suppose
that the constraint distribution D is defined by,

ẏ = ḣA(h−1a0,r), (3.12)

where A(·) is a smooth vector-valued function. These constraints are encountered
for mechanical systems that roll, slide, or skate along flat planes (where a0 is the
direction of gravity in an inertial frame). Schneider’s "Intermediate Theorem" [74]
establishes a reduced Lagrange-d’Alembert principle over h×V for this case. This
reduction principle allows the dynamics to be expressed in the BKMM framework
as follows.

Theorem 3.3.1. Under the invariance (3.11) and constraints (3.12), where {bi} is
any basis of S, the equations of motion can be expressed as follows:

*
,

ξh

ξv
+
-

= *
,

−A(zzz)ṙ + I−1(zzz)~p
ξh A(zzz)

+
-

ṗi = ṙ · αi (zzz)ṙ + ṙ · βi (zzz)~p + ~p · γi (zzz)~p +
(
Γ ×

∂V
∂Γ

)
· bhi ,

M (zzz)r̈ = −C(zzz, ṙ) + N (zzz, ṙ , ~p) +
∂V
∂r

,

Γ̇ = −ξhΓ,

where zzz = (r,Γ) and bhi denotes the h-component of bi.

Having invoked the "Intermediate Theorem" from [74], the proof for these equa-
tions follows identically to Theorem 3.2.1 and will be omitted here. Note that these
equations are identical to Theorem 3.2.1 with simpler additional forcing terms in the
momentum and shape-space differential equations. An example of these equations
in use can be found in the rolling, actuated disk presented in Section (3.5).
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3.4 Position Dependency in the Potential
A nonholonomic mechanical system that travels over undulating terrains cannot be
reduced with the reduction principles used in Theorem 3.3.1 due to a dependency
on position, y ∈ V , in the potential energy. Again suppose a constraint distribution
defined by (3.12), where a0 is an advected parameter (that represents the surface
normal for rolling vehicles on undulating terrain). Where Γ , g−1a0 and Π , g−1y,
the following theorem reduces to h ×V × T M , similar to Theorem 3.2.1.

Theorem 3.4.1. Consider a nonholonomic mechanical system subject to constraints
(3.12) with a potential energy dependent on theV-coordinate, i.e., V (y). Suppose
that the Lagrangian can be expressed in the reduced variables l (ξh, ξv,Π,Γ,r, ṙ).
Letting {bi} denote any basis of S, the equations of motion can be expressed as
follows:

*
,

ξh

ξv
+
-

= *
,

−A(zzz)ṙ + I−1(zzz)~p
ξh A(Γ)

+
-

ṗi = ṙ · αi (zzz)ṙ + ṙ · βi (zzz)~p + ~p · γi (zzz)~p +
(
Γ ×

∂V
∂Γ

+
(
Π − A(zzz)

)
×
∂V
∂Π

)
· bhi ,

M (zzz)r̈ = −C(zzz, ṙ) + N (zzz, ṙ , ~p) +
∂V
∂r

,

Γ̇ = −ξhΓ,

Π̇ = −ξh(Π − A(zzz)),

where zzz = (r,Γ) and bhi denotes the h-component of bi.

The proof of this theorem follows from the proof of Theorem 3.2.1. Note that when
the constraints are not a function of internal actuation ṙ , the additional forcing term
affecting the shape space is simpler. Furthermore, when the constraints are not a
function of y, the equations are only coupled through the advected parameter Γ,
rather than through both (Γ,Π).

3.5 Examples of Reduction
The dynamics of the BallBot [47] and an actuated rolling-falling disk are analyzed
in this section. Each system features a potential energy with a dependence on the
direction of gravity, which breaks the SO(3) symmetry that would otherwise be
possessed by these systems.
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Figure 3.1: BallBot Rolling on a Flat Plane.

3.5.1 BallBot
Consider a homogeneous sphere rolling on a flat plane with frame W = {w1,w2,w3}

fixed to the center of rotation (Fig. 3.1). A homogeneous cylinder sits atop the
sphere with frame F = { f1, f2, f3} fixed to the center of mass. Frame E = {e1,e2,e3}

is fixed to the plane. This system well approximates the BallBot [47].

Let (REF ,dE
F ) ∈ SE(3) describe the position and orientation of the cylinder, where

dE
F is a vector extending from frame E’s origin to F’s origin. The BallBot is actu-

ated by controlling the orientation of the sphere. Thus, the shape space is chosen
to correspond to the state of the fully-actuated sphere, (r, ṙ) = (RFW (ϑ),ωW

F ), ex-
pressed from frame F. Let (ḋb,ωb) denote the body velocities of the cylinder.
Let (Ms,Mc,MT ) denote the sphere, cylinder, and total system masses respectively.
Further, let J correspond to the homogeneous sphere’s moment of inertia, (I1, I2)
to the principal moments of the cylinder where I1 is the moment about f1 and f2,
and let Θ correspond to the net moment of inertia of the system about F. Then, the
reduced Lagrangian can be written as,

l (ḋb,ωb,ωW
F ,e3) =

1
2



ḋb

ωb

ωW
F



T 

MT −Ms d̂F
W 0

Ms d̂W
F Θ J

0 J J





ḋb

ωb

ωW
F



+ Mcg(REF dF
W ) · e3,

where the map (̂·) takes vectors in R3 to 3 × 3 skew-symmetric matrices. The La-
grangian is invariant with respect to SO(2) ×R3 (the position variable db is cyclic),
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where SO(2) is the isotropy subgroup of e3. A natural choice for the advected
parameter is the e3 axis (opposite the direction of gravity) viewed from the body
frame:

Γ , RT
EFe3.

The sphere is assumed to role on a plane without slip, leading to constraints

ḋE
W = rω̂E

W e3,

where ḋE
W and ωE

W denote the translational and rotational velocities of the sphere,
as viewed in frame E. Noting that ḋE

W = ḋE
F + ṘEF dF

W , the constraints are written
in the form ẏ = ḣA(h, y,a0,r) + B(h, y,a0,r)ṙ , as in Theorem 3.2.1, which can be
reduced by REF to obtain:

ḋb = −r Γ̂ϑ̇ + d̂F
Wω

b. (3.13)

The constraints (3.13) share the invariance principle in Theorem 3.2.1 and the re-
duced Lagrangian can be expressed as a function l (ḋb,ωb,ωW

F ,Γ). Noting that
dW

F = −l f3 where f3 is a standard basis vector along the third dimension, the basis
vectors for the reduced constraint distribution are:

D = span
{ 

−r Γ̂ f3

03×1

f3



,



−r Γ̂ f2

03×1

f2



,



−r Γ̂ f1

03×1

f1



,



03×1

f3

03×1



,



l f1

f2

03×1



,



−l f2

f1

03×1



}
.

Note that the first three basis vectors of D correspond to rotations of the actuated
sphere, with the cylinder held fixed relative to the sphere, and the corresponding
translations that arise from the no-slip constraints. The last three basis vectors of
D correspond to rotations of the cylinder about the actuated sphere, with the ac-
tuated sphere held fixed, and the corresponding translations of the frame F as it
rotates about the actuated sphere. From this basis set, one can extract basis vectors
satisfying the constraints and along the symmetry directions of the kinetic energy:

S = span
{ 

03×1

f3

03×1



,



l f1

f2

03×1



,



−l f2

f1

03×1



}
.
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The reconstruction equation can be constructed from the procedure demonstrated
in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1:

*
,

ωb

ḋb
+
-

= *
,

−A(Γ)ϑ̇ + I−1~p

−r Γ̂ϑ̇ + d̂F
Wω

b
+
-
,

where,

A(Γ) =



(J+McrlΓ3)
J+I1+l2 Mc

0 −
McrlΓ1

J+I1+l2 Mc

0 (J+McrlΓ3)
J+I1+l2 Mc

−
McrlΓ2

J+I1+l2 Mc

0 0 J
J+I2



,

I−1 =



(J + I1 + l2Mc)−1 0 0
0 (J + I1 + l2Mc)−1 0
0 0 (J + I2)−1



.

Recall that the BallBot’s potential energy is V = −Mcg(REF dF
W ) ·e3. After introduc-

ing the advected parameter, the potential energy can be written V (Γ) = Mcgl f3 · Γ.
Following the proof of Theorem 3.2.1, the gravitational force can be computed
from the negated differential of the potential, −dV = −Mcgl f3dΓ. The advection
equation Γ̇ = Γ̂ωb constrains Γ̇ such that,

〈−dV, Γ̇〉 = 〈McglΓ̂ f3,ω
b〉.

Thus, the gravitational potential produces a torque that can be expressed by the
one-form McglΓ̂ f3dωb. Gravity manifests itself as a torque about the physical con-
nection between the sphere and the cylinder, given by Tg = l f3 × (−McgΓ), which
is recovered from this one-form. Using the basis vectors of S and the procedure
contained in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1, the following nonholonomic momenta
equations can be derived:

ṗ1 = Mcl (ḋb
xω

b
z − ḋb

zω
b
x) + (I1 − I2)ωb

yω
b
z + J (ϑ̇2ω

b
z − ϑ̇3ω

b
y) + McglΓ2,

ṗ2 = Mcl (ḋb
yω

b
z − ḋb

zω
b
y) − (I1 − I2)ωb

xω
b
z + J (ϑ̇3ω

b
x − ϑ̇1ω

b
z ) − McglΓ1,

ṗ3 = Msl (ḋb
xω

b
x + ḋb

yω
b
y) + J (ϑ̇1ω

b
y − ϑ̇2ω

b
x).

The quadratic form shown in Theorem 3.2.1 can be realized by substituting for ḋb

and ωb using the reconstruction equation. With the actuated shape space,

ϑ̈ = ~u,

and the advection differential equation Γ̇ = Γ̂ωb, the system’s dynamics are com-
plete.
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Figure 3.2: Actuated Rolling-Falling Disk.

3.5.2 Actuated Rolling-Falling Disk
Consider a thin disk rolling on a flat plane with frame F = { f1, f2, f3} attached to
the center of rotation and frame E denoting a fixed spatial frame (Fig. 3.2). The
principal moment about f1 and f3 is given by J1 and the principal moment about f2

is J2. The disk mass is given by Md and r is the disk radius. Rotation matrix REF

describes the orientation of F with respect to the inertial frame. A bidirectional
thruster with thrust value τ2 ∈ R acts parallel to f2 and is located a distance δ along
the f3 axis. Furthermore, a torque τ1 ∈ R acts about f2.

It is more natural to describe the dynamics of this sytem with respect to a moving
frame D defined by basis vectors { f2, κ, β}, where κ is a unit vector pointing from
the disk’s center to the contact point and β , κ × f2. Rotational and translational
velocities expressed with respect to D will be denoted by ωb = {ωb

2,ω
b
k ,ω

b
β} and by

ḋb = {ḋb
2, ḋ

b
κ , ḋ

b
β}. Expressed in this moving frame, the reduced Lagrangian can be

written as:

l (ḋb,ωb,e3) =
1
2

Md | |ḋb | |2 +
1
2

(
J1

(
(ωb

κ)
2 + (ωb

β)2
)
+ J2(ωb

2)2
)
−Mdgr | | f2×RT

EFe3 | |.

The Lagrangian is invariant with respect to SO(2)×R3, where SO(2) corresponds to
rotations about e3. This invariance motivates an advected vector Γ , RT e3, which
corresponds to the fixed e3 axis viewed with respect to frame D. The corresponding
advection equation is given by Γ̇ = Γ̂ωb. The disk’s no-slip rolling constraints take
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the form:
ḋb = r κ̂ωb = r βωb

2 − r f2ω
b
β .

The vectors that satisfy the constraints and lay along symmetry directions of the
kinetic energy are,

X2 = *
,

r β

f2

+
-
, Xκ = *

,

0
κ

+
-
, X β = *

,

−r f2

β
+
-
,

where the first component denotes translational velocity followed by rotational ve-
locity. Using these vectors, the reconstruction equation (excluding the constraints)
can be written as6:

*...
,

ωb
2

ωb
κ

ωb
β

+///
-

=
*...
,

1
J2+r2 Md

0 0

0 1
J1

0

0 0 1
J1+r2 Md

+///
-

*...
,

p2

pκ
pβ

+///
-

.

The gravitational potential can be expressed as V (Γ) = Mdgr | | f̂2Γ| |, after intro-
ducing the advected parameter Γ. The advection differential equation Γ̇ = Γ̂ωb

constrains Γ̇ such that,

〈−dV, Γ̇〉 =

〈
Mdgr√
Γ2

1 + Γ2
3

*...
,

Γ2Γ3

0
−Γ1Γ2

+///
-

,ωb
〉
,

and hence the gravitational torque can be expressed with respect to a body frame
as,

Tg =
Mdgr√
Γ2

1 + Γ2
3

*...
,

Γ2Γ3

0
−Γ1Γ2

+///
-

.

Geometrically, Γ and the unit vector κ are related via κ1 =
−Γ1√
Γ2

1+Γ2
3

and κ3 =
−Γ3√
Γ2

1+Γ2
3

.

Using this result, the gravity torques projected along the κ, β, and f2 directions are:(
Tg,2 Tg,κ Tg,β

)
=

(
0 0 MdgrΓ2

)
.

6Note: There is no shape space in this example
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Figure 3.3: Basic Frame Definitions for Multirotor Vehicles.

Using the procedure outlined in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1 and the basis vectors
{X2,Xκ,X β}, the nonholonomic momentum differential equations can be written as:

ṗ2 = r2Mdω
b
βω

b
κ + τ1,

ṗκ = ωb
2

(
pβ − r2Mdω

b
β

)
− κ1δτ2,

ṗβ = −ωb
2

(
pκ + r2Mdω

b
κ

)
+ MdgrΓ2 + τ2(κ3δ − 1).

Substituting in the reconstruction equation and the identities for κ1 and κ3 yields:

ṗ2 =
pβpκr2Md

J1(J1 + r2Md)
+ τ1,

ṗκ =
p2pβ J1

(J1 + r2Md)(J2 + r2Md)
+ δτ2 ·

Γ1√
Γ2

1 + Γ2
3

,

ṗβ = −
p2pκ (J1 + r2Md)

J1(J2 + r2Md)
+ MdgrΓ2 − τ2 ·

Γ3δ +

√
Γ2

1 + Γ2
3√

Γ2
1 + Γ2

3

.

Since there is no shape space and thus no shape space dynamics for this example,
the nonholonomic momenta, reconstruction equation, and advection equation Γ̇ =

Γ̂ωb fully define the disk’s motion under the influence of control forces τ1 and τ2.

3.5.3 Multirotor Vehicles
As an example illustrating the generality of the reduction/reconstruction approach,
the dynamics of a multirotor vehicle (see Fig. 3.3) will now be derived in the
framework of [45]. Similar to the previous examples, the potential energy of this
system is nontrivial and a dependency on gravity prevents full SO(3) reduction. An
interesting characteristic of this example is the lack of nonholonomic constraints.
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As before, let E = {e1,e2,e3} and F = { f1, f2, f3} denote an inertial and body-fixed
frame, respectively where (REF ,d) relates the orientation of position of frame F

with respect to E. Let the body-frame be affixed to the vehicle’s center of mass and
assume that the f1- f2 plane is orthogonal each rotor’s axis of rotation7, i.e. each
rotor spins about the f3 axis. The Lagrangian of the multirotor vehicle will now be
derived from first principles.

Let the mass and inertia of all fixed components on the vehicle be denoted by
(Ms, Is), respectively. To forgo modeling the orientation of each rotor (the rotor’s
angle is not as important as its speed), each rotor is modelled as a homogeneous thin
cylinder of mass and inertia (Mr , Ir ), respectively, where J is the principal moment
about the rotation axis. Each of n total rotors are assumed to be identical. To ob-
tain the kinetic energy of an individual rotor, let (Gi,σi) denote the orientation and
location of a frame fixed to the center of the ith rotor (modelled as a cylinder) with
respect to F. Then, the position of an arbitrary mass element on the ith cylinder is
given by,

xs
r,i = d + REFσi + REFGir,

where r is a vector extending to an arbitrary mass element in frame Gi. The kinetic
energy of the ith rotor is then,

Tri =
1
2

∫
V
ρ| |ḋ + ṘEFσi + ṘEFGir + REFĠir | |2dV,

=
1
2

∫
V
ρ| |ḋ + ṘEFσi | |

2dV︸                          ︷︷                          ︸
translational KE

+
1
2

∫
V
ρ| | ṘEFGir + REFĠir | |2dV︸                                     ︷︷                                     ︸

rotational KE

+

∫
V
ρ〈ḋ + ṘEFσi, ṘEFGir + REFĠir〉dV︸                                               ︷︷                                               ︸

∅

,

where ρ and V are the density and volume of the cylinder. The third term in this
expression is zero as a result of the fact that

∫
V ρrdV = 0, which follows since the

frame Gi is placed at the cylinder’s center of mass. Then, the kinetic energy of the
rotor can be written as,

T t
ri =

1
2

∫
V
ρ| |ḋb + ω̂bσi | |

2dV,

7These assumptions can easily be relaxed, leading only to more cumbersome notation.
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where ḋb = RT
EF ḋ. Expanding this term and using the fact that Mr =

∫
V ρdV yields,

T t
ri =

1
2



ḋb

ωb

$i



T 

Mr −Mr σ̂i 0
−Mr σ̂i −Mr σ̂

2 0
0 0 0





ḋb

ωb

$i



,

where $i is the angular velocity of the ith rotor. Similarly, using the properties of
skew-symmetric matrices and the identity −

∫
V ρr̂2dV = Ir , the rotational kinetic

energy of the ith rotor can be expressed,

Tr
ri =

1
2



ḋb

ωb

$i



T 

0 0 0
0 Ir Je3

0 JeT
3 J





ḋb

ωb

$i



.

Now, defineΘ ,
[
σ1 σ2 . . . σn

]
as the rotor placement matrix, which contains

as columns the positions to the center of each rotor with respect to frame F. Then,
including the kinetic energy of the vehicle’s body yields the total kinetic energy,

T =
1
2



ḋb

ωb

$



T 

MT −MrΘ̂111 0
MrΘ̂111 Φ Je3111T

0 J111eT
3 J





ḋb

ωb

$



,

where $ = {$i}
n
i=1, 111 = {1}ni=1, the total mass is given by MT = Ms + nMr and,

Φ = Is + nIr − Mr

n∑
i=1

σ̂2
i ,

is the net rotational inertia (which is constant). To write the potential energy, in-
troduce two advected parameters γ , RT

EFe3 and ξ , RT
EF d, satisfying advection

differential equations,
γ̇ = γ̂ωb,

ξ̇ = ξ̂ωb + ḋb.

The advection parameters γ and ξ are simply the inertial z-axis, and the vector
extending from frame E to F, viewed in a body frame. Then, the potential can be
written as V (γ, ξ) = gMT 〈γ, ξ〉 + Mrg〈γ,Θ111〉, and the resulting conservative force
is given by,

−dV = −gMTγ · d(ḋb)︸             ︷︷             ︸
force of gravity

+ Mrgγ̂Θ111 · d(ωb)︸               ︷︷               ︸
torque of gravity

.

Note that the torque due to gravity arises due to asymmetrical placement of the
rotors about the frame F, i.e. if the rotors are arranged in a classical symmetric
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quadrotor layout then Θ111 = ∅ and gravity will not impose a torque about F. Finally
the Lagrangian can be written in the variables L(ḋb,ωb,$,γ, ξ) as,

L =
1
2



ḋb

ωb

$



T 

MT −MrΘ̂111 0
MrΘ̂111 Φ Je3111T

0 J111eT
3 J





ḋb

ωb

$



− gMT 〈γ, ξ〉 − Mrg〈γ,Θ111〉 . (3.14)

The kinetic energy is a pure function of body velocities (ḋb,ωb,$), and as such it
is invariant with respect to constant transformation of SE(3). Since the constraint
distribution is unrestrictive, i.e. D (q) = TqQ, the vectors that span the space S
can be chosen to be any convenient basis that spans se(3)8. For our purposes it will
be most convenient to choose the standard basis vectors ei ∈ R

6. Following the
procedure outlined in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1, the reconstruction equation can
be written as,



ḋb

ωb


=



MrΘ̂111 Φ

MT −MrΘ̂111



−1 ( 

~l

~p


−



J〈111,$〉e3

03×1



)
,

where ~l are the nonholonomic angular momenta and ~p are the nonholonomic linear
momenta. Note that the term J〈111,$〉e3 is a reaction moment due to the cumulative
rotation of the rotors, i.e. in a stable hover, when each rotor spins at the same speed
in alternating directions, this term vanishes. The momentum differential equations
are given by,

~̇l = ~p × ḋb + ~l × ωb + Mrgγ × Θ111,

~̇p = ~p × ωb − gMTγ.

When the vehicle is designed such that Θ111 ≡ 0, the equations of motion simplify
considerably to,



ḋb

ωb


=



1
MT

~p

Φ−1(~l − J〈111,$〉e3)


,

~̇l = ~l × Φ−1(~l − J〈111,$〉e3〉,

~̇p = ~p × Φ−1(~l − J〈111,$〉e3) − gMT~γ

Of course, the above only incorporates the conservative forces due to gravity–the
nonconservative actuator forces must now be included. Following a standard con-

8In all of the examples contained in this work, it is typically easier to choose the basis of S in
the Lie algebra.
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vention [52], the thrust due to the sum of the spinning rotors can be modeled by

Fa =
(
cT

n∑
i=1

$2
i

)
e3,

where cT is a lumped parameter depending on the air density, rotor disk area, rotor
radius and profile. Similarly, the torques imparted on the vehicle via the rotors can
be modelled,

τa =

n∑
i=1

$2
i

(
σi × cT e3 − φicQe3

)
,

where φi ∈ {−1,1} denotes the direction of rotor i’s rotation, and cQ is a lumped
parameter that describes the degree of resistive torque due to each spinning rotor.
Following Ostrowski [66], these actuator forces can be projected along the momen-
tum directions in which they act, and since the symmetry directions are a simple
basis of se(3), the momentum equations simply become,

~̇l = ~l × Φ−1(~l − J〈111,$〉e3〉 +

n∑
i=1

$2
i

(
σi × cT e3 − φicQe3

)
,

~̇p = ~p × Φ−1(~l − J〈111,$〉e3) − gMT~γ +
(
cT

n∑
i=1

$2
i

)
e3,

for the vehicle modeled as Θ111 ≡ 0. And, of course, the advection equation

γ̇ = γ × Φ−1(~l − J〈111,$〉e3),

must be simultaneously satisfied. This completes the dynamics of a generic mul-
tirotor vehicle. These dynamics are equivalent to the standard quadrotor dynamics
[52], except that the equations are written in body coordinates and in most works the
reaction torques from spinning the rotors (i.e. including the term J〈111,$〉e3 in the
reconstruction equation) are neglected. However, the reconstruction equation em-
phasizes the momenta, ~l and ~p, which may play an important role in acrobatic flight
maneuvers, and this formulation is easily generalizable to more complex multirotor
systems (e.g. quadrotors with articulated arms for manipulation, etc.).

This chapter introduced a method to derive the reduced equations of motion for
nonholonomic dynamical systems with broken symmetries, based on a synthesis of
advected parameters and the reconstruction process of BKMM [45]. The equations
of motion were presented for a variety of commonly-encountered constraint dis-
tributions and potential energy forms. To illustrate the generality of the approach,
several examples were detailed including the BallBot, a rolling-falling disk, and a
multirotor vehicle.
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C h a p t e r 4

CONTROLLABILITY OF SPHERICAL ROBOTS

Controllability of spherical robots on complex terrains must be rigorously under-
stood before these vehicles can be confidently deployed. However, a thorough in-
vestigation of controllability on arbitrary smooth terrains has yet to be completed.
This chapter provides a general, but surprisingly simple, approach to the analysis
of small time local controllability (STLC). Broadly speaking, a dynamic system
is small time locally controllable at a given state if feasible inputs exist that en-
able the system to move in a neighborhood about the initial state, in finite time.
The simplicity of the controllability test developed in this chapter is enabled by the
use of geometric mechanics, introduced in Chapter 3. A reconstruction equation
is derived, which describes the role of momenta and internal actuation in generat-
ing inertial motions of the body. Importantly, the reconstruction equation exposes
the steering matrix, which is a mathematical structure that is present for all rolling
spherical robots. STLC conditions are then derived from a direct inspection of the
steering matrix and are applicable to a wide class of spherical robots.

Local controllability conditions are well-established for spherical robots rolling on
flat planes. In [28, 77, 78], Lagrangian reduction and symmetric products are used
to derive the equations of motion and dynamic controllability results for various
spherical vehicles. Stabilizability and STLC results are derived in [43, 58] for a
rotor-controlled sphere as well. Local controllability of a sphere rolling on smooth
terrains has been considered at the kinematic level in [50, 53]. Controllability re-
sults for spherical vehicles with constant potential energy can be found in [45].

4.1 Mathematical Preliminaries
Before introducing STLC conditions for generic spherical robots, the controllability
of dynamical systems with drift and the differential geometry of surfaces will be
briefly reviewed.

4.1.1 Controllability of Dynamical Systems with Drift
Consider an n-dimensional mechanical system evolving on a configuration space
Q, with state q ∈ Q. The equations of motion can almost always be written in
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control-affine form:

q̇ = f0(q) +

m∑
i=1

hi (q)ui, (4.1)

where {u1, . . . ,um} are the control inputs, f0(q) is the drift vector field, and {hi (q)}mi=1

are control vector fields.

Definition 4.1.1 (Reachable Set [14]). The reachable set RV (q0,T ) contains points
that can be reached from starting configuration q0 by any trajectory satisfying (4.1),
at time T , for feasible controls, and which remain in some local neighborhood V .
Let RV (q0,≤ T ) denote points reachable in time up to and including T .

Definition 4.1.2 (Small-Time Locally Accessible (STLA)). System (4.1) is small-
time locally accessible (STLA) from q0 if dim(RV (q0,≤ T )) = n for all neighbor-
hoods V and times T > 0.

Definition 4.1.3 (Small-Time Locally Controllable (STLC)). System (4.1) is small-
time locally controllable (STLC) if each reachable set RV (q0,≤ T ) contains a
neighborhood about q0 for all neighborhoods V and times T > 0.

The STLA property implies that the system can maneuver in some n-dimensional
subset of Q but not necessarily in any direction surrounding q0, whereas STLC
enables system (4.1) to maneuver locally in any direction about q0 with feasible
controls. Recall the matrix Lie bracket introduced in Chapter 2. For two vector
fields f1(q), f2(q) ∈ X(Q), the Lie bracket can be similarly defined by,

[ f1(q), f2(q)] =
∂ f2(q)
∂q

f1(q) −
∂ f1(q)
∂q

f2(q).

Physically, the Lie bracket [ f1(q), f2(q)] measures how the vector field f2(q) changes
along the flow induced by f1(q). Lie brackets can be iterated to form Lie brackets
of a higher degree, where the degree of a Lie bracket denotes the number of vector
fields present, e.g. [[ f1, f2], f1] is a Lie bracket of the third degree [24].

Definition 4.1.4 (Good & Bad Lie Brackets [24]). For a control-affine system (4.1),
a bad Lie bracket is any iterated Lie bracket in which the drift field, f0(q), appears
an odd number of times and each control field present, fi (q), appears an even num-
ber of times. Any Lie bracket that is not bad is good.

Definition 4.1.5 (Lie Algebra of Vector Fields). The Lie algebra of vector fields
{ f0(q), f1(q), . . . , fm(q)} ∈ X(Q) is the span of all possible iterated Lie brackets
of the fi (q) and is denoted by Lie({ f0, . . . , fm})(q).
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Theorem 4.1.1 (Lie Algebra Rank Condition (LARC) [17]). The Lie algebra rank
condition (LARC) establishes that system (4.1) is STLA at q0 if and only if,

Lie({ f0,h1, . . . ,hm})(q) = Tq0Q.

For systems without drift, the LARC is sufficient to establish both STLA and STLC,
which are equivalent in that case. For systems with drift, Sussmann’s condition can
be used.

Theorem 4.1.2 (Sussmann’s Condition [81]). System (4.1) is STLC at an equilib-
rium point when the LARC is satisfied by good Lie brackets of degree k and each
bad Lie bracket of degree j ≤ k can be written as a linear sum of good Lie brackets
of degree less than j.

The following STLC theorems will require identifying good Lie brackets from the
drift and control vector fields of the spherical robot’s dynamics.

4.1.2 Differential Geometry of Surfaces
Terrain will be modeled as a regular surface S, which implies the existence of a local
chart (U, ϕ) at each point in S, where ϕ(u,v) : U → S ⊂ R3 is a homeomorphism
and U ⊂ R2. A normalized Gauss map is defined by basis vectors { ϕu

| |ϕu | |
,
ϕv
| |ϕv | |

,n},
where subscripts denote partial differentiation and n(u,v) , ϕu/| |ϕu | | × ϕv/| |ϕv | |

denotes the surface normal. The Gauss map provides a local frame at each point
in S, and for regular surfaces, a chart can be found such that the Gauss frame is
orthogonal [19]. A surface’s properties can locally be described by its metric tensor,
M (u,v), curvature tensor, K (u,v), and torsion form, T (u,v),

M (u,v) =



| |ϕu | | 0
0 | |ϕv | |


,

K (u,v) =



〈ϕu ,nu〉
| |ϕu | |2

〈ϕu ,nv〉
| |ϕu | |·| |ϕv | |

〈ϕv ,nu〉
| |ϕu | |·| |ϕv | |

〈ϕv ,nv〉
| |ϕv | |2


,

T (u,v) =
[
〈ϕv ,ϕvv〉

| |ϕu | |2·| |ϕv | |

〈ϕv ,ϕuv〉

| |ϕv | |2·| |ϕu | |

]
,

(4.2)

which can be used to describe how the Gauss frame changes with time [59]. Imag-
ine a time-parameterized path on S that corresponds to a path in (u,v)-space via
ϕ(·)−1. A Gauss frame is defined for each point on the path. The normalized Gauss
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Figure 4.1: Model of a Generic Spherical Robot on Generic Terrain.

Symbol Description
E = {e1,e2,e3} Inertial frame.
F = { f1, f2, f3} Body frame fixed to sphere’s COR.

(R,ds ) Rotation/displacement between E and F, expressed in E.
(ωs , ḋs ) Angular/linear velocities expressed in E.
(ωb , ḋb ) Angular/linear velocities expressed in F.

rb Sphere radius
MT Total mass

(r, ṙ) ∈ R2m Generic internal actuators, e.g. the state of an internal pen-
dulum or the states of MoBall’s internal magnets.

Table 4.1: Generic Spherical Vehicle Parameters.

frame’s angular velocity along this path, when viewed in the inertial frame E, is
given by,

ωs
G = −

ϕu

| |ϕu | |

〈
K M *

,

u̇

v̇
+
-
,e2

〉
+

ϕv
| |ϕv | |

〈
K M *

,

u̇

v̇
+
-
,e1

〉
+ n · T M *

,

u̇

v̇
+
-
, (4.3)

where ei is a standard basis vector in R2.

A surface’s principal curvatures are the values of the maximum and minimum nor-
mal curvatures among all paths passing through a point p ∈ S. Without loss of
generality, let |κ1 | ≥ |κ2 |. In this work, it is assumed that the surface satisfies the
following constraint:

|κ1 | <
1
rb
, (4.4)

where rb is the radius of the spherical vehicle. This surface constraint ensures that
a unique contact point exists between the robot and the surface at all times.
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4.2 Dynamics & Controllability of Spherical Vehicles
The dynamics of a generic spherical robot will now be derived on flat, sloped, and
arbitrary smooth terrain using the reduction/reconstruction procedure in Chapter
3. The equations of motion will then be written in control-affine form in prepara-
tion for invoking Sussmann’s STLC condition. Consider a generic spherical robot
rolling on a smooth surface (see Fig. 4.1 and Table 4.1 for parameters). Expressing
the system velocities as the tuple q̇ = (ḋb,ωb, ṙ) ∈ TQ leads to a Lagrangian,

L(q, q̇) =
1
2

q̇TMbq̇ − V (q), whereMb =



m11 m̂12 m13

−m̂12 m22 m23

mT
13 mT

23 m33



∈ R(6+m)×(6+m),

and where V (q) represents a potential energy that is assumed to be derived from a
potential field. The m11 = MT · I entry of matrixMb encodes the total system mass,
m̂12 , 0 when the COM is noncollocated with the COR, and m22(r) represents
the effective moment of inertia of the sphere and its internal actuators. The entries
(m13,m23) depend on the actuator configuration and m33 expresses the actuators’
inertial properties.

No-slip and no-spin conditions constrain the ball’s motion. Physically, the no-slip
condition mandates that "skidding" is not allowed. The no-spin constraint prohibits
rotations of the sphere about the terrain’s surface normal, i.e. spinning in place
is prohibited. These constraints are physically reasonable with sufficient contact
friction, which is often provided by the robot’s weight and the terrain’s surface tex-
ture. The no-spin and no-slip constraints define the constraint distributionD ⊂ TQ,
which contains all allowable velocities that satisfy these constraints. The constraint
distribution is given by,

D (q) =
{
(ḋb,ωb, ṙ) | ḋb = rbω̂

bRT n(t), 〈ωb,RT n(t)〉 = 0
}
, (4.5)

where n(t) is the surface normal expressed in an inertial frame and 〈·, ·〉 denotes the
standard inner product.

4.2.1 Dynamics on a Flat Plane
When the terrain is flat, the vehicle is constrainted by (4.5) and gravity acts opposite
of the surface normal, n(t) = e3. Let {e1,e2,e3} denote the standard basis for R3

and {ei}
m
i=1 the standard basis for Rm. Introduce the following advected parameters:

α , RT e1, β , RT e2, γ , RT e3, (4.6)
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where R ∈ SO(3) denotes the orientation of the sphere. Variables (α, β,γ) track the
basis vectors of the inertial frame E with respect to the body frame F, and satisfy
the following advection equations,

α̇ = α̂ωb, β̇ = β̂ωb, γ̇ = γ̂ωb.

Consider spherical vehicles whose potential energy is dependent on the vector e3

via inner products, which includes all BSR vehicles1. An augmented dynamical
system is formed by including (α, β,γ) as additional states in the Lagrangian and
constraints, e.g. the following variable substitutions are made to the no-slip con-
straints and potential,

ḋb ∝ ω̂bRT e3 → ḋb ∝ ω̂bγ,

V (q) ∝ 〈ds,e3〉 → V (q) ∝ 〈db, γ〉.

The rotation group SO(3) acts on (α, β,γ) from the left. By introducing γ as an
additional state, and the assumption that the advected parameter appears in V (q)
through inner products, the augmented Lagrangian system satisfies the invariant
condition (3.1.4) with respect to SO(3). Furthermore, the vehicle’s position, db,
is cyclic for all spherical robots rolling on the plane. Thus, the augmented system
is now invariant with respect to SE(3). Introducing γ is alone sufficient to achieve
SE(3)-invariance (since γ models the gravity vector), whereas advected parameters
(α, β) will be convenient when considering undulating terrain. With velocities de-
scribed in local coordinates as q̇ = (ḋb,ωb, ṙ), the directions of motion that satisfy
the no-slip rolling constraints are given by:

Xα =
(
−rb β

T αT 01×m

)T
, X β =

(
rbα

T βT 01×m

)T
. (4.7)

The vectors (4.7) form a basis for the constraint distribution (4.5). Physically, the
vector fields (Xα,X β) correspond to angular velocities tangent to the plane and
the translational velocities that result from the no-slip constraints. Having defined
an augmented system that satisfies the invariance condition (3.1.4) with respect to
SE(3), it is now possible to decompose the equations of motion geometrically, as

1This assumption includes rotor-actuated spherical vehicles and more general potential energy
dependencies can be easily generalized
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in equations (3.3)-(3.5). From (3.1.8), the nonholonomic momenta are defined by,

pα ,〈MbXα,vq〉

=(−rbm11 β + m̂12α) · ḋb + (rbm̂12 β + m22α) · ωb + (−rbmT
13 β + mT

23α) · ṙ ,

pβ ,〈MbX β,vq〉

=(rbm11α + m̂12 β) · ḋb + (−rbm̂12α + m22 β) · ωb + (rbmT
13α + mT

23 β) · ṙ ,
(4.8)

where vq = (ḋb,ωb, ṙ) ∈ TeQ is an arbitrary velocity. The nonholonomic momenta
represent the combination of the angular and linear momenta along the directions
defining Xα and X β. Equation (4.8) can be treated as a constraint on TeQ, which by
construction is independent from the kinematic constraints [45]. Concatenating the
constraints (4.5) and (4.8) into a single equation yields,



I −rbγ̂

−rb β
T m11 − α

T m̂12 −rb β
T m̂12 + αT m22

rbα
T m11 − β

T m̂12 rbα
T m̂12 + βT m22

0 γT



*
,

ḋb

ωb
+
-
+



0
−rb β

T m13 + αT m23

rbα
T m13 + βT m23

0



ṙ =



0
pα
pβ
0



,

(4.9)
where the first and last equations impose the no-slip/no-spin constraints and the
middle equations are the nonholonomic momenta (4.8). These constraints fully
define motion on the Lie group G. Equation (4.9) is equivalent to the reconstruction
equation (3.3) and can be written as,

*
,

ωb
α

ωb
β

+
-

= A(α, β,γ,r)ṙ + I−1(α, β,γ,r)~p, (4.10)

where (ωb
α,ω

b
β) denote the α and β components of ωb,

I−1(α, β,γ,r) ,
1

det(I)

[
r2
b

m11−2rb〈m12,γ〉+〈β,m22 β〉 −〈α,m22 β〉

−〈α,m22 β〉 r2
b

m11−2rb〈m12,γ〉+〈α,m22α〉

]

denotes the constrained locked inertia tensor, and

A(α, β,γ,r) , I−1(α, β,γ,r)


rb β
T m13 − α

T m23

−rbα
T m13 − β

T m23


denotes the nonholonomic connection. A(α, β,γ,r) maps actuator velocities to
body velocities, while I−1(α, β,γ,r) maps nonholonomic momenta to body veloc-
ities. As an inertia tensor, I(α, β,γ,r) is always invertible and thus det(I) > 0.
Generating inertial motions from the actuator velocities is dependent on the rank of
the following matrix,
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Definition 4.2.1 (Steering Matrix). The matrix,

B(α, β,γ,r) ,


rb β
T m13 − α

T m23

−rbα
T m13 − β

T m23


,

is called the steering matrix.

The steering matrix maps actuator velocities to nonholonomic momenta. The en-
tries m13 and m23 map actuator velocities to linear and angular momenta, respec-
tively, and both generally depend on the internal structure of the vehicle (e.g. the
locations of actuators within the robot). If the matrices m13 and m23 were both
null, then actuator velocities would not be kinematically related to angular veloci-
ties (ωb

α,ω
b
β) via the reconstruction equation. Thus, one can see that B(α, β,γ,r)

represents the ability to instantaneously generate inertial motion through actuator
velocities. The steering matrix will play an important role in the controllability
conditions that follow.

The nonholonomic momentum differential equations (3.4) can be derived from a
Lagrange-d’Alembert principle [45] and take the following form,

ṗi =
〈∂L
∂ξ
, [ξ,Xi] +

d
dt

Xi
〉

+ τ(V ), (4.11)

where i = (α, β), ξ = (ḋb,ωb) ∈ se(3) is a body-velocity, [·, ·] is the Lie bracket,
and τ(V ) is an external force arising from gravity. For a generic spherical robot
with a Lagrangian and constraints as described above, the nonholonomic momenta
differential equations can be expressed as,

ṗα = rbω
b
α (ωb

β〈m12,α〉 − ω
b
α〈m12, β〉 + 〈γ,m13ṙ〉) + γ̂Vγ · α,

ṗβ = rbω
b
β (ωb

β〈m12,α〉 − ω
b
α〈m12, β〉 + 〈γ,m13ṙ〉) + γ̂Vγ · β,

(4.12)

where Vγ = ∂V/∂γ. The dynamical equations governing the internal actuators r̈

can be obtained using a standard reduced Euler-Lagrange approach. But for con-
trollability calculations, which are the focus of this chapter, it is assumed that r̈ is
directly controlled, i.e. r̈ = u.

Notice that (α, β,γ) define columns of the rotation matrix RT , which relates vectors
in the world frame to their body frame equivalents. Thus, the differential equations
for (α, β,γ) can be expressed as,

ṘT = −ω̂bRT = −ωb
αRT ê1 − ω

b
βRT ê2. (4.13)
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Equations (4.10)-(4.13), in addition to r̈ = u and the constraints (4.5), fully de-
termine motion on SO(3) × R2 × Rm for any spherical robot rolling on flat terrain
without slip and spin about the normal to the plane.

4.2.2 STLC on Flat Planes
Although STLC conditions for actuated spheres on flat planes have previously been
derived [28, 77, 78], conditions derived using the framework of Section 4.2 are
reviewed, as this forms the basis for our novel analysis of STLC on undulating ter-
rain. Before expressing the dynamics in control-affine form, a physically-motivated
coordinate change is made. Changing coordinates from (pα,pβ) → (p̃α, p̃β) via,

*
,

p̃α
p̃β

+
-

= *
,

pα
pβ

+
-

+ B(α, β,γ,r)ṙ , (4.14)

converts the nonholonomic momenta to the total angular momenta along coordi-
nates defined by (Xα,X β). This coordinate change is a natural choice for these prob-
lems since the control inputs directly affect the total moments ( ˙̃pα, ˙̃pβ). The mass
matrix terms m13 and m23 from the Lagrangian are assumed to be time-invariant,
which is reasonable for many practical examples (rotor-actuated, Moball, etc.) and
can easily be generalized2. Applying the coordinate change (4.14) leads to new
momentum differential equations,

*
,

˙̃pα
˙̃pβ

+
-

= *
,

rbω
b
α (ωb

β〈m12,α〉 − ω
b
α〈m12, β〉) + γ̂Vγ · α − ωb

β〈γ,m23ṙ〉

rbω
b
β (ωb

β〈m12,α〉 − ω
b
α〈m12, β〉) + γ̂Vγ · β + ωb

α〈γ,m23ṙ〉
+
-

+ B(R,r)r̈ ,

(4.15)
and a simplified reconstruction equation,

ωb
αβ = I−1(R,r) p̃. (4.16)

The advected variables (α, β,γ) were introduced to enable full SE(3)-reduction.
However, it is clear that (R,α, β,γ) is a redundant set of variables since (α, β,γ)
define RT . Let the state be z = (db, p̃α, p̃β,r, ṙ ,R) with control inputs ui = r̈ . Then,
the dynamical system for a generic spherical robot can be expressed in control-

2For example, if m13 and m23 are dependent on the shape variables r , then an additional term
quadratic in ṙ would appear in equation (4.15) and would be carried through the forthcoming bracket
calculations.
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affine form (4.1) where,

f (z) =



−rbRT e2ω
b
α + rbRT e1ω

b
β

rbω
b
α (ωb

β〈Rm12,e1〉 − ω
b
α〈Rm12,e2〉) + 〈ê3RVγ,e1〉 − ω

b
β〈Rm23ṙ ,e3〉

rbω
b
β (ωb

β〈Rm12,e1〉 − ω
b
α〈Rm12,e2〉) + 〈ê3RVγ,e2〉 + ωb

α〈Rm23ṙ ,e3〉

ṙ

0m×1

ωb
α ê1R + ωb

β ê2R



,

(4.17)
is the drift vector field and,

hi (z) =
[
03×1 B(R,r)ei 0m×1 ei 03×3

]T
,∀i = 1, . . .m, (4.18)

are the control vector fields where ei is a standard basis vector of Rm. Equilibrium
points occur when the ball is at rest (ωb

α,ω
b
β, p̃α, p̃β) = 0 and when the internal

actuators cancel torques due to gravity, i.e. γ̂Vγ · α = 0 and γ̂Vγ · β = 0. Denoting
an equilibrium state z∗, an application of the LARC yields the following theorem
about spherical robot accessibility.

Theorem 4.2.1 (LARC, Flat Terrain). At equilibrium point z∗ of the control affine
system (4.17)-(4.18) with inputs u = r̈ , if the steering matrix B(R,r) is surjective
and dim(r) ≥ 2 then the system (4.17)-(4.18) is STLA.

Proof of Theorem 4.2.1. Upon evaluation at the equilibrium point z∗, the Lie bracket
[ f (z),hi (z)] is given by

[ f (z),hi (z)]|z=z∗ =



rb〈e1,Aei〉RT e2 − rb〈e2,Aei〉RT e1

02×1

−ei

0n×1

−〈e1,Aei〉ê1R − 〈e2,Aei〉ê2R



.

Clearly, {hi (z), [ f (z),hi (z)]} spans the input space (r, ṙ). Further, if B(R,r) is sur-
jective, then the nonholonomic connection A(·) is full-rank, which implies that the
above first-order bracket spans two DOF along the ḋb coordinate and two DOF
along TqSO(3). In addition, B(R,r) being surjective implies that hi (z) spans the
momenta space. To complete the proof, all that remains is to find proper brackets
to span the third rotational DOF, which is obtained by the fourth-degree bracket
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[[[ f (z),hi (z)], f (z)],h j (z)]. Evaluated at the equilibrium point z∗, where (?) de-
notes a possible nonzero entry that does not affect the analysis, the TqSO(3) co-
ordinate of the fourth degree Lie bracket [[[ f (z),hi (z)], f (z)],h j (z)]|z=z∗ is given
by,

(?)ê1R + (?)ê2R +
(
〈e1,Ae j〉〈e2,Ae j〉 − 〈e2,Ae j〉〈e1,Aei〉

)
ê3R.

The scalar multiplying the ê3R term is the (i, j)th component of matrix,

AT (e2eT
1 − e1eT

2 )A. (4.19)

Since the nonholonomic connection A(R,r) has full row-rank, AT e1 and AT e2 are
linearly independent. From this, one can show that the matrix (4.19) must have at
least one nonzero off-diagonal entry, which will then span the remaining third DOF
of TqSO(3). �

Theorem 4.2.1 establishes LARC for the control-affine system (4.17)-(4.18) using
Lie brackets up to the fourth degree. From Sussmann’s condition, STLC can be
established at equilibrium points of this dynamical system if the LARC is satisfied
by good Lie brackets up to the fourth degree and each bad Lie bracket of degree
j ≤ 4 can be written as a linear sum of good Lie brackets of degree less than j.

Theorem 4.2.2 (STLC, Flat Terrain). The good Lie brackets from Theorem 4.2.1
ensure STLC from an equilibrium point z∗ provided that B(R,r) is surjective and
dim(r) ≥ 2.

Proof of Theorem 4.2.2. From the proof of Theorem 4.2.1, good Lie brackets up
to the fourth degree were used to demonstrate STLA. To prove STLC, Sussmann’s
condition requires that any bad bracket of degree j ≤ 4 must be expressible as a
linear combination of good Lie brackets of degree k < j. The only bad bracket to
consider is the third-order bracket, [[ f (z),hi (z)],hi (z)]. Evaluated at the equilib-
rium point z∗, this Lie bracket is written as:

[[ f (z),hi (z)],hi (z)]|z=z∗ =



?

?

?

?

0m×1

03×3



,
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Figure 4.2: Model of a Generic Spherical Robot on Sloped Terrain.

where (?) denotes possibly nonzero terms that do not affect the analysis. This Lie
bracket does not contain components along TqSO(3) since the TqSO(3)-component
of [ f (z),hi (z)] is not a function of p̃ or ṙ . Each of the possible nonzero components
above can be neutralized using first or second degree Lie brackets given by Theorem
4.2.1, thus establishing STLC by Sussmann’s condition. �

Physically, requiring B(R,r) to be surjective enables the control system to select
inputs r̈ that generate changes in (ṙ , p̃) which, when propogated through the mo-
menta equations (4.15), permit control of motion in the two directions along the
supporting plane orthogonal to the surface normal.

4.2.3 Dynamics on a Sloped Plane
This brief subsection considers a generic spherical robot on sloped terrain, as shown
in Fig. 4.2. Frames E and F are defined as in Subsection 4.2.1. Frame E′ =

{e′1,e
′
2,e
′
3} denotes a rotated inertial frame such that e′2 points up the slope with

angle of inclination ψ and basis vector e′3 is parallel with the surface normal. The
mass of the vehicle is distributed according to the following definition,

Definition 4.2.2. Let Ms denote the vehicle’s "structure" mass, which consists of
the mass of those components that produce a COM centered at the COR, i.e. the
robot’s shell and any symmetrical internal support structures. Let the "actuator"
mass, Ma, denote the mass of any mechanism used to displace the COM and internal
eccentricities arising from fixed components.
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Vectors (α, β,γ) are now defined with respect to frame E′. Two new advected
parameters are introduced to enable SE(3)-reduction:

κ , RT e3, ζ , RT ds, (4.20)

where κ represents the direction of gravity and ζ represents ds in the body frame F.
Although the vehicle’s position is no longer cyclic as in Subsection 4.2.1, an aug-
mented system including ζ and κ will enable SE(3)-invariance using the reduction
scheme of Section 3.4. The kinetic energy does not change from the flat plane case
when expressed in frame E′, but the potential energy is now given as,

V = (Ms + Ma)g〈ζ, κ〉 + Mag〈χ(r), κ〉, (4.21)

where χ(r) denotes the COM location of Ma expressed in frame F. Choosing to
express χ(r) along the basis {α, β,γ}, the net torque on the spherical robot due to
gravity can be written as,

Tg = g κ̂
(
(Ma + Ms)rbγ + Ma ( χα (r)α + χ β (r) β + χγ (r)γ)

)
.

The net torque must equal zero at equilibrium, i.e. the ball remains fixed on the
slope. An equilibrium point may not exist for every vehicle and every inclination
angle ψ. Suppose that the actuator’s center of mass can be moved a maximum
distance of ρ · rb, where ρ ≤ 1 is a system specific constant, e.g. a pendulum-
actuated design may have ρ = l/rb where l ≤ rb is the pendulum’s length. Then,
equilibrium points will not exist when the angle of inclination exceeds a critical
value:

ψ > sin−1
(
ρ

Ma

Ms

)
. (4.22)

Equation (4.22) exposes the importance of the ratio (Ma/MT ) in designing barycen-
tric spherical robots (BSR). For example, suppose that a pendulum-actuated BSR
is designed with l = rb/2 and must maintain stability on a 20◦ incline. To satisfy
these requirements the pendulum’s mass Ma must be nearly 70% of the total system
mass.

Only minor changes are needed to derive the sloped-plane dynamics from the flat-
plane dynamics derived earlier. Note that (Xα,X β) are defined with respect to frame
E′ instead of E. The only other change is to make the following substitutions to the
gravity terms found in the momentum differential equations (4.12) for the flat-plane
case:

γ̂
∂V
∂γ
· α → 〈Tg,α〉, γ̂

∂V
∂γ
· β → 〈Tg, β〉.
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These changes model the modified gravity torque that the vehicle encounters on the
sloped plane. With these minor changes, equations (4.10)-(4.13), r̈ = u, and the
constraints (4.5) fully define the vehicle’s motion on the sloped plane.

4.2.4 STLC on Sloped Terrain
Recall from Subsection 4.2.3 that the dynamics for a spherical vehicle on a sloped
plane could be easily derived from the dynamics on a flat plane with simple modifi-
cations to the potential energy V (·) and the allowable directions of motion (Xα,X β).
Consequently, the theorem establishing STLC is identical.

Theorem 4.2.3 (STLC, Sloped Terrain). At an equilibrium point z∗, STLC for a
spherical robot on sloped terrain follows from Theorem 4.2.2.

Proof. Identical to that of Theorem 4.2.2, using the modified dynamics described
in Subsection 4.2.3. �

Equivalence of STLC conditions between the flat and sloped-plane cases is intuitive
since the sloped plane is dynamically equivalent to the flat-plane case with a rotated
gravity vector, which has the effect of simply changing the location of equilibrium
points in the configuration space.

4.2.5 Dynamics on Undulating Terrain
Now consider the generic case of a spherical vehicle rolling on undulating terrain
(Fig. 4.1). Let,

α , RT ϕu

| |ϕu | |
, β , RT ϕv

| |ϕv | |
, γ , RT n(t), (4.23)

where ϕ(u,v) parameterizes the terrain geometry and subscripts denote partial dif-
ferentiation. Notice that the basis (α, β,γ) defines the Gauss frame on a regular
surface. The allowable directions of motion, (Xα,X β), can be parameterized as
in equation (4.7) but with the modification that the Gauss frame is time-varying
whereas the frame E = {e1,e2,e3} was stationary.

Advection equations can be derived for (α, β,γ) using equation (4.3), which defines
the angular velocity of the Gauss frame, ωs

G,

α̇ = α̂
(
ωb − RTωs

G

)
, β̇ = β̂

(
ωb − RTωs

G

)
, γ̇ = γ̂

(
ωb − RTωs

G

)
.

These equations expose the fact that (α, β,γ) vary in time due to the relative angular
velocity between the body and Gauss frame. This was not encountered previously
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in the flat or sloped terrain case because the Gauss frame of a flat plane is constant,
i.e. ωs

G = 0. As before, (α, β,γ) define a rotation matrix W whose differential
equation can be succinctly expressed as:

Ẇ = −
(
ω̂b − RTω̂s

G R
)
W. (4.24)

A unique contact point exists between the robot and terrain due to the curvature
assumptions made in (4.4). Let ϕ(u∗,v∗) denote the restriction of ϕ(u,v) to the
point of contact on the terrain surface. The following relationship describes the
Cartesian location of the ball’s COR,

ϕ(u∗,v∗) + rbn(u∗,v∗) = ds, (4.25)

where n(u∗,v∗) denotes the surface normal at the point of contact. The no-slip
constraint induces a constaint on (u̇∗, v̇∗) via equation (4.25). Differentiating (4.25),
and using the constraints (4.5) and regular surface assumption yields,

*
,

u̇∗

v̇∗
+
-

= rbM−1(I + rbK )−1S2×2 *
,

ωb
α

ωb
β

+
-
, S2×2 ,



0 1
−1 0


, (4.26)

where invertibility of (I + rbK ) follows from (4.4). The space (u̇∗, v̇∗) must be
spanned by good Lie brackets in order to show STLC in what follows.

As in Subsection 4.2.3, let Ma and Ms denote the vehicle’s actuator and structure
mass. Existence conditions for an equilibrium point are identical to the sloped-
plane case with the exception that the angle of inclination ψ pertains to the local
tangent plane. Similar to the sloped-plane case, the advected parameters κ and ζ

are necessary to permit full SE(3) reduction. The nonholonomic momenta’s differ-
ential equation still has the form given by equation (4.11), with dependence on ωs

G.
Let the body angular velocity of the Gauss frame be denoted by ωb

G = RTωs
G, with

{ωb
G,α,ω

b
G,β,ω

b
G,γ } its components along (α, β,γ). Evaluating (4.11) produces the

following:

ṗα = rb(ωb
α − ω

b
G,α)

(
ωb
β〈m12,α〉 − ω

b
α〈m12, β〉 + 〈m13ṙ , γ〉

)
+ ωb

G,γpβ + 〈Tg,α〉,

ṗβ = rb(ωb
β − ω

b
G,β)

(
ωb
β〈m12,α〉 − ω

b
α〈m12, β〉 + 〈m13ṙ , γ〉

)
− ωb

G,γpα + 〈Tg, β〉,
(4.27)

Equations (4.10), (4.24)-(4.27), and r̈ = u fully define the motion of a spherical
robot on undulating terrain.
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4.2.6 STLC on Undulating Terrain
Before writing the dynamics in control-affine form, the coordinate change defined in
(4.14), (pα,pβ) → (p̃α, p̃β), is used to rewrite the momenta differential equations:

*
,

˙̃pα
˙̃pβ

+
-

= *
,

rbω̄
b
α (ωb

β〈m12,α〉 − ω
b
α〈m12, β〉) + ωb

G,γ p̃β − ω̄b
β〈γ,m23, ṙ〉 + Tg,α

rbω̄
b
β (ωb

β〈m12,α〉 − ω
b
α〈m12, β〉) − ωb

G,γ p̃α + ω̄b
α〈γ,m23ṙ〉 + Tg,β

+
-
+B(R,r)r̈ ,

where ω̄b
α = ωb

α − ω
b
G,α and ω̄b

β = ωb
β − ω

b
G,β. Controllability calculations are

computed on a set of independent variables, of the same number as the system’s
degrees of freedom, that describe the system’s state. Variable redundancy can be
eliminated by using the following substitutions.

1. The map, Ω(u∗,v∗) , ϕ(u∗,v∗) + rbn(u∗,v∗), is a parallel patch of ϕ(·, ·)
that inherits regularity from surface S. Thus, Ω : (u∗,v∗) → ds defines a
homeomorphism and dependencies on ds can be replaced by dependencies
on (u∗,v∗), i.e. controllability at (u∗,v∗) is equivalent to controllability at ds

modulo the holonomic constraint keeping the vehicle on S.

2. Interestingly, the advected parameter ζ does not appear in the final equations,
and κ can be written as a function of R using its definition (4.20). Although
the potential energy depends on the ball’s position ζ , the resulting potential
force does not.

3. The advected parameters (α, β,γ) can be written as functions of (u∗,v∗) and
the rotation matrix R from their definitions (4.23).

The minimum set of variables sufficient to establish controllability over the system
is then z = (u∗,v∗, p̃α, p̃β,r, ṙ ,R), which admits the following control-affine form,
where

f (z) =



rb(M + rbK M)−1S2×2ω
b
αβ

rbω̄
b
α (ωb

β〈Rm12,
ϕu
| |ϕu | |
〉 − ωb

α〈Rm12,
ϕv
| |ϕv | |
〉) + ωb

G,γ p̃β − ω̄b
β〈Rm23ṙ ,n〉 + Tg,α

rbω̄
b
β (ωb

β〈Rm12,
ϕu
| |ϕu | |
〉 − ωb

α〈Rm12,
ϕv
| |ϕv | |
〉) − ωb

G,γ p̃α + ω̄b
α〈Rm23ṙ ,n〉 + Tg,β

ṙ

0m×1

ωb
α

(
ϕu
| |ϕu | |

)∧
+ ωb

β

(
ϕv
| |ϕv | |

)∧


(4.28)
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is the drift vector field and,

hi (z) =
[
02×1 B(·)ei 0m×1 ei 03×3

]T
,∀i = 1, . . . ,m (4.29)

are the control vector fields. Notice that when ωb
G = 0, the control-affine form

reduces to the results previously derived for the flat and sloped plane cases.

An important distinction is the presence of the terms ϕu/| |ϕu | | and ϕv/| |ϕv | | in the
TqSO(3) coordinate of f (z). Whereas in the flat and sloped plane case a Lie bracket
of the fourth degree accomplished rotation about the surface normal as long as A(·)
had full row rank, in this case some surfaces will prevent rotations about the surface

normal regardless of the nonholonomic connection. For example, when the vehicle
rolls over a sphere with matching radius rb then STLC cannot be achieved because
rotations about n(t) will be annihilated in the fourth degree Lie bracket [50].

This effect occurs more generally whenever the local surface ϕ(·, ·) is a specular

image of a sphere with radius rb at the equilibrium point [53]. Suppose that two
surfaces ϕ(u,v) and ϑ(u,v) share a contact point at ϕ(ū, v̄). Let Ḡ denote the nor-
malized Gauss frame at the point of contact ϕ(ū, v̄), and let Σ = diag(1,1,−1). The
reflection of ϕ(u,v) about the tangent plane at (ū, v̄) is defined by the action of a
reflection map s ◦ ϕ(u,v).

s ◦ ϕ(u,v) = ḠΣḠT
(
ϕ(u,v) − ϕ(ū, v̄)

)
+ ϕ(ū, v̄).

Surface ϑ(x, y) is a specular image of ϕ(u,v) at the point (ū, v̄) if there exists a rigid
body motion (R,d), a reflection map s, and a diffeomorphism Φ : (x, y) → (u,v)
such that the following condition holds,

Rϑ(x, y) + d = s ◦ ϑ ◦ Θ(x, y).

Two surfaces are specular when they appear to be reflections of one another in a
local neighborhood about the contact point [53]. Local controllability is always
prevented when a surface rolls without slip and spin on terrain that is its specular
image. Interestingly, this can be interpreted as the Gauss-Bonnet theorem imposing
a holonomic constraint [50]. However, the curvature constraints (4.4) imposed on
the surfaces in this work prohibit terrains that are specular images of an rb-radius
sphere. Thus, the following theorem holds.

Theorem 4.2.4 (STLC, Smooth Terrain). If the terrain satisfies curvature con-
straints (4.4), B(u∗,v∗,r,R) is surjective, and dim(r) ≥ 2, then STLC holds from
equilibrium point z∗ for the system (4.28)-(4.29).
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Proof of Theorem 4.2.4. Writing the connection as in (4.16) one can compute the
first degree Lie bracket [ f (z),hi (z)] evaluated at an equilibrium point z∗ as,

[ f (z),hi (z)]|z=z∗ =



−M−1( 1
rb

+ K )−1S2×2A(R,r)ei

02×1

ei

0m×1

−〈e1,A(R,r)ei〉
(

ϕu
| |ϕu | |

)∧
R − 〈e2,A(R,r)ei〉

(
ϕv
| |ϕv | |

)∧
R



.

As in the proof of Theorem 4.2.2, the vectors {hi (z), [ f (z),hi (z)]} span the input
space (r, ṙ). If B(·) possesses full row rank, the vectors {hi (z)} span the momentum
space. Full row rank of the connection A(·) ensures that the vectors {[ f (z),hi (z)]}
span two DOF of TqSO(3) and the space (u̇, v̇). Allowing (?) to denote a possi-
bly nonzero component, the fourth degree Lie bracket [[[ f (z),hi (z)], f (z)],h j (z)]
evaluated at the equilibrium point can be written as:



?

?

?

?

(?)
(

ϕu
| |ϕu | |

)∧
+ (?)

(
ϕv
| |ϕv | |

)∧
+

(
eT

i A
T (−S + S( 1

rb
+ K )−T KT + K ( 1

rb
+ K )−1S)Ae j

)
n̂R



Notice that when rolling on a flat plane, i.e. K = 0, the Lie brackets and necessary
STLC conditions presented in Theorem 4.2.2 are recovered. Curved terrain intro-
duces extra terms dependent on the curvature tensor K into the TqSO(3) coordinate
corresponding to rotations about the normal. When the terrain is a specular image to
a sphere of radius rb, the curvature tensor is given by K = 1

rb
I2×2, which annihilates

the remaining component of the TqSO(3) coordinate as predicted by [50, 53]. More
generally, this third degree of freedom is annihilated by any surface whose Gaussian
curvature KG = κ1κ2 = 1/r2

b. But note that any surface with this Gaussian curvature
would have violated the curvature assumption (4.4). Thus, by the LARC, system
(4.28)-(4.29) is accessible using Lie brackets up to the fourth degree. To establish
STLC, the "bad" third degree bracket [[ f (z),hi (z)],hi (z)] must be analyzed and
this bracket has no component along TqSO(3) and all of its nonzero components
can be spanned by Lie brackets of lesser order. Thus, the system (4.28)-(4.29) is
STLC at equilibrium point z∗. �
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Symbol Description
MT Total system mass
Mi Mass of single magnet

Ω ∈ R3×n Alignment matrix of internal magnets.
(X,V ) ∈ Rn Distance/velocity of magnets along axes.

Im, i
Magnet i’s inertia tensor measured in a COM-centered
frame parallel to body frame F.

Is,cor
Structure’s inertia tensor measured at sphere’s COR mea-
sured in body frame F.

Φ(X) Effective moment of inertia measured about body frame F.

Table 4.2: Variables Used for Moball.

4.3 STLC Examples
Three examples are considered that apply the ideas developed in this chapter: (i)
Moball rolling on the plane, (ii) a rotor-powered vehicle rolling on a helicoid, (iii)
a common class of multirotor vehicles in flight. The second example demonstrates
that the STLC conditions apply to a generic class of vehicles encompassing, but
more general than, BSRs. The third example illustrates that the reduced method of
dynamics in Chapter 3 enables insight into the STLC of unconstrained dynamical
systems as well.

4.3.1 Simplified Moball on Flat Terrain
Moball is a barycentric mechanism (Fig. 1.2) that relies on translating magnets to
manipulate its COM position. In general, Moball contains n magnets translating
along separate axes {q1,q2, . . . ,qn} expressed in the body frame. Let matrix Ω con-
tain unit vectors, collinear with the magnet motions, as columns. Consider the case
where Moball has three magnets arranged on orthogonal axes, i.e. Ω = I3×3. Table
4.2 describes the variables used in this example. When the Moball moves on a flat
plane, the system’s Lagrangian can be expressed as,

L(q, q̇) =
1
2



ḋb

ωb

V



T 

MT I3×3 −MiΩ̂X MiΩ

MiΩ̂X Φ(X) 0
MiΩ

T 0 Mi In×n





ḋb

ωb

V



− Mig〈e3,RΩX〉,

Φ(X) , Mi | |X||
2 +

n∑
i=1

(
Im,i − MiX

2
i fi f T

i

)
+ Is,cor ,

where Φ(X) represents the effective moment of inertia. Under the no-slip/no-spin
constraints, with advected parameters (α, β,γ) defined as in (4.6), the dynamics can
be written compactly using the formalism in Subsection 4.2.1:
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ωb
α

ωb
β


= I−1(α, β,γ,X)

( 

rbMi β
T

−rbMiα
T


V +



pα
pβ



)
,

ṗα = rbMiω
b
α

(
ωb
α〈X, β〉 − ω

b
β〈X,α〉 + 〈γ,V〉

)
− Mig〈X, β〉,

ṗβ = rbMiω
b
β

(
ωb
α〈X, β〉 − ω

b
β〈X,α〉 + 〈γ,V〉

)
+ Mig〈X,α〉,

Ẍ = ~u,

(4.30)

where,

I−1(α, β,γ,X) =
1

det(I)

[
r2
b

MT+2rb Mi〈X,γ〉+〈β,Φ(X) β〉 −〈α,Φ(X),β〉
−〈α,Φ(X) β〉 r2

b
MT+2rb Mi〈X,γ〉+〈α,Φ(X),α〉

]

is the locked-inertia tensor (4.10). The steering matrix (4.2.1),

B(α, β) =



rbMi β
TΩ

−rbMiα
TΩ


is full rank since Ω = I3×3 in this example. Therefore, Moball satisfies the condi-
tions of Theorem 4.2.2 in this configuration. Moreover, we expect this configuration
to be controllable from any equilibrium point on the flat plane since B(α, β) will
always maintain full rank. Now, consider Ω = [e1,e1,e3] representing the case
where two magnets slide along a common axis, and no magnet’s motion is aligned
along the body y-axis. In this case, B(α, β) will certainly fail to be surjective when
the vehicle’s orientation is such that the body y-axis lies in the e1,e2 plane. Physi-
cally, when the unactuated axis lies on the plane parallel with the ground, motions
cannot be instantaneously achieved in one direction and controllability is unachiev-
able. In nearly all other orientations, one can easily determine from the surjectivity
of B(α, β) that the vehicle is controllable.

4.3.2 Tri-Rotor Vehicle Rolling on a Helix
Consider a helicoid surface parameterized by ϕ(u,v) = (ucv,usv, ρv)T , where cv
and sv denote cos(·) and sin(·) functions, and ρ is a constant. This surface’s nor-
malized Gauss frame is given by:

[
ϕu
| |ϕu | |

ϕv
| |ϕv | |

n
]

=



cv
−usv√
ρ2+u2

ρsv√
ρ2+u2

sv
ucv√
ρ2+u2

−ρcv√
ρ2+u2

0 ρ
√
ρ2+u2

u√
ρ2+u2



.

Now suppose that a spherical vehicle is placed on the surface as in Fig. 4.3. This
vehicle is actuated by three internal rotors placed a distance l along each orthogonal
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Figure 4.3: Tri-Rotor Spherical Vehicle Rolling on a Helicoid.

Symbol Description
MT Total system mass
Mr Rotor mass
l Rotor i’s distance along axis f i .

Ir ∈ R3×3 Rotor i’s inertia tensor measured at COM with respect to
frame F.

Is Structure’s inertia tensor, measured at COR.
Θ ∈ R3 Rotor angles with positive measured according to frame F.

Table 4.3: Variables Used for Tri-Rotor Spherical Robot.

body axis { f1, f2, f3}. The vehicle’s center of mass lies along the vector~1 ≡ (1,1,1)
in the body frame, i.e. the robot’s fixed, eccentric COM does not coincide with the
geometric COR. Although this vehicle does not displace its COM for propulsion
like a BSR (e.g. Moball), it fits within the framework of our theory and we can
apply Lagrangian reduction and the STLC conditions previously derived. Table 4.3
lists the variables used in this example.

The existence of static equilibrium points must be established for this vehicle and
surface. The maximum angle of inclination of the local tangent plane for which an
equilibrium position exists is given as ψmax ,

ψmax = sin−1
(3
√

3Mr l
MTrb

)
,

which follows from (4.22). In this particular example, suppose that 3Mr = (1/2)MT

and l = rb, which leads to a maximum inclination angle of 60◦. Assume that
ρ = 1 and that the vehicle sits at (u,v) = (1, π4 ). The local tangent plane’s angle
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of inclination is 45◦ at this position. Consequently, static equilibrium exists only
for two orientations (e.g. the body vector ~1 must point "up" the slope with the
center of mass lying on the e3 axis over the contact point). It is from these points
that STLC can be verified. Under the no-slip/no-spin constraints (4.5), the system’s
Lagrangian can be written as,

L =
1
2



ḋb

ωb

Θ̇



T 

MT −Mr l1̂ 0
Mr l1̂ σ a

0 a a





ḋb

ωb

Θ̇



− Mrgl〈R~1,e3〉,

where a denotes the moment of inertia about the rotation axis for each rotor. A
simplifying feature is the constant diagonal structure of the effective moment of
inertia. Let σI3×3 , (Tr(Ir ) + 2Mr l2)I3×3 + Is denote the effective moment of in-
ertia, where Tr(·) represents the matrix trace. From inspection of the Lagrangian
and constraints, only two advected parameters are necessary to enable SE(3) re-
duction: κ , RT e3 and γ , RT n(t). However, (α, β) are implemented as the local
tangent directions as before. The governing dynamics equations can succinctly be
expressed as:

ωb
αβ =

1

r2
b MT + 2rbMr l〈~1, γ〉 + σ



pα − a〈α,Θ̇〉

pβ − a〈β,Θ̇〉


,

ṗα = −Mr lrbω̄
b
G,α (ωb

β〈
~1,α〉 − ωb

α〈
~1, β〉) + ωb

G,γpβ + Mrgl κ̂~1 · α,

ṗβ = −Mr lrbω̄
b
G,β (ωb

β〈
~1,α〉 − ωb

α〈
~1, β〉) − ωb

G,γpα + Mrgl κ̂~1 · β,

Θ̈ = ~u,

where again ω̄b
G,α = ωb

α − ω
b
G,α and ω̄b

G,β = ωb
β − ω

b
G,β. To complete the dynamical

equations the surface can be described by (M,K,T ),

M =



1 0
0

√
ρ2 + u2


, K =



0 ρ

ρ2+u2

ρ

ρ2+u2 0


, T =

[
0 u

ρ2+u2

]
,

which are sufficient to fully describe the advection differential equations governing
(α, β,γ) shown in (4.24), the equations governing (u∗,v∗) shown in (4.26), and the
definition of ωb

G shown in (4.3). Furthermore, the advection equation governing κ

can be written easily as κ̇ = κ̂ωb. The principal curvatures for this surface both have
a magnitude of ρ/(ρ2 + u2). For this surface to globally satisfy the curvature con-
straints (4.4), it is enough to require rb < ρ. Otherwise, one must locally determine
if the surface satisfies (4.4).
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Analogous to the Moball example, the steering matrix,

B(α, β) = a


−αT

−βT


,

is full rank since the m23 entry of the mass matrix is a nonzero multiple of the
identity. As long as the helicoid satisfies the curvature constraints (4.4), we expect
this vehicle to maintain STLC from any equilibrium point since the steering matrix
will always maintain full rank. Rearranging the orientation of the rotors within the
vehicle could lead to a loss of STLC as well and these cases can be checked by
inspecting the rank of the steering matrix B(α, β).

4.3.3 Multirotor Controllability
The reduced/reconstructed dynamics of multirotors introduced in Subsection (3.5.3)
will be used to assert STLC for a broad class of common multirotors. The class
of multirotors for which STLC conditions will apply are defined by the following
attributes.

Definition 4.3.1 (Common Multirotor Class). Consider a class of multirotors char-
acterized by the following common properties,

1. The multirotor has an even number of rotors (e.g. 2n rotors), n ≥ 2, and each
rotor produces a thrust in an upward direction along the f3 body axis.

2. Rotors are placed in reflected pairs about the x-z and y-z body planes. If σi =(
σi,x σi,y σi,z

)
denotes the position of the center of the ith rotor hub in the

body frame, then the reflection ofσi is denoted byσi,r =
(
−σi,x −σi,y σi,z

)
.

Thus, the complete layout of 2n rotors can be enumerated by the vectors
{σ1, . . . ,σn}.

3. All rotors are placed in the x-y body plane such that σi,z = 0 for all i ∈ [1,n].
Furthermore, the set {σi} span the plane.

4. Neighboring rotors spin in an alternating clockwise/counter-clockwise direc-
tion. No two neighboring rotors spin in the same direction.

This common class of multirotors describes most commercially available quad,
hexi, and optocopters. The assumptions of Definition (4.3.1) were chosen to be
as unrestrictive and commonly-encountered as possible. STLC results can certainly
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be derived after relaxing some of these assumptions, although the results may be
vehicle-specific.

The dynamics for a multirotor characterized by Definition (4.3.1) follow from Sub-
section (3.5.3):



ḋb

ωb


=



1
MT

~p

Φ−1(~l − J〈111,$〉e3)


,

~̇l = ~l × Φ−1(~l − J〈111,$〉e3〉 + Λ$
2,

~̇p = ~p × Φ−1(~l − J〈111,$〉e3) − gMT~γ + Ψ$2,

γ̇ = γ × Φ−1(~l − J〈111,$〉e3),

where the ith column of Λ ∈ R3×2n is given by cTσi × e3− φicQe3, the ith column of
Ψ ∈ R3×2n is given by cT e3, and $2 = {$2

i }
2n
i=1. The definitions of Λ and Ψ follow

from Subsection (3.5.3): Λ and Ψ map rotor velocities squared into moments and
forces on the vehicle, respectively. Of course, STLC can only be established at
equilibrium points, and the conditions for an equilibrium point of this dynamical
system are,

gMT~γ = Ψ$2, ~l = J〈111,$〉e3, Λ$
2 = ~0. (4.31)

Based on the range space of Ψ, the condition gMT~γ = Ψ$2 implies that ~γ = e3,
which in turn implies that the vehicle has zero pitch angle, zero roll angle, and an
arbitrary yaw angle. The second condition ensures that the total angular momentum,
Φωb, is equal to zero and the third condition ensures that the rotors produce no
moment on the vehicle in equilibrium. When the number of rotors exceeds four, the
nontrivial nullspaces ofΛ and Ψ imply that $ may take a range of values in a finite-
dimensional space while still satisfying equilibrium. Concatenating the conditions
Λ$2 = 0 and Ψ$2 = gMT~γ together yields,



Λ

cT111T


$2 =



~0
gMT


.

It is reasonable to compute STLC about a selected equilibrium point defined by,

$2 =



Λ

cT111T



† 

~0
gMT


= 111

gMT

2ncT
, (4.32)

where † denotes the pseudoinverse. Use of the pseudoinverse is appropriate as this
solution minimizes the component of $2 in the nullspace of Λ and Ψ, and thus
minimizes the energy consumed by the vehicle’s motors. Hence, at this equilibrium
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point each of the rotors spins at the same rate. Selecting $2 to have a component in
the nullspace at equilibrium is not expected to alter the controllability of a multirotor
as STLC depends mostly on the geometry of the rotor layout.

For the controllability calculations to follow, it will be convenient to parameterize
the rotation matrix using the standard roll, pitch, yaw angles (θ,φ,ψ). Note that this
parameterization is used only to simplify the bracketing calculations; the dynamics
are not being linearized and nonlinear STLC will still be shown using Sussmann’s
condition. The roll-pitch-yaw kinematics are given by,

*...
,

θ̇

φ̇

ψ̇

+///
-

=



0 cos(φ) − sin(φ)
1 sin(φ) tan(θ) cos(φ) tan(θ)
0 sec(θ) sin(φ) cos(φ) sec(θ)



ωb , Ξ(θ,φ,ψ)ωb.

Under this parameterization the advected parameter γ can be written as,

γ = Γ(θ,φ) =
(
− sin(θ) cos(θ) sin(φ) cos(θ) cos(φ)

)T
.

The drift vector field can then be written as,

f (z) =



~p/MT

~l × Φ−1(~l − J〈111,$〉e3) + Λ$2

~p × Φ−1(~l − J〈111,$〉e3) − gMTΓ(θ,φ) + Ψ$2

Ξ(θ,φ,ψ)Φ−1(~l − J〈111,$〉e3)
0n×1



.

It is assumed that $̇ is directly controlled, i.e. $̇ = ~u. The control vector fields will
be chosen to correspond to pure roll, pitch, yaw, and thrust of the vehicle. Recall
that the matrix

[
Λ ct111T

]
maps $2 to moments in the first three rows and a thrust

in the fourth row,


Λ

cT111T


$2 , Λ̄$2. (4.33)

Taking a time derivative of the right hand side of (4.33) yields,

2Λ̄diag($)$̇,

which maps rotor accelerations to the time derivatives of the moments and thrust.
Motivated by this, four control vector fields are defined by,

diag($−1)Λ̄†e j , j ∈ {1,2,3,4},
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where e j is a standard basis vector in R4. These four vector fields correspond to
the $̇ that generate a pure pitch, roll, yaw, and thrust. Of course, when the number
of rotors exceeds four, additional control vector fields will be needed that span
the nullspace of Λ̄, but these will not impact the STLC results to follow. Finally,
changing the nonholonomic angular momentum to the total angular momentum,
l̃ = ~l − J〈111,$〉e3 (analogous to the coordinate change (4.14) used in analyzing
STLC for spherical robots), yields the following system where the state is z =

(db, l̃, ~p, θ, φ,ψ,$) and,

f (z) =



~p/MT

(l̃ + J〈111,$〉e3) × Φ−1 l̃ + Λ$2

~p × Φ−1 l̃ − gMTΓ(θ,φ) + Ψ$2

Ξ(θ,φ,ψ)Φ−1 l̃

02n×1



(4.34)

is the drift vector field and

hi (z) =
[
03×1 −Je3〈$

−1,Λ̄†e j〉 03×1 03×1 diag($−1)Λ̄†e j

]
, j ∈ {1,2,3,4}

(4.35)
are the control vector fields. Let {hr ,hp,hy,ht } denote the control vector fields
corresponding to pure roll, pitch, yaw, and thrust. Before stating the STLC result,
two propositions are established to clarify the forthcoming brackets.

Proposition 4.3.1. For a multirotor belonging to the common class (4.3.1),

〈111,Λ̄†e j〉 = 0, for j ∈ [1,2,3],

and 〈111,Λ̄†e4〉 > 0. This proposition asserts that the sum of the rotor accelerations
that produce a roll, pitch, and yaw are zero, while the sum of accelerations that
produce a pure thrust is always nonzero.

Proof. The quantity 〈111,Λ̄†e j〉 = 〈e j , (Λ̄Λ̄T )−T Λ̄111〉. Then, Λ̄111 =
[
111TΛT 2ncT

]T

and

Λ111 =

2n∑
i=1

(cTσi × e3 − cQφie3) = cT
( n∑

i=1

σi × e3 −

n∑
i=1

σi × e3
)
− cQ

2n∑
i=1

φie3 = ~0,

which follows from the assumptions of (4.3.1). Thus, Λ̄111 =
[
01×3 2ncT

]T
. Using

the result that Λ111 = ~0, one can write,

(Λ̄Λ̄T )−T =



(ΛΛT )−T 03×1

01×3
1

2nc2
T


.
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Finally, (Λ̄Λ̄T )−T Λ̄111 =
[
01×3 (1/cT )

]T
and from this the result follows. �

Proposition 4.3.2. For a multirotor vehicle belonging to the common class (4.3.1),
evaluated at the equilibrium defined by (4.32), 〈$−1,Λ̄†e3〉 is always nonzero.

Proof. From the definition of Λ̄, 〈$−1,Λ̄†e3〉 = 〈$−1,Λ†e3〉. Without a loss of
generality, group the columns of Λ such that a rotor at σi and its reflection at −σi

are represented in adjacent columns, i.e.,

Λ =
[
cTσ1 × e3 − cQφie3 −cTσ1 × e3 − cQφie3 . . .

]
.

Recall that the total number of rotors is 2n from (4.3.1). When n is odd, rotors that
are paired spin in opposite directions and

ΛΛ
T =



2c2
T
∑n

i=1 σ
2
y,i −2c2

T
∑n

i=1 σx,iσy,i −2cT cQ
∑n

i=1 σy,i

−2c2
T
∑n

i=1 σx,iσy,i 2c2
T
∑n

i=1 σ
2
x,i 2cT cQ

∑n
i=1 σx,i

−2cT cQ
∑n

i=1 σy,i 2cT cQ
∑n

i=1 σx,i 2nc2
Q



,


A b

bT c


.

From this, (ΛΛT )−1e3 =
[
−(1/k)bT A−T (1/k)

]T
, where k = c − bT A−1b. Using

the equilibrium point characterized by (4.32) we can write,

($−1)T
Λ

T =
2ncT

gMT

[
2cT

∑n
i=1 σy,i −2cT

∑n
i=1 σx,i −2ncQ

]
=
−2ncT

gMT cQ

(
bT c

)
.

Finally, 〈$−1,Λ†e3〉 =
−2ncT
gMT cQ

(1/k)(c − bT A−1b) =
−2ncT
gMT cQ

, and the result follows
since each of the values in the fraction are nonzero. When n is even, rotors that are
paired spin in the same direction and (ΛΛT )−1e3 =

[
0 0 1/(2nc2

Q)
]
. One may

also write,
($−1)T

Λ
T =

2ncT

gMT

[
0 0 −2ncQ

]
,

such that again ($−1)TΛT (ΛΛT )−1e3 =
−2ncT
gMT cQ

, agreeing with the odd n case and
establishing the result. �

Sussmann’s condition can be used to establish STLC of a dynamical system with
bilateral control inputs ui. When ui is unilateral, e.g. ui > 0, Sussmann’s condition
must be augmented with an additional condition to establish STLC [31]. Recall that
the dynamic model (4.34)-(4.35) adopted above treats $̇i as the system inputs. It
is physically reasonable to assume that $̇i can be driven bilaterally when |$i | > 0.
Without loss of generality, suppose that the $i > 0. The dynamics of the rotor can
be written as,

$̇i = (1/J)(Td + Tr ),
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where Td > 0 is the drive torque from the motor and Tr < 0 is a passive resistive
torque due to air damping and the motor’s electromotive force (EMF). At equilib-
rium, $̇i = 0 and therefore Td + Tr = 0. From this point, Td can be increased such
that $̇i > 0. However, if Td is decreased from its equilibrium value then Td +Tr < 0
and the rotor will decelerate, $̇i < 0. Hence, the passive resistive torque enables
$̇i to be driven bilaterally even though the drive torque is constrained to be posi-
tive. This simple fact enables STLC to be established using Sussmann’s condition
without modification when $̇i are chosen as the system inputs. In comparison, the
standard approach of modeling a multirotor’s inputs as the thrust applied by each
rotor leads to a more restrictive and complicated application of Sussmann’s condi-
tion to establish STLC [72].

Theorem 4.3.1 (Common Multirotor Class, STLA). Any multirotor belonging to
the common multirotor class (4.3.1) is small-time locally accessible (STLA) from
the equilibrium point defined by (4.31)-(4.32).

Proof. To prove this result, it is necessary to show that

Lie({ f ,hp,hr ,hy,ht , . . . ,h2n})(q) = TqQ,

from the equilibrium point defined by (4.31)-(4.32), denoted by z∗. First, note that
{hp,hr ,hy,ht } span four degrees of freedom in the input space $̇, and for 2n > 4
additional control vector fields can be chosen to completely span the input space.
Recalling that the coordinates are arranged as z = (db, l̃,p, θ, φ,ψ,$), the Lie brack-
ets corresponding to pitch, roll and yaw are

[ f ,hi]|z=z∗ =
[
~0 −2ei ~0 0 0 JΦ−1

33 〈$
−1,Λ̄†ei〉 ~0

]
, i ∈ [1,2,3].

Note that [ f ,hp],[ f ,hr], and [ f ,hy] together span the ˙̃l dimension, and [ f ,hy] spans
the dimension ψ̇ as guaranteed by Proposition (4.3.2). Similarly,

[ f ,ht]|z=z∗ =
[
~0 ~0 0 0 −2c〈111,Λ̄†e4〉 ~0 ~0

]
,

where the thrust bracket [ f ,ht] spans the ṗz coordinate as guaranteed by Proposition
(4.3.1). Looking at the following higher-order brackets,

[[ f ,hi], f ]|z=z∗ =
[
~0 ~0 ~0 −2Ξ(0,0,ψ)Φ−1ei ~0

]
, i ∈ [1,2],

it is observed that [[ f ,hr], f ] and [[ f ,hp], f ] span the θ̇ and φ̇ dimensions. Yaw is
spanned by a bracket of lower degree than roll and pitch because the inputs $̇ are
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related to ω̇b,z kinematically through the connection, whereas the inputs provide a
torque that must be integrated to manifest changes in roll or pitch. Similarly,

[[ f ,ht], f ]|z=z∗ =
[
0 0 −2cT

MT
〈111,Λ̄†e4〉 ~0 ~0 ~0 ~0

]
,

spans the ḋb
z coordinate as guaranteed by Proposition (4.3.1). Looking further at

the brackets,

[[[ f ,hi], f ], f ]|z=z∗ =
[
~0 ~0 2gMT (e3 × Φ

−1ei) ~0 ~0
]
, i ∈ [1,2],

it is clear that [[[ f ,hr], f ], f ] and [[[ f ,hp], f ], f ] span the ṗx and ṗy dimensions.
Finally,

[[[[ f ,hi], f ], f ], f ]|z=z∗ =
[
2g(e3 × Φ

−1ei) ~0 ~0 ~0 ~0
]
, i ∈ [1,2],

where it is clear that [[[[ f ,hr], f ], f ], f ] and [[[[ f ,hp], f ], f ], f ] span the dimen-
sion ḋb

x and ḋb
y. The high degree of the brackets necessary to span the ḋb

x and ḋb
y

dimensions is due to the the fact that the inputs must be integrated four times to
cause a change in horizontal position. Together, these Lie brackets span TqQ at the
equilibrium point defined by (4.31)-(4.32) and STLA is established. �

Theorem 4.3.2 (Common Multirotor Class, STLC). Any multirotor belonging to
the common multirotor class (4.3.1) is small-time locally controllable (STLC) from
the equilibrium point defined by (4.31)-(4.32).

Proof. Note that each of the brackets used to establish STLA in Theorem 4.3.1 are
good Lie brackets and that the highest degree used to span TqQ at the equilibrium
point is five. Then, bad brackets of the fifth degree include,

[[[[ f ,hi],hi],h j],h j],

[[[[ f ,hi],h j],hi],h j],

[[[[ f ,hi],hi],hi],hi], i, j ∈ [1,2,3,4], i , j,

and each of these brackets is zero except for a potentially nonzero component along
the ψ coordinate, which can be annihilated with the good, degree two bracket
[ f ,hy]. In addition, the bad brackets [[[[ f ,hi], f ], f ],hi], i ∈ [1,2,3,4] and their
permutations are zero along the components ḋb

x and ḋb
y, and thus can be spanned

by the good Lie brackets that are less than degree five in Theorem 4.3.1. All other
bad brackets of the fifth degree can be written from the fifth degree brackets al-
ready mentioned. Hence, all bad fifth degree brackets can be written in terms
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of the good Lie brackets of Theorem 4.3.1, which have a smaller degree. There
are no bad fourth degree brackets. All bad third degree brackets can be written
as [[ f ,hi],hi], ∀i = [1,2,3,4], and these brackets may have a nonvanishing entry
along the ψ coordinate, which can be neutralized by the degree two bracket [ f ,hy].
Thus, all bad brackets of degree k ≤ 5 can be written in terms of good Lie brackets
of degree j ≤ k and by Sussmann’s condition STLC is established for the common
multirotor class (4.3.1) at the equilibrium point defined by (4.31)-(4.32). �

In this chapter, the dynamics of spherical vehicles were developed and small-time
local controllability (STLC) conditions were established for these vehicles on flat,
sloped, and undulating terrain. This chapter introduced the central role played by
the steering matrix, which can be obtained from the nonholonomic connection. The
steering matrix can be determined from inspection of the Lagrangian and the nec-
essary STLC conditions depend on the steering matrix’s surjectivity. Several exam-
ples demonstrated the use of these conditions, including Moball on the plane and
a rotor-controlled vehicle on a helicoid. In addition, STLC conditions were devel-
oped for a class of common multirotor aerial vehicles to show how the dynamics
approach of Chapter 3 enables insight into the controllability of a larger class of
relevant robotic systems.
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C h a p t e r 5

MOBALL CONTROL, PLANNING, SIMULATION

In this chapter, a simulation environment, control architecture, and motion planning
scheme are introduced for the Moball. Although the focus of this chapter is specific
to the Moball system, many of this chapter’s techniques are applicable to the larger
class of barycentric spherical robots (BSRs). For example, when a BSR’s equations
of motion are derived using the reduction and reconstruction scheme of Chapter 3,
a geometric integration scheme detailed in this chapter can be employed on the Lie
algebra that obviates the need to integrate on SO(3) (which accumulates greater
error due to the necessary renormalization of rotation matrices between integration
steps). All BSRs may also benefit from the feedback controllers that enable Moball
to follow a desired trajectory on generic terrains. Furthermore, a simple motion-
planning scheme is introduced that selects a path through a generic terrain that
maximizes the vehicle’s exposure to external wind fields while satisfying scientific
objectives and avoiding environmental hazards; this motion planner is applicable to
any spherical vehicle that relies on energy-harvesting to prolong mission life.

First, this chapter introduces the simulation environment, including a Lie algebra
integrator and the framework for modeling three-dimensional terrain. Moball’s con-
trol architecture is then reviewed and two feedback controllers, which are broadly
applicable to all BSRs, are introduced. Next, a "ballistic-impulse" magnet position
controller and feedforward path controller are demonstrated for Moball. Finally, a
motion planning framework is introduced for energy-harvesting spherical vehicles.

5.1 Simulation Environment
The simulation environment used to analyze the Moball consists of the vehicle’s
dynamical equations of motion1, a geometric numerical integrator, and a generic
terrain model. Each of these key components are now introduced.

1Moball’s dynamics were introduced in Chapter 3
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5.1.1 Geometric Numerical Integration & Adaptive Step-Sizing
Although Moball’s dynamics have been reduced and reconstructed in (4.30) using
the method of Chapter 3, the rotational kinematics,

Ṙ = Rω̂b, t ≥ t0, R(t0) ∈ SO(3), (5.1)

must be integrated to reconstruct the vehicle’s orientation for the purposes of simu-
lation and control. As the integration takes place on SO(3), the solution is required
to remain in this Lie group throughout the integration. However, standard integra-
tion techniques like Runge-Kutta methods will not satisfy this requirement because
SO(3) is a non-Euclidean space, which is not closed under addition. In fact, any
integration scheme that propogates the solution forward using addition will fail this
requirement and induce unacceptable error into the solution over long time spans.
Geometric numerical integration techniques are methods that preserve the geomet-
ric properties of the flow of a differential equation [33]. Since (5.1) is a differential
equation on a Lie group, it is natural to employ an integration scheme that occurs
on the Lie algebra, and that propogates the solution forward using the exponential
rather than addition. This is the basis for the Runge-Kutta Munthe-Kaas (RKMK)
method.

Definition 5.1.1 (Differential of Exponential [39]). The differential of the expo-
nential map is defined as the left-trivialized tangent of the exponential map, i.e.
dexp : g × g → g such that,

d
dt

exp(A(t)) = exp(A(t))dexp−A(t) ( Ȧ(t)),

where dexp−A(C) can be expressed as an analytical function,

dexp−A(C) =

∞∑
j=0

1
( j + 1)!

ad j
−AC,

where the ad operator was defined in Section (2.4). For the Lie algebra so(3), this
analytical function can be used to explicitly define two key relationships,

dexpx = I +
sin2(ϑ)

2ϑ2 x̂ +
θ − sin(θ)

θ3 x̂2,

dexp−1
x = I −

1
2

x̂ −
θ cot(ϑ) − 2

2θ2 x̂2

where x ∈ so(3) is represented as a vector in R3, θ = | |x | | and ϑ = (θ/2).

The following proposition underlies the RKMK method and its application to Moball.
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Proposition 5.1.1 ([39]). For small t ≥ t0, the solution to (5.1) is given by,

R(t) = R0exp(Θ(t)),

where Θ(t) ∈ so(3) satisfies the differential equation,

Θ̇(t) = dexp−1
−Θ(t) (ω̂

b), Θ(t0) = 0. (5.2)

Proposition (5.1.1) establishes that the differential equation (5.1) can be solved by
integrating (5.2), which is a differential equation defined over so(3). The Lie alge-
bra so(3) is a vector space that is closed under addition, allowing standard Runge-
Kutta methods to be employed on (5.2). The solution is then reconstructed via
exponentiation. Suppose that ω̂b(R) is a function solely of R ∈ SO(3). Then,
the RKMK algorithm propogates Rn ∈ SO(3) to Rn+1 ∈ SO(3) using a ν-stage
Runge-Kutta method as follows,

Θk =

ν∑
l=1

ak,l Fl ,

ω̂b
k = hω̂b(Rnexp(Θk )),

Fk = dexp−1
−Θk

(ω̂b
k ),

Θ =

ν∑
l=1

bl Fl ,

Rn+1 = Rnexp(Θ),

(5.3)

where k ∈ [1, . . . , ν], h is the timestep, and {ak,l ,bl } are the constants defining
the underlying Runge-Kutta integration method. With the analytical expression of
dexp−1

x in (5.1.1), the RKMK method has the same order as the underlying Runge-
Kutta method. A fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is employed in practice, which
differs from (5.3) only in that ωb is coupled to momenta, and Moball’s magnet
positions, and magnet velocities.

Previous experiments with a Moball prototype, discussed in Appendix A, demon-
strated that placing linear springs at the ends of Moball’s inner tubes increased the
range of rotational speeds over which the vehicle can harvest energy. Consequently,
the magnet dynamics are stiff; the magnet’s trajectory qualitatively and abruptly
changes as it contacts the linear spring. To cope with the magnet’s stiff dynam-
ics, an adaptive step-size algorithm is combined with the RKMK method described
above. The adaptive step follows from an embedded Runge-Kutta method.
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Symbol Value

{ai j }



0 0 0 0 0
1/5 0 0 0 0

3/40 9/40 0 0 0
3/10 −9/10 6/5 0 0
−11/54 5/2 −70/27 35/27 0

1631/55296 175/512 575/13824 44275/110592 253/4096


{ci },O(h6)

[
37/378 0 250/621 125/594 0 512/1771

]

{c∗i },O(h5)
[
2825/27648 0 18575/48384 13525/55296 277/14336 1/4

]

Table 5.1: Adaptive Runge-Kutta Coefficients

Consider the dynamical equation ẏ = f (t, y). In this adaptive integration method,
the value of the variable y at time tn+1 is derived from yn using two different Runge-
Kutta integrators. Each Runge-Kutta integrator uses the same intermediate dynamic
function evaluations, ki = f (ti, yi), but with differing coefficients. The specific
coefficients chosen ensure that the integrators have differing orders of accuracy [69],
e.g.

yn+1 = yn +

6∑
i=1

ci ki + O(h6), y∗n+1 = yn +

6∑
i=1

c∗i ki + O(h5),

where
(
{ci}

6
i=1, yn+1

)
and

(
{c∗i }

6
i=1, y

∗
n+1

)
are a fifth and fourth-order approximation,

respectively, and ki are the variable’s dynamics, f (t, y), evaluated at intermediate
points within [tn, tn+1]. Only specific sets of coefficients {ci}

6
i=1 and {c∗i }

6
i=1 enable

this method; the coefficients [20] used in our application are displayed in Table 5.1.

The solution yn+1 is used to assess the accuracy of the solution y∗n+1. An error
estimate is defined as ∆ , yn+1 − y∗n+1, and the step length, h, is adjusted based on
this error. In this application, adaptive step-sizing occurs on the magnet’s position
and the error, ∆, is taken to be the maximum across all of the vector components of
X. Then, the step-size is adapted according to,

h2 = h1 |∆0/∆|
c,

where h1 and h2 are the initial and final step-sizes, ∆0 is the desired accuracy, and
∆ is the measured error [69]. This adaptive scheme can increase or decrease the
step-size until the desired accuracy ∆0 is achieved, and then the fourth-order ap-
proximation y∗n+1 is adopted. In our application, this adaptive scheme automatically
changes the step size in the RKMK algorithm (5.3) based on the stiffness of the
magnet dynamics.
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5.1.2 Modeling Three-Dimensional Terrain
Terrain was modeled as a regular surface while deriving the dynamical equations
of motion of a spherical vehicle over undulating terrain in Subsection (4.2.5). The
surface adopted in simulation is based on the Bicubic B-spline Patch (BBP) [73].
A BBP is a two-dimensional surface that is a cubic interpolation between a 4 × 4
grid of control points. Each control point, Pi j ∈ R

3, is specified by the user. The
surface’s coordinates are then defined by,

Pi (u,w) =
(1
6

)2
*......
,

u3

u2

u

1

+//////
-

T

MPi MT

*......
,

w3

w2

w

1

+//////
-

, i ∈ {x, y, z}, (5.4)

where M ∈ R4×4 is a matrix of interpolation coefficients that ensure that the sur-
face is C2 continuous [73], (u,w) ∈ R2 are coordinates of the surface’s preimage,
and Pi ∈ R4×4 is a matrix containing the {x, y, z} coordinates of the control points
Pi j . Uniformly spaced control points were chosen, and the user selects the Pi j to
emulate hills and valleys. Larger terrains are constructed by combining individ-
ual BBP patches. Efficient algorithms are readily available to fit BBP surfaces to
point clouds. Therefore, modeling terrain using BBPs is advantageous for planetary
science missions, since realistic terrains can be reconstructed from topographical
measurements taken from satellites or aircraft.

In Subsection (4.2.5), the allowable directions of motion were chosen based on the
normalized Gauss frame RT

(
ϕu
| |ϕu | |

ϕv
| |ϕv | |

n
)
. There is always a chart such that

〈ϕu, ϕv〉 = 0 for regular surfaces, which makes the normalized Gauss frame partic-
ularly convenient [19]. However, normalizing (5.4) for every patch is cumbersome.
Instead of using the normalized Gauss frame to define the allowable directions of
motion, the directions

(
ϕu
| |ϕu | |

n × ϕu
| |ϕu | |

n
)

are used in simulation, which is more
convenient as this frame remains orthogonal as the vehicle travels across multiple
BBP patches. The derivatives of these directions are computed numerically and the
momentum equations possess the same form as those in (4.27).

Fig. 5.1 shows Moball rolling uncontrolled (i.e. the magnets move freely due to the
noninertial and gravitational forces) over undulating terrain modeled using BBP
patches. In Fig. 5.1a, the heatmap denotes heights and depths. Each hill and de-
pression is approximately 1m tall or deep, which is equal to the ball’s radius. Over
time, air damping causes the ball to settle at the center of the valley in Fig. 5.1a.
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(a) Path of Moball Rolling in Generic Undulating Terrain

(b) Moball Between Two 1m Tall Hills (c) Moball in Local Depression

Figure 5.1: Moball Rolling on Generic B-Spline Terrain. Moball is shown as a
wireframe, {x, y, z} magnets are along {r,g,b} axes, and the surface is colored

according to height.

Figs. 5.1b and 5.1c show screenshots of the vehicle travelling along its trajectory.
Moball’s {x, y, z} magnets are depicted as circles moving along {r,g,b} axes, and
the instantaneous axis of rotation is depicted as a dashed magenta line.

5.2 Moball’s Control Architecture
Moball’s control architecture is depicted in Fig. 5.2. Moball utilizes a two degree of
freedom controller [9], whereby a feedforward controller generates open-loop mag-
net positions and a feedback controller compensates for errors. The feedforward
controller solves a finite-dimensional optimal control problem using a simplified,
low-order dynamical model of Moball. A feedback controller corrects for inaccura-
cies in the low-order system used by the feedforward controller and any unmodeled
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Figure 5.2: Moball’s Control Architecture.

disturbances such as wind gusts2.

As described in Appendix A, sufficient control authority over Moball’s magnets
is only possible in a small neighborhood about each solenoid. The feedback and
feedforward controllers, however, are designed assuming continous control author-
ity along the length of each of Moball’s inner tubes. An algorithm is required to
map the idealized trajectories of Moball’s controllers to a trajectory that is phys-
ically possible given the electrodynamics of Moball’s actuators. A "ballistic con-
trol" scheme is introduced that applies a discrete impulse to a magnet as it passes
a solenoid. The magnitude of the impulse is chosen to minimize the tracking er-
ror between the idealized and actual magnet trajectory. In this way, the idealized
magnet trajectories are approximated.

5.3 Path-Following Feedback Controllers for BSRs
Two feedback controllers are introduced in this section that are applicable to generic
BSRs operating on flat or undulating terrains. Each feedback controller is intended
to stabilize the vehicle about a desired trajectory, µs (t) ∈ R3, defined with respect
to an inertial frame. The first controller employs feedback linearization to express
the trajectory error dynamics in a standard second-order form, which is then stabi-
lized via pole placement. The second controller uses a cascaded PID structure that
directly assigns the vehicle’s COM to rectify trajectory errors. Both controllers are
validated in simulation.

2Ambient air drag is modeled in the low-order system dynamics used by the feedforward con-
troller
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First, a feedback linearized controller applied to a generic BSR rolling on a flat
plane is introduced. Let the path error be defined as

δ(t) , ds (t) − µs (t), (5.5)

where ds (t) ∈ R3 denotes the position of the BSR’s center of rotation , expressed in
an inertial frame. The following controller stabilizes the trajectory error dynamics.

Proposition 5.3.1 (Feedback Linearized Controller, Flat Plane). The torque T c,
expressed in a body-fixed frame, stabilizes the trajectory error dynamics of a generic
BSR rolling on a flat plane, for (Kp,Kd) chosen via pole placement:

T c = ωb × Iωb + İωb + I

((Kpδ2 + Kd δ̇2 − µ̈
s
2

rb

)
α +

( µ̈s
1 − Kpδ1 − Kd δ̇1

rb

)
β

)
,

where (I,ωb) denote the vehicle’s inertia tensor and angular velocity expressed in
a body-fixed frame, rb denotes the vehicle’s radius, and α , RT e1, β , RT e2.

Proof. Via Euler’s equations one may write,

ω̇b = I−1(T − ωb × Iωb − İωb),

where in general İ , 0 due to the internal actuators within a BSR. Adopting the
torque defined in Proposition (5.3.1) leads to,

ω̇b =
(Kpδ2 + Kd δ̇2 − µ̈

s
2

rb

)
α +

( µ̈s
1 − Kpδ1 − Kd δ̇1

rb

)
β.

Taking the time-derivative of the no-slip constraints expressed in an inertial frame
yields d̈s = rbω̇

s × e3. Using the relationship ω̇s = Rω̇b, one may write,

d̈s =
(
µ̈s

1 − Kpδ1 − Kd δ̇1
)
e1 −

(
Kpδ2 + Kd δ̇2 − µ̈

s
2

)
e2,

where ei is a standard basis vector of R3. Recalling the definition of the trajectory
error, δ(t), and decomposing δ̈(t) along its first and second components yields,

*
,

δ̈1

δ̈2

+
-

= *
,

−Kpδ1 − Kd δ̇1

−Kpδ2 − Kd δ̇2

+
-
.

The trajectory error dynamics are in a standard second-order form and (Kp,Kd) may
be chosen to satisfy a desired percent overshoot and settling time that will stabilize
the system. Analyzing the error dynamics along the dimension e3 is unnecessary as
the no-slip constraints prevent the error from changing along this dimension. �
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Although Proposition (5.3.1) defines the torque applied to the BSR, the actuator
trajectories to realize this torque depend on the vehicle. A map relating the actuator
states to the resulting torque must be derived for each vehicle. For example, if
Moball’s COM lies within a horizontal plane centered at the COR, then,

X(t) =
1

Mig
T c(t) × γ(t), (5.6)

where γ(t) = RT (t)e3, Mi is the magnet’s mass, and X(t) are the magnet positions.
Moball’s magnet dynamics can then be feedback linearized to track the desired
magnet locations X(t), as is done in the following simulations.

(a) Circle:

µs (t) = 10
(

cos(t/20)
sin(t/20))

)
.

(b) Serpentine:

µs (t) =

(
5 cos(t/10)

0.4t

)
.

(c) Figure Eight:

µs (t) =

(
20 cos(t/30)
10 sin(t/15)

)
Figure 5.3: Feedback Linearized Control of Moball on Quickly Varying Paths.

Fig. 5.3 demonstrates the feedback linearized controller from Proposition (5.3.1)
guiding Moball along several trajectories on the plane. A circle, serpentine, and
figure eight path are tracked in Fig. 5.3. The feedback gains (Kp,Kd) were chosen
such that the error dynamics converge to δ = 0 with a settling time of 15s and 5%
overshoot. The steady state error was less than 1m, 1.2m, and 1.3m for the circle,
figure eight, and serpentine trajectories respectively. The controller of Proposition
(5.3.1) is generic and can be applied to solve common control tasks on the plane
such as holding a position or following complex trajectories as shown in Fig. 5.3.

Suppose that a moving frame, Em = {T,B,N }, is defined on an undulating surface,
where T is tangent to the surface, N is the surface normal, and B is the binormal
that completes the orthgonal frame. The frame’s bases are described with respect to
an inertial frame and Em is centered at the BSR’s point of contact with the terrain.
Without loss of generality, let T = ϕu/| |ϕu | |, where ϕ(u,v) : U ⊂ R2 → R3 denotes
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the map from the surface’s two-dimensional pre-image to its embedding in R3, as
described in Subsection (4.1.2). Instead of defining the path trajectory error as in
Proposition (5.3.1), let the path error be defined as:

δ = *
,

u

v
+
-
− *

,

ū

v̄
+
-
, (5.7)

where (u,v) and (ū, v̄) denote the contact point and the desired trajectory pulled
back to the terrain’s pre-image.

Proposition 5.3.2 (Feedback Linearized Controller, Undulating Terrain). The torque
T c, expressed in a body-fixed frame, stabilizes the trajectory error dynamics of a
generic BSR rolling on undulating terrain, for (Kp,Kd) chosen via pole placement:

T c = ωb × Iωb + İωb + I
(
νT t + νBb

)
,

where (t,b) are the tangent and binormal vectors viewed in a body-fixed frame and
(νT , νN ) are chosen to be,

*
,

νT

νB

+
-

=
1
rb

(
∇(ϕ + rbN )†

[
−B T

] )−1 (
− Kpδ − Kd δ̇ +

d2

dt2
*
,

ū

v̄
+
-

)
,

where (·)† denotes the matrix pseudoinverse.

Proof. Similar to Proposition (5.3.1)’s proof, substituting Tc from Proposition (5.3.2)
into Euler’s equations yields,

ω̇b = νT t + νBb. (5.8)

Taking a time-derivative of the no-slip constraints in spatial coordinates yields,

d̈s = ω̇s × N + ωs × Ṅ . (5.9)

However, recall that ϕ + rbN = ds such that,

d
dt

(ϕ + rbN ) = ∇(ϕ + rbN ) · *
,

u̇

v̇
+
-

= rbω
s × N. (5.10)

Taking the derivative of (5.10) yields,

d
dt

(
∇(ϕ + rbN )

)
· *

,

u̇

v̇
+
-

+ ∇(ϕ + rbN ) *
,

ü

v̈
+
-

= rbω̇s × N + rbω
s × Ṅ .
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One may show that d
dt (∇(ϕ + rbN )) = ∇( d

dt (ϕ + rbN )) and from Equation (5.10),
d
dt (ϕ + rbN ) = rbω

s × N . Thus, the derivative of (5.10) can be expressed as,

∇(rbω
s × N ) · *

,

u̇

v̇
+
-

+ ∇(ϕ + rbN ) *
,

ü

v̈
+
-

= rbω̇
s × N + rbω

s × Ṅ . (5.11)

However, ∇(rbω
s×N ) = rbω̂

s∇N and Ṅ = ∇N ·
(
u̇ v̇

)T
. Equation (5.11) can then

be written as,

*
,

ü

v̈
+
-

= rb
(
∇(ϕ + rbN )

)†
ω̇s × N.

Substituting ω̇s using Equation (5.8) into the above yields,

*
,

ü

v̈
+
-

= rb
(
∇(ϕ + rbN )

)† [
−B T

] *
,

νT

νB

+
-
.

By adopting the values of (νT , νB) in Proposition (5.3.2), the error dynamics are
found to have the form δ̈ = −Kpδ−Kd δ̇. Invertibility of the matrix∇(ϕ+rbN )†[ −B T ]
follows from the regularity of ϕ and the linear independence of B and T . Choosing
(Kp,Kd) via pole placement to satisfy a desired percent overshoot and settling time
stabilizes the trajectory error dynamics. �

Mapping a body torque to the necessary actuator positions is more complicated on
undulating terrain due to the additional torque due to gravity acting on the vehicle’s
COR. When Moball’s magnets are constrained to lie in a plane orthogonal to gravity
and centered at the vehicle’s COR, this relationship becomes:

X(t) =
1

Mig
T c(t) × γ(t) +

MTrb

Mi
γ(t) × (γ(t) × n(t)), (5.12)

where MT is the total system mass, γ(t) = RT e3, and n(t) is the surface normal at
the point of contact viewed in a body-fixed frame. Added to the desired magnet
position (5.6) is a term needed to cancel the disturbance torque due to gravity’s
affect on the vehicle’s structure; this term exposes the importance of the relative
ratio of the actuator mass and total mass.

Fig. 5.4 shows the controller introduced in Proposition (5.3.2) stabilizing Moball
about a circular path on a hill of various heights. The magnet position needed
to compensate gravity’s torque in Eq. (5.12) is dependent on the relative fraction
between Moball’s total mass and magnet mass, as well as the surface inclination. If
Moball’s magnets weigh less or the surface is steeper, then the magnets will need
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(a) 2.75m-tall hill, 9.4◦ max inclination
angle.

(b) 3.10m-tall hill, 10.6◦ max inclination
angle.

(c) 3.40m-tall hill, 11.6◦ max inclination
angle.

(d) 3.75m-tall hill, 12.8◦ max inclination
angle.

Figure 5.4: Moball Tracking Circular Path on Hills of Various Height.

to be moved further to compensate for the disturbance torque due to gravity. In Fig.
5.4, Moball tracks a circular path centered about the hill’s peak3. The hills have a
height varying from 2.75m-3.75m and maximum angles of inclination ranging from
9.4◦-12.8◦. Moball is initially centered on the hill’s peak and the simulation is run
for one revolution about the hill. The controller’s tracking error increases with the
inclination angle of the surface. A similar decrease in performance would occur if
the vehicle’s magnet mass was decreased or its structure mass increased. One may
use the condition for static equilibrium, Eq. (4.22), as a conservative estimate of
the surface slopes a BSR may be able to traverse. In general, steeper terrains can be
navigated as the actuator mass increases relative to the vehicle’s total mass.

An interesting application of the feedback controller introduced in Proposition (5.3.2)
is shown in Fig. 5.5. A common concern of fielded spherical robots is that the ve-
hicle may become trapped in a local depression like a crater or gully. In Fig. 5.5,
the controller in Proposition (5.3.2) is used to build up momentum, which enables
Moball to escape from a crater that it otherwise would be trapped in. In Fig. 5.5a,
a 3m deep crater is simulated and a point outside the crater is the goal. The Moball
has a magnet mass of 1.5kg and a structure mass of 20kg, which are close to the

3The simulated Moball has a radius rb = 1m, magnet mass, Mi = 4kg, and structure mass
Ms = 10kg. The path being followed is parameterized as µs (t) = (10 cos(t/40),10 sin(t/40)).
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(a) Rocking Back and Forth to Successfully
Exit a Crater.

(b) A Direct Attempt to Reach the Desired
Point Fails.

Figure 5.5: Feedback Controller "Rocking" a BSR Out of a Crater.

masses of the next Moball prototype. The trace of the vehicle’s contact point is
shown in black in Fig. 5.5a. The controller works by setting µs (t) to a constant
value denoted by the red triangle, which causes Moball to roll towards the desired
point. Eventually, the vehicle stops due to the steepness of the crater. At this point,
the set point µs (t) is reflected to the other side of the crater and Moball acceler-
ates in the opposite direction, making its way further up the crater wall than the
previous attempt. Once the vehicle comes to rest on the opposite side of the crater,
µs (t) is reflected again and the process continues until the vehicle escapes the crater.
Fig. 5.5b shows the contact path when µs (t) is held constant throughout the sim-
ulation; in this case the vehicle does not have sufficient torque to scale the crater
wall. The build up of momentum is key to escaping local depressions and the feed-
back linearizing controller of Proposition (5.3.2) is general enough to enable these
maneuvers as well as many others.

A PID controller is now introduced to stabilize a BSR about a desired trajectory.
This controller directly manipulates the vehicle’s COM as a function of trajectory
errors. Understanding how errors contribute to control actions is particularly intu-
itive. Consider a BSR rolling on the plane as in Fig. 5.6. Frame E = {e1,e2,e3} is
fixed to the plane and frame H = {h1,h2,h3} is a hybrid frame, aligned with frame
E but anchored to the BSR’s center of rotation. The controller outputs the position
of the actuator’s center of mass, i.e. the center of mass of Moball’s magnets is pro-
duced. The actuator’s COM lies in the {h1,h2} plane by construction, although this
could be offset by any fixed height from the h3 axis.

The feedback controller takes a cascaded form, with an outer loop regulating the
vehicle’s rotational velocity and an inner loop controlling the position of the actua-
tor’s COM. Let the path error be denoted by δ(t), as defined in Equation (5.5). The
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Figure 5.6: Path-Following Feedback Controller for Generic BSR.

outer loop generates a desired angular velocity through a simple PID controller,

ω̄s (t) =
(
Kω

p δ + Kω
i

∫
δ · dt + Kω

d δ̇
)
× e3, (5.13)

where (Kω
p ,K

ω
d ,K

ω
i ) are PID gains. With a constant error δ, the direction of ω̄s (t)

guides the vehicle to µs (t). From the desired angular velocity, ω̄s (t), the angular
velocity error is defined as,

eω (t) = ωs (t) − ω̄s (t), (5.14)

where ωs (t) is the vehicle’s current angular velocity expressed in an inertial frame.
The inner loop generates the desired position of the actuator’s COM via,

XCOM = e3 ×
(
KXp eω + KXi

∫
eω · dt + KXd ėω

)
, (5.15)

where again (KXp ,K
X
i ,K

X
d ) are PID gains. With a constant angular velocity error

eω, the inner loop calculates the COM position that produces a torque to reach to
the desired trajectory µs (t). The mapping between XCOM and actuator positions
is vehicle specific, e.g. for Moball as described in Subsection (4.3.1), the map
between the actuator’s COM location and individual magnet positions is,

Xd (t) = 3RT (t)XCOM . (5.16)

The controller, (5.13)-(5.14), is applicable to all BSRs and can easily be adapted to
generic undulating terrain. Let the path error be denoted by δ(t), defined in (5.7).
The error δ(t) is represented as a vector in the surface’s pre-image. Then, the outer
loop produces the desired angular velocity,

ω̄s (t) = ∇ϕ(u,v)
(
Kω

p δ + Kω
i

∫
δ · dt + Kω

d δ̇
)
× N (t),
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Symbol Value
(Kω

p ,K
ω
i ,K

ω
d

) (0.65,0.02,0.95)
(KXp ,K

X
i ,K

X
d

) (0.40,0.02,0.00)

Table 5.2: Feedback Gains, Cascaded Controller Used in Moball Simulations.

where N (t) is the surface normal at the point of contact and ∇ϕ : R2 → R3 is the
surface’s tangent map. The angular velocity error is defined as in (5.14), and the
inner loop (5.15) is changed slightly to,

XCOM = N (t) ×
(
KXp eω + KXi

∫
eω · dt + KXd ėω

)
.

The cascaded PID controller was implemented in simulation on a three-axis Moball,
as described in Subsection (4.3.1), rolling on a flat plane. The simulated feedback
gains are shown in Table 5.2, and Moball’s physical parameters are defined in Table
5.4. Control authority is assumed to be continuously available along the length
of Moball’s internal tubes, i.e. the solenoid’s electromagnetics are unmodeled and
the inputs are forces applied to each magnet, denoted by Fi. Once the desired
magnet positions are obtained via (5.16), Moball’s magnet dynamics are feedback
linearized to track Xd (t). The dynamics governing the ith magnet are given by,

Ẍi = rb(γ̂ω̇b)i − gγi + Xi (ωb)T (I − fi f T
i )ωb +

D(Ẋi) + Fi

Mi
, (5.17)

where γ , RT e3 is an advected parameter, fi is the body axis along which the ith

magnet is aligned, and D(Ẋi) represents linear damping. The following control,

Fi = Mi

(
Ẍd−Kp (X−Xd )−Kd (Ẋ−Ẋd )+gγi−rb (γ̂ω̇b )i−Xi (ωb )T (I− f i f Ti )ωb

)
−D(Ẋi ),

feedback linearizes (5.17), where (Kp,Kd) are chosen such that the error dynamics
are characterized by a 1s settling time and 2% overshoot.

In Fig. 5.7, the cascaded feedback controller stabilizes Moball about a 20m-diameter
circular trajectory. Moball’s initial position is in the center of the circle. The tra-
jectory begins at the point (10,0) with a constant linear velocity of 0.5m/s. Fig.
5.7a shows the desired trajectory and the trace of the vehicle’s motion. After over-
shooting the desired trajectory by about 3 vehicle diameters, the ball stabilizes to
the trajectory in approximately 50s with a constant error of less than half a vehicle
diameter. A trajectory error less than one vehicle diameter is acceptable for the
scientific surveys that Moball is intended for. Figs. (5.7b) and (5.7c) are screen-
shots from the simulation of this trajectory. Moball’s {x, y, z} magnets slide along
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(a) Displacement on the plane.

(b) During overshoot, large magnet
displacements required for correction.

(c) Steady-state, only small displacement of
COM required.

Figure 5.7: Feedback Control Simulation of Moball Tracking Circular Path.

axes that are depicted in {r,g,b}, and their positions are represented by circles. The
desired path is shown in yellow, µs (t) is depicted as an orange circle, the vehicle’s
path is shown in light blue, and the instantaneous axis of rotation is shown in ma-
genta. During the initial transient phase (Fig. 5.7b), large magnet displacements
are required to guide the vehicle to the desired trajectory. However, in steady state
(Fig. 5.7c) small deviations of the COM suffice for tracking control. In general,
if the translational velocity of the desired path is less than 2m/s, the path can be
tracked with COM displacements less than 10cm from the vehicle’s COR. The ease
of controlling a BSR is heavily dependent on the ratio between the total moving
actuator mass and the total system mass.

Fig. 5.8 shows the feedback controller guiding Moball along a variety of compli-
cated, quickly varying trajectories on the plane. Fig. 5.8a shows Moball tracking a
serpentine path with less than 1m of error in steady-state, whereas Fig. 5.8b shows
Moball following a figure eight trajectory with less than 1.2m error in steady state.
In Fig. 5.8c, Moball tracks a four-leaf epitrochoid with less than four meter error
in steady state. The constant error in steady state arises from the speed of the tra-
jectories and the choice of the feedback gains in Table 5.2, which were chosen as a
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(a) Serpentine. (b) Figure-8. (c) Four-leaf Epitrochoid.

Figure 5.8: Feedback Controlling Moball on Quickly Varying Paths.

compromise between steady state error and settling time. The steady state error is
smaller along trajectories with smaller curvatures, i.e. straight-line segments.

5.4 Ballistic Impulse Controller
Moball’s internal magnets are controlled by applying currents to solenoids that are
placed at regular intervals concentric to each internal tube. In Appendix A, the
electromechanical coupling function α provides a relationship between an applied
current and the resulting force to a nearby magnet. This coupling function quickly
becomes negligible more than 2" from the solenoid’s center. However, the coupling
function peaks in two locations within approximately 1" of the solenoid’s center.
Moreover, this peak has been experimentally determined to have a magnitude of
40 N

A , such that a significant force can be applied to a magnet near this peak.

The system’s limited control authority along the span of each inner tube stymies
any continous control scheme. The isolated peaks of α motivate a "discrete" con-
trol approach, whereby impulses are applied to a magnet only when it passes by a
local maximum of the electromechanical coupling function. A laser distance sensor
accurately measures each magnet’s internal position, signifying when an impulse is
to be applied. Each impulse’s magnitude is selected by solving a quadratic program
(QP) that minimizes trajectory error over a finite time horizon, T . After an impulse
is imparted, the magnet is free to travel ballistically until it crosses the local maxi-
mum of another solenoid’s electromechanical coupling function. This approach is
termed a ballistic impulse controller.

The force applied to the ith magnet can be written as Fi (Xi) =
∑n

j=1 α(Xi − Xj,c)I j ,
where α is the electromechanical coupling function of Appendix A, Xi is the posi-
tion of the magnet within its inner tube, Xj,c is the position to the center of the jth
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solenoid, and n is the total number of solenoids. The force can be rewritten as,

Fi (Xi) = β(Xi) · ~I,

where β(Xi) =
(
α(Xi − X1,c) . . . α(Xi − Xn,c)

)
and ~I =

(
I1 . . . In

)
. The ap-

plied current is chosen to be,

~I =
β(Xi)
| | β(Xi) | |

· ν,

where ν ∈ R is the cumulative current applied over all solenoids. An applied
current of this form ensures that current is applied only to the solenoids closest
to the magnet, e.g. equal currents are applied to solenoids separated from the
magnet by equal distances. Under this control choice, the applied force becomes
Fi (Xi) = | | β(Xi) | | · ν. Then, the magnet dynamics (5.17) can be written as,

Ẍi = | | β(Xi) | | · ν̄ + Ẍdist (Xi,Ẋi, ~p), (5.18)

where ν̄ = (ν/Mi) and Ẍdist (X,Ẋ, ~p) encompasses the gravity, damping, and iner-
tial acceleration terms, treated as a disturbance.

Impulses are applied at the maxima of α to illustrate the approach. As the magnet
crosses the jth peak, the dynamics become,

Ẍi = βmax · ν̄ + Ẍdist (Xi,Ẋi, ~p),

where βmax ∈ R is α’s maximum, e.g. 40 N
A for the solenoid used in Appendix A.

Suppose now that an impulse is applied over a small time period ∆. If (X−i ,Ẋ
−
i ) and

(X+
i ,Ẋ

+
i ) denote the magnet’s state before and after the impulse, then



X+
i

Ẋ+
i


=



X−i

Ẋ−i + ∆(βmax · ν̄ + Ẍdist )


, (5.19)

where Ẍdist is the acceleration of the magnet measured before the onset of the im-
pulse. An applied impulse can be used to instantaneously change the magnet’s
velocity. More explicitly, letting

ν̄ =
1

βmax

( 1
∆
δẊi − Ẍdist

)
, (5.20)

implies that Ẋ+
i = Ẋ−i + δẊi. The task then becomes one of identifying a change

in velocity, δẊi, that most optimally tracks a desired magnet trajectory during the
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forthcoming ballistic motion phase. Moball is constrained by a maximum current
limit, | ν̄ | ≤ Imax . Via (5.20), the change in velocity is subsequently constrained by,

∆(Ẍdist − βmax · Imax) ≤ δẊi ≤ ∆(Ẍdist + βmax · Imax).

The optimization problem to be solved, then, is given by

min
δẊi

( ∫ T

t0

(X+
i (t) − Xd (t))2dt

)
,

s.t. Ẍ+
i = Ẍdist (X+

i ,Ẋ
+
i , ~p),

X+
i (t0) = X−i , Ẋ

+
i (t0) = Ẋ−i + δẊi,

δẊi ≤ ∆(Ẍdist (X+
i ,Ẋ

+
i , ~p) + βmax · Imax),

δẊi ≤ ∆(βmax · Imax − Ẍdist (X+
i ,Ẋ

+
i , ~p)),

(5.21)

where T is a finite horizon, Xd (t) is a desired continuous magnet trajectory, and the
objective function is the squared trajectory error. To simplify the optimization prob-
lem, the acceleration Ẍdist (due to Moball’s motion and gravity) measured before
the application of the impulse is assumed to be constant throughout the horizon T .
This assumption is reasonable as the magnet’s acceleration is dominated by gravity
and centrifugal forces, and since T is typically less than 1s, these forces are not
anticipated to change significantly. This assumption allows the magnet’s trajectory
during the ballistic phase, Xi (t), to be expressed analytically. Letting σ = T − t0

and τ = (t − t0)/σ,

X+
i (τ) = Ẍdist

(στ)2

2
+ (Ẋ−i + δẊi)(στ) + X−i .

By analytically solving for the magnet’s trajectory as above, the dynamic con-
straints in (5.21) are inherently satisfied.

The desired magnet trajectory, Xd (τ), is approximated as a quadratic function, i.e,

X̃d (τ) =

2∑
j=0

X̃d,jτ
i .

The trajectory error can be written as,

eX (τ) = X+
i (τ)−Xd (τ) =

(
σ2Ẍdist−2X̃d,2

) τ2

2
+
(
σ(Ẋ−i +δẊi)−X̃d,1

)
τ+

(
X−i −X̃d,0

)
.
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Symbol Description Value Units
T Finite Time Horizon 0.3 s
∆ Impulse Window 20 ms

Imax Current Limit 8 A
βmax Electromechanical Coupling Maximum 40 (N/A)
~Xc Solenoid Positions (−0.54,−0.18,0.18,0.54) m

Table 5.3: Quantities Defined for Ballistic Impulse QP.

The trajectory error squared can then be evaluated analytically, leading to a QP
equivalent to (5.21):

min
δ Ẋi

(
σ2

3
· (δẊi )2 +

(
(2/3)(σẊ−i − X̃d,1) + (X−i − X̃d,0) + (1/4)(σ2Ẍdist − X̃d,2)

)
· δẊi

)
,

s.t. δẊi ≤ ∆(Ẍdist + βmax · Imax ),

δẊi ≤ ∆(βmax · Imax − Ẍdist ).
(5.22)

This simple QP can be solved with knowledge of the magnet and vehicle’s state
before the impulse (the vehicle’s state is necessary to estimate Ẍdist), the desired
trajectory X̃(τ), and the electromechanical coupling function α.

To validate the ballistic impulse controller, a set of simulations were conducted
by integrating Moball’s fully-coupled dynamics, on the plane, while executing the
QP each time a magnet crosses a solenoid. The values defining the QP are listed in
Table 5.3. Event-detection was incorporated into the RKMK integrator described in
Section (5.1) such that an impulse could be applied at each solenoid crossing. The
simulated Moball featured four solenoidal coils, symmetrically placed about the
ball’s center at a distance of 0.36m. Linear springs with a stiffness of 1000(N/m)
and an uncompressed length of 10cm are attached to the ends of each inner tube.

Fig. 5.9 shows the controller tracking a sinusoidal path, Xd (t) = 0.45 sin(t), along
Moball’s body z-axis for 30s. Moball’s initial orientation is aligned with the iner-
tial frame and the magnets along the body x and y axes are commanded to remain
at Moball’s COR. Moball does not rotate throughout the simulation and the distur-
bance acceleration on the magnets, Ẍdist , consists only of gravitational and damping
terms. It is clear from Fig. 5.9 that the calculated impulses from the QP (5.22) are
generating a magnet trajectory that approximates the desired trajectory. Obviously,
this ballistic controller may only act when a magnet crosses a solenoid, as can be
seen by the error that accumulates over the simulation’s first second of duration as
the magnet travels ballistically before its first crossing. The average execution time
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Figure 5.9: Ballistic Controller Tracking Sinusoid Along Vertical z-Axis.

of the QP (5.22) was 3.7ms, which is a promising sign that the optimal velocity
change δẊ may be calculated just before each magnet crosses a solenoid.

Fig. 5.10 shows the impulse controller tracking sinusoidal paths along each of
Moball’s body axes. In this 60 second long simulation, Moball’s initial orientation
was aligned with the inertial frame but Moball’s magnets were placed randomly
along each inner tube. The desired trajectories along the (x, y, z) body axes were
sinusoids of amplitude (0.25m,0.35m,0.45m) and periods (πs,4πs,2πs), respec-
tively; these trajectories do not accomplish a specific vehicle motion but were cho-
sen to illustrate the impulse controller’s ability to track smooth, sinusoidal trajecto-
ries. The QP (5.22) was solved 449 times throughout the simulation with an average
execution time of 3.6ms. Again, the controller is at the whim of the magnet’s ballis-
tic motion between subsequent solenoid crossings. For example, the magnet aligned
along the x axis remains pinned to the outer edge for 20s, preventing the controller
from following the desired trajectory. Furthermore, the deviations from the desired
trajectory along all axes are due to the disturbance acceleration Ẍdist changing sig-
nificantly outside of the time horizon T . To ensure that the impulse controller can
adequately act on the magnet during its ballistic phase, solenoids should be placed
close to the ends of each inner tube. Furthermore, increasing the time horizon T

and relaxing the assumption that Ẍdist remains constant throughout this window
will reduce deviations from the desired trajectory, but care must be taken to ensure
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Figure 5.10: Ballistic Controller Tracking Sinusoids Along All Body Axes.

that the QP’s execution time remains below 10ms.

5.5 Feedforward Controller
Moball’s feedforward controller is detailed in this section. First, numerical optimal
control using the direct collocation method is reviewed. Then, a simplified model of
Moball’s dynamics is introduced, and direct collocation is applied to this low-order
model. Simulations are then presented to validate the feedforward controller.

5.5.1 Optimal Control Using Direct Collocation
A feedforward controller produces actuator inputs, which when propagated through
a system’s dynamical equations, generate a desired system trajectory. The input to
a feedforward controller is a desired trajectory and the outputs are the actuator poli-
cies corresponding to the desired trajectory. However, an analytical map between
control policies and desired trajectories rarely exists for nonlinear dynamical sys-
tems. Furthermore, for a dynamical system with motion and actuator constraints, it
may not even be possible to find feasible control policies to follow all desired trajec-
tories, e.g. a car cannot navigate tight turns without slipping at high speeds. Instead
of identifying control policies that exactly follow desired trajectories, feedforward
controllers for constrained nonlinear systems produce control policies that are opti-
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mal with respect to a chosen metric, and which respect the vehicle’s dynamics and
motion constraints. Optimality metrics take the following form,

L =

∫ T

t0

J (q, q̇,u)dt + ϕ(q(T )),

where [t0,T] is the time window over which the control is to be applied, J (q, q̇,u)
is a positive definite path cost, and ϕ(q(T )) is a positive definite terminal state cost.
Common path costs include the trajectory error squared (qd (t) − q(t))2 and en-
ergy consumption u2. The terminal state cost typically penalizes deviations from a
desired state, (q(T ), q̇(T )). As the metric represents penalties for undesired behav-
ior, e.g. large trajectory errors and energy consumption, the optimal control policy
minimizes the metric subject to the system dynamics,

min
u∈U

(
L =

∫ T

t0

J (q, q̇,u)dt + ϕ(q(T ))
)
,

s.t. q̇ = f (q(t),u(t)),
(5.23)

whereU is the set of admissible control inputs.

Direct and indirect numerical methods can be used to solve the optimal control
problem (5.23). An indirect method solves (5.23) using the calculus of variations
and solving the first-order optimality conditions to identify the minimizer u∗. These
methods are called indirect because the first-order optimality conditions must be
solved before yielding the minimizing solution. Acquiring a solution to the first-
order optimality conditions necessitates solving a boundary value problem, e.g.
Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle is an indirect method. A direct numerical method
parameterizes the control u(t) and state q(t) throughout the time domain and uses
nonlinear programming (NLP) to identify the optimal parameters. In practice, di-
rect numerical methods have larger radii of convergence as compared to indirect
methods; the convergence of a direct method to a minimizer is not nearly as sensi-
tive to the initial guess as compared to indirect methods.

Direct collocation is employed to create Moball’s feedforward controller. As a
first step, the infinite dimensional optimization problem (5.23) is transcribed into
a finite-dimensional optimization problem. To accomplish this, the time interval
[0,T] is subdivided into smaller, possibly non-uniform, time segments

t0 < t1 < . . . < tm = T.

In this work, time is divided into m uniform segments of width ∆ = (T − t0)/m. Let
{qi,ui} denote the state and input at the time ti. Within each time window [ti, ti+1],
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the state is parameterized using a convenient, finite-dimensional basis. A popular
choice [83] adopted here is the use of a cubic polynomial,

q̄i (t) =

3∑
i=0

ai
( t − ti

∆

) i
, t ∈ [ti, ti+1],

q̄i (τ) =

3∑
i=0

aiτ
i, τ =

t − ti

∆
, τ ∈ [0,1].

Other common choices of bases include Chebyshev or Lagrange orthogonal poly-
nomials. The state coefficients {ai}

3
i=1 are chosen to ensure C1 continuity between

adjacent state representations, i.e.

q̄i (0) = q̄i−1(1) = qi,

q̄i (1) = q̄i+1(0) = qi+1,

d
dt

(q̄i (0)) = f (q̄(0), ū(0)) = f (qi,ui),

d
dt

(q̄i (1)) = f (q̄(1), ū(1)) = f (qi+1,ui+1).

(5.24)

These conditions completely determine the coefficients {ai}
3
i=1, and by (5.24) the

state representation q̄i (τ) is only dependent on the variables {qi,qi+1,ui,ui+1}. The
input ū(t) is similarly parameterized as a cubic polynomial and the coefficients are
chosen to ensure C1 continuity.

Once the state and inputs have been parameterized, (5.23) is transcribed into a finite-
dimensional problem in the variables ~z = {q0,q1, . . . ,qn,u0,u1, . . . ,un}. Note that
the integral in (5.23) can be rewritten as,∫ T

t0

J (q, q̇,u)dt + ϕ(q(T )) ≈
m−1∑
i=0

∫ ti+1

ti
J (q̄i (t), ˙̄qi (t), ūi (t))dt + ϕ(qm) = L̃(~z),

(5.25)
and since q̄i (t) and ūi (t) admit simple parameterized forms, each of sub-integrals in
(5.25) can be evaluated analytically as a function of {qi,qi+1,ui,ui+1}. Together, the
approximate objective function, L̃(~z), can be written using the decision variables ~z.

Each approximation of the state, q̄i (τ), must be constrained to match the true system
dynamics at a finite set of points. Although q̄i (τ) is consistent with the system
dynamics at its endpoints by construction (5.24), it is desirable to have the state
representation match the system dynamics at a finite set of collocation points within
the interval. Defect constraints are defined as,

ζ j = ˙̄qi (τj ) − f (q̄i (τj ), ūi (τj )), j ∈ [1, . . . ,K],
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where there are K defect constraints and collocation points located at times τj .
When the defect constraint ζ j → 0, the state approximation q̄j (τ) is consistent
with the system dynamics at time τj . A single collocation point at the center of
the interval, e.g. τ = (1/2), is adopted here. The defect constraints are grouped as
~ζ = (ζ0, ζ1, . . . , ζm) and treated as an equality constraint for the minimizer to satisfy.
Actuator and path constraints, e.g. limitations on Moball’s magnet positions or the
ball’s position on the plane, can be directly represented as inequality constraints on
the decision variables, ~zl ≤ ~z ≤ ~zr . Together, the infinite dimensional optimization
problem (5.23) is transcribed to the finite-dimensional NLP,

min
~z

L̃(~z),

s.t.


~0
~zl


≤



~ζ

~z


≤



~0
~zr


.

(5.26)

When a minimizer ~z∗ is identified, the approximated state and input can be recon-
stituted using the adopted parameterizations.

Direct collocation is a general tool that has been applied to many engineering and
robotic systems. These methods have been used to generate optimal paths for aero-
nautical applications [16, 40], as well as generating gaits enabling legged loco-
motion [36, 86]. See [70] for a comprehensive survey of the numerical methods,
including direct collocation, used to solve optimal control problems. A feedforward
controller based on direct collocation has not been applied to spherical vehicles, to
the author’s knowledge.

As L̃(~z) and the constraints are generally nonlinear, analytical or numerical esti-
mates of the objective and constraint Jacobians greatly improve the speed of con-
vergence to a minimizer. Since the direct collocation scheme described above is
local4, i.e. the state and inputs are parameterized in local time windows, the Jaco-
bian ∂~ζ (~z)/∂~z is often sparse. For example, the (i − 1)th, ith, and (i + 1)th time
segments are only functions of the variables {qi,qi+1,ui,ui+1}, and therefore the
Jacobian ∂~ζ (~z)/∂~z will tend to be block-diagonal. To take advantage of the nat-
ural sparsity inherent in these problems, TOMLAB’s Sparse Nonlinear Optimizer
(SNOPT) [30] software is used to solve the NLP (5.26). SNOPT is a sequential
quadratic programming (SQP) method that solves the generic nonlinear NLP (5.26)
by leveraging the sparsity in the constraint Jacobian [30].

4Global collocation methods use a single parameterization of the state across the entire time
domain and vary the order of the parameterization, whereas local collocation methods fix the order
of the parameterization and use multiple representations of the state across [t0,T].
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5.5.2 Simplified Moball Dynamical Model
In this subsection, Moball’s dynamics are simplified before applying direct colloca-
tion. Although direct collocation applies to generic nonlinear systems, a simplified
model of Moball’s dynamics allows the Jacobian of the objective function and con-
straints in (5.26) to be computed analytically, which greatly improves convergence
speed. The feedforward controller is developed for the Moball model developed
in Subsection (4.3.1). Two modifications are made to the momentum differential
equations shown in (4.30). First, a virtual constraint is applied whereby control
actions are designed to ensure,

〈X, γ〉 ≡ const., (5.27)

where the constant is chosen to be zero for the remainder of this work. This con-
straint on the magnet position physically corresponds to the vehicle’s COM being
constrained to a horizontal plane at a constant height above the ground plane. When
this constraint is enforced, then d

dt 〈X, γ〉 = 0 implies,

〈V , γ〉 = ωb
β〈X,α〉 − ω

b
α〈X, β〉.

This equality cancels the quadratic terms in the momentum differential equation
(4.3.1), leaving only the gravitational terms. Added to this differential equation are
damping terms arising from air resistance as Moball moves through ambient air.
Assuming that the resistive force acts horizontal to the plane at the vehicle’s COR,
the momentum equations can be rewritten as,



ṗα
ṗβ


=



−MigXβ − sign(ωb
α)

πρr5
b

(ωb
α )2

4 ,

MigXα − sign(ωb
β)

πρr5
b

(ωb
β )2

4


, (5.28)

where Xα = 〈X,α〉 and Xβ = 〈X, β〉. Note that (5.28) is much simpler than the
momentum equation of (4.30) as a result of the virtual constraint. To preserve
continuity of the dynamics, the sign(·) function is approximated using a high-order
sigmoid function, σ(x) = tanh(k · x), in the following simulations.

Moball’s reconstruction equation can be written as,
[

r2
b

MT+2rb Mi〈X,γ〉+〈α,Φ(X)α〉 〈α,Φ(X) β〉
〈α,Φ(X) β〉 r2

b
MT+2rb Mi〈X,γ〉+〈β,Φ(X) β〉

]

︸                                                                ︷︷                                                                ︸
,I(X)



ωb
α

ωb
β


=



rbMiẊβ + pα
−rbMiẊα + pβ


,

(5.29)
where Ẋα = 〈V ,α〉 and Ẋβ = 〈V , β〉. The off-diagonal terms are zero when the
COM is located at the COR, and have a larger magnitude as the ratio between
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the magnet mass, Mi, and total mass MT , increases. In practice, the matrix I(X) is
found to be diagonally dominant whereby the diagonal entries are one or two orders
of magnitude larger than the off-diagonal terms. Based on this observation and the
virtual constraint (5.27), the matrix I(X) is approximated as,

Ĩ(X) =



r2
b MT + Mi (X2

α + X2
β) + Inet 0

0 r2
b MT + Mi (X2

α + X2
β) + Inet


, (5.30)

where Inet is the scalar defining the constant-entry, diagonal matrix (Is,com+
∑3

i=1 Im,i).
Upon substituting the no-slip constraints (4.5), the connection can be compactly
written as,



ḋb
α

ḋb
β


=

1
r2

b MT + Mi (X2
α + X2

β) + Inet



−r2
b MiẊα + rbpβ

−r2
b MiẊβ − rbpα


. (5.31)

When the inputs to the system are treated as (Xα,Xβ), the motion of the ball on the
plane is independent of the rotation matrix R, thus eliminating the need to parame-
terize the rotation matrix locally. Physically, this models the relationship between
moving the COM in the directions of α and β and the corresponding translations
that follow from the no-slip constraints (4.5), irrespective of rotation. Furthermore,
since there is no rotation matrix dependency, db,pα and pβ can be locally parame-
terized using the cubic direct collocation scheme [83].

To determine how valid this simplification is for the Moball parameters in Table 5.4,
the following test was conducted. The matrix I(X) is a function of the orientation
through the dependencies on (α, β,γ), and the magnet positions X. First, rotation
matrices were sampled from a uniform distribution on SO(3) using the technique
described in [6]. For each random orientation, the matrix I(X) and the error of
the approximation, δI(X) = I(X) − Ĩ(X)), were calculated for all possible magnet
locations X. The mean of the entries of δI(X) were then computed across all trials.
The mean Ī(X) and absolute value of the mean error δĪ(X) across 10,000 trials
was,

Ī(X) =



28.7118 0.0000
0.0000 28.7116


, |δĪ(X) | =



−0.1400 0.0000
0.0000 0.1402


Note that on average, the error of the off-diagonal terms is negligible. The relative
absolute error |δĪ(X) |/I(X) of the diagonal terms is approximately 0.5%. On av-
erage, the diagonal terms of the approximation in (5.30) differ by less than 1% of
the true value, and these entries are the dominant terms in the locked inertia tensor.
For these reasons, the approximation of Ĩ(X) in (5.30) is deemed suitable for the
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feedforward controller. Thus, the simplified Moball dynamics used for direct collo-
cation consist of the momenta equation (5.28) with the velocity ḋb subtituted forωb

using the no-slip constraints (4.5) and the simplified connection (5.31). An advec-
tion differential equation is not included here since the dynamics are independent
of rotations, and (Xα,Xβ) are considered inputs.

5.5.3 Moball Direct Collocation
Moball’s state includes its position on the plane, (db

α,d
b
β), and the nonholonomic

momenta, (pα,pβ), both expressed in a body frame. Within the time segment
[ti, ti+1] let,

p̃(τ) ,


p̃α
p̃β


=

3∑
i=1

p̃iτ
i, d̃b(τ) ,



d̃b
α

d̃b
β


=

3∑
i=1

d̃b
i τ

i,

where {p̃i}, {d̃b
i } ∈ R

2. As described in Subsection (5.5.1), the coefficients {p̃i}

and {d̃b
i } are chosen to ensure C1 continuity between adjacent state representations

and therefore p̃(τ) and d̃b(τ) are only functions of the momenta and positions at
the endpoints. The defect constraints are defined at the midpoint of [ti, ti+1] using
the simplified dynamics (5.28) and (5.31), and the defect Jacobians are computed
analytically.

Moball’s magnet positions are parameterized as,

X̃(τ) ,


Xα

Xβ


=

3∑
i=1

X̃iτ
i .

Again, the coefficients {X̃i} are chosen to ensure C1 continuity. Within [ti, ti+1], the
magnet parameterization, X̃(τ), is a function of (Xi,Ẋi,Xi+1,Ẋi+1), which denotes
the magnet’s positions and velocities at the endpoints [ti, ti+1]. Hence, the inputs to
the NLP are the magnet positions and velocities at ends of each time segment.

The objective function adopted for this feedforward controller is,

L =

∫ T

t0

1
2
| |d̃b(t) − db

des (t) | |2dt + cR

∫ T

t0

| | ¨̃X(t) | |2dt, (5.32)

where db
des (t) is a desired trajectory for Moball to follow on a flat plane, and d̃b(t)

and X̃(t) are the representations of the vehicle and magnet positions, respectively.
The first term in the objective function is a simple trajectory error penalty. The sec-
ond term of the objective function is a regularizer that achieves two aims: (1) Due
to the cubic approximations of the state X(τ), without regularization the chosen
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Figure 5.11: Feedforward Control, Straight Line Starting from Offset.

trajectory exhibits undesirable high-frequency oscillations. Penalizing the magnet
accelerations minimizes this tendency and (2) Moball’s physical control inputs are
currents applied to solenoids, which in turn generate forces on the internal mag-
nets. Minimizing the magnet accelerations leads to a minimum-energy solution
as the work applied to the magnets is minimized. The relative importance of the
regularizer versus the trajectory error is modulated via a constant cR ∈ R. As in
Subsection (5.5.1), the objective function can be transcribed as a function of the
state and inputs at the endpoints [ti, ti+1]. Due to the dynamics model adopted in
(5.5.2), the Jacobian of the objective function can be calculated analytically.

5.5.4 Moball Feedforward Simulation Results
Moball’s physical parameters are defined in Table 5.4 for the following simulations.
As in Subsection (4.3.1), three magnets are assumed to travel along orthogonal axes
that intersect at the vehicle’s COR. Collisions are unmodeled, i.e. the magnets are
allowed to travel through one another at the COR. While solving the NLP, con-
straints are emplaced such that (Xα,Xβ) ≤ (1/3) · rb and (Vα,Vβ) ≤ 0.25 m/s at
the endpoints [ti, ti+1], where rb is Moball’s radius. These constraints are in place
to ensure that X̃(τ) (i.e. the approximate magnet positions) remain within the ve-
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Symbol Description Value Units
MT Total mass 21.5 kg
Ms Structure mass 20.0 kg
Mi Magnet mass 0.5 kg
rb Ball radius 1 m
g Gravitational constant 9.81 m/s2

ρ Air density 1.225 kg/m3

Inet Net inertia 7.002 kg·m2

Table 5.4: Physical Values Used in Moball Simulations.

Figure 5.12: Feedforward Control, Straight Line. α Momenta Showing Defects.

hicle for all τ, and therefore the controls are physically realizable. The vehicle’s
translational velocity is constrained to be less than 4.0 m/s, and the momenta is
subsequently constrained by this maximum velocity. The position of the vehicle on
the plane is constrained to lie within a bounding box that extends 10 m around the
desired trajectory. Time segments are defined to have width ∆ = 5 s. The NLP is
seeded with a trajectory derived from a simple feedback controller, although con-
vergence is typically observed with an initial guess of zeros, albeit at a slightly
slower rate. Lastly, the regularizing constant cR is set to 500 in each simulation.

In Fig. 5.11, the desired trajectory is a straight line with a velocity of 1 m/s, which
is offset 4 m along the x-axis from Moball’s starting location. Initially, Moball’s
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Figure 5.13: Feedforward Control, Serpentine.

magnets are placed at the COR and the vehicle is at rest. The magnet and ball
trajectories that minimize the objective function (5.32) are shown in Fig. 5.11.
The colors in these plots denote the individual time segments over which different
state and input parameterizations are defined. Note that C1 continuity is maintained
between adjacent time segments as desired. A transient occurs in the first 50 s, in
which X̃α drives the vehicle to the line along the y-direction with slight overshoot.
The cyclic input X̃β enables the vehicle to catch up to the desired trajectory in this
transient phase, where the vehicle then overshoots the desired trajectory and must
correct its speed at about 75 s. After approximately 100 s, X̃β settles to a constant
value required to match the 1 m/s velocity in the presence of air drag.

The momenta p̃α is displayed in Fig. 5.12. Superimposed in the center of each
time segment is the derivative of the momentum (5.28), shown as a black line, and
evaluated using the approximations p̃(τ), d̃b(τ),X̃(τ). Each black line segment is
aligned with the derivative of p̃α, suggesting that the defect constraints correspond-
ing to p̃α are near zero. In fact, SNOPT minimizes each of the defect constraints to
a small tolerance on the order of 10−5, such that the approximations d̃b(t) and p̃(t)
reasonably correspond to the vehicle’s true position and momenta. In addition, by
setting the number of major SQP iterations used by SNOPT to 100, a typical NLP
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Figure 5.14: Feedforward Control, 4-Leaf Epitrochoid.

can be solved in less than 20s, which is acceptable for field use.

In Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14, Moball tracks a serpentine and a four leaf epitrochoid
trajectory, illustrating the generality of the feedforward controller. Each of the NLPs
underlying these trajectories were solved in less than 20s. The four leaf epitrochoid
trajectory in Fig. 5.14 demonstrates that the feedforward controller generates a
reasonable trajectory even when it is not possible for the vehicle to exactly track the
desired trajectory. In this case, minimizing the objective function 5.32 ensures that
the resulting trajectory reasonably approximates the desired path.

5.5.5 Motion-Planning for Maximal Energy-Harvesting
A primary advantage of the Moball system is the incorporation of opportunistic
energy-harvesting. Energy-harvesting increases the spatial reach and mission du-
ration of a robotic asset as each individual vehicle is less burdened by the energy
constraints of an onboard battery. To leverage this benefit, it is sensible to plan
Moball’s trajectories based on scientific objectives while continually seeking to ex-
pose the vehicle to available sources of energy in the environment. The two primary
sources of environmental energy to harvest are caused by wind and the local topol-
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ogy. Energy can be harvested and used to replenish the main battery when a wind
gust blows Moball across the terrain, or when the vehicle rolls down a hill. This
subsection introduces a simple motion planner which generates trajectories that sat-
isfy scientific objectives while maximizing the energy-harvesting potential of the
vehicle along its path.

First, a uniform grid in R2 is established, which may correspond to flat terrain or to
the pre-image of an undulating surface. A vertex, vi, is placed at the center of each
grid square and the collection of vertices is denoted by V . The set V consists only
of vertices that do not correspond to obstacles, which are regions of the grid over
which the vehicle cannot pass (e.g. large rock outcrops). A directed edge, ei j , passes
from vertex i to vertex j, and the set of edges is denoted by E. A vertex is connected
to each of its eight adjacent neighbors by an edge. Costs are associated to each edge
in E depending on the proximity to scientific objectives, hazards, the orientation of
the local wind field in relation to the goal, and the local topology. Each edge cost
represents undesirability in moving between adjacent vertices, i.e. a large cost may
denote that the vehicle is moving away from an objective, towards a hazard, against
the wind, etc. Edge costs are chosen to be positive and each edge is initialized
with a cost of unity, which corresponds to a simple distance penalty. An initial and
terminal vertex are then identified and the path with the minimum net edge cost
is selected using either the Dijkstra or A∗ algorithm5. [32, 48]. The resulting path
therefore minimizes the total distance traveled while balancing scientific objectives,
hazard avoidance, and energy availability.

Some of the costs associated to each edge are proximity costs, which penalize edges
based on the proximity of a vertex to a feature like a scientific objective or a haz-
ard. Distance between a given vertex and a feature are measured using a wavemap

[24]. Suppose that the distances from every vertex to a specified hazard are desired.
A wavemap begins by assigning a value of unity to the hazard. Starting from the
hazard’s vertex, each adjacent vertex is assigned a value of two. Likewise, adja-
cent vertices to the newly labeled vertices are assigned the value of three, and this
process continues until all vertices have been labeled with their distance to the haz-
ard, denoted by δ. This measure of distance is more appropriate than a standard
Euclidean distance metric when obstacles are present.

Using δ as a measure of distance, the edge cost associated with proximity to scien-
5Adaptive search algorithms, such as D∗, may also be implemented in this framework.
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tific objectives is denoted by,
esci

i j = 1 + δ
p
j , (5.33)

where ei j is an edge from vertex i → j, δ j is the wavemap distance of vertex j to the
objective, and p is a user-defined exponent. It is clear from (5.33) that the minimum
edge cost, esci

i j , will be directed towards the vertices closer to the scientific objective.
Similarly, the edge cost associated with proximity to a hazard is denoted by,

ehaz
i j = (δmax − δ j )q, (5.34)

where δmax is the largest wavemap distance of any node to the hazard, and q is
a user-defined exponent. The edge cost, ehaz

i j , is minimized when the vertex j is
furthest from the hazard. A hazard may correspond to terrain that is potentially
dangerous, e.g. gullys that may trap the vehicle. In the simulations to follow, the
exponents p and q from (5.33) and (5.34) are set to three.

Edge costs associated with local wind patterns and topology are vector costs, as
these depend on various vector measurements. Consider the edge cost between
two vertices in a local wind field, ewind

i j . Assume that the wind field is defined
over the grid, such that a wind blowing with a speed of | |wi | | acts tangent to the
surface and is characterized by a direction θi relative to an arbitrary reference (e.g. a
consistently chosen local tangent vector would suffice). Define d j as the normalized
local tangent direction pointing to an adjacent vertex, v j . Then, w| | = 〈wi,d j〉 and

w⊥ =
√
| |wi | |

2 − w2
| |

define the wind’s component acting along and orthogonal to
the direction of v j .

Energy from the wind can only be harvested over a finite range of wind-speeds.
Below a minimum windspeed, | |w | |min, the wind cannot rotate the vehicle and above
a maximum windspeed, | |w | |max , centrifugal forces will cause Moball’s magnets to
remain fixed to the vehicle’s outer edge, preventing energy harvesting. Motivated by
this, the component w| | is weighted by a quadratic function whose minimum value
of zero occurs at the wind speed, w̄| |, that is optimal for energy harvesting. The
quadratic’s remaining degrees of freedom are chosen by penalizing w| | = | |w | |min

and w| | = | |w | |max equally, by some value σ greater than zero. Any value of w⊥
is undesirable for sustaining motion along d j such that the edge weight associated
with the wind ewind

i j is defined by,

ewind
i j = c1w

2
⊥ + a · w2

| |
+ b · w| | + c, (5.35)
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Figure 5.15: Path Planning for Motion on a Flat Plane.

where c1 is a constant chosen by the user, and (a,b,c) are the quadratic coefficients
penalizing w| |, defined by choosing (w̄,σ). The minimum edge weight occurs when
the wind at vi has a speed of w̄ and is aligned in the direction of d j .

Edge costs associated with the local topology are handled similarly to edge costs
rewarding favorable wind gusts. Each vertex corresponds to a point on the terrain.
At each vertex, the idea is to compute the torque caused by the gravitational force
acting at the BSR’s center of rotation, and weight an edge to a neighboring ver-
tex based on the torque’s alignment relative to the adjacent vertex. Recall from
Subsection (4.2.3) that the torque due to the BSR’s structure is given by,

Tg = rbN × (−Msge3),

where N is the surface normal expressed in an inertial frame and Ms is the structure
mass consisting of all vehicle components whose center of mass is centered at the
COR. The torque Tg lies in the tangent plane of the surface at vi. Let d j denote the
unit vector on the tangent space that points towards an adjacent vertex v j . Then,

Tg
⊥ = 〈Tg × d j ,N〉 = Msgrb〈d j ,e3〉
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denotes the component of the torque perpendicular to d j . Gravity impedes motion
along d j when Tg

⊥ > 0, and assists motion along d j when Tg
⊥ < 0. Let Tg

| |
= 〈Tg,d j〉

denote the gravitational torque parallel to d j , which corresponds to rotations or-
thogonal to d j .

If Tg
⊥ is too large in magnitude, then energy-harvesting will be prohibited as the

magnets will again be pinned to their outer edges via centrifugal forces. Let | |Tg
⊥ | |max

and | |T̄g
⊥ | | denote the maximum and optimal assistive torque magnitudes, respec-

tively. Then, Tg
⊥ is weighted using a quadratic function whose minimum value is

zero, centered at | |T̄g
⊥ | |. The quadratic’s remaining degrees of freedom are cho-

sen by penalizing Tg
⊥ = −||Tg

⊥ | |max and Tg
⊥ = 0 equally, by some value σ greater

than zero. Any value of Tg

| |
is undesirable for sustaining motion along d j such that

egravity
i j is defined by,

egravity
i j = c1(Tg

| |
)2 + a · (Tg

⊥)2 + b · (Tg
⊥) + c, (5.36)

where c1 is a constant chosen by the user, and (a,b,c) are the quadratic coefficients
penalizing Tg

⊥, defined by choosing (| |T̄g
⊥ | |,σ). The minimum edge weight occurs

when Tg is aligned along d j with a magnitude | |T̄g
⊥ | |.

(a) Optimal Path in the Presence of Wind. (b) Wind Field On the Plane.

Figure 5.16: BSR Navigating to a Goal on the Plane in the Presence of Wind.

In Fig. 5.15, a trajectory is planned over a flat plane in the presence of scientific
objectives and a hazard. The grid resolution is 2m and two scientific objectives
are present on the plane (upper-left corner and lower-center). A hazard is located
on the plane (upper-center) and a horseshoe obstacle depicted in black is centered
in the plane. Each grid is colored according to a heatmap that corresponds to the
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Figure 5.17: Topology Costs on Undulating Terrain.

proximity, δ, from the scientific objective using the wavemap. The vehicle begins
in the center of the obstacle and must end its motion to the right-center of the grid.
Based on the edge weights described above, a trajectory is identified using the A∗

algorithm. This trajectory is biased towards the scientific objective and away from
the hazard. As the trajectory is originally expressed in a grid-world, an interpolation
scheme is used to smooth the trajectory for use in the feedforward and feedback
controllers.

Incorporating wind into the motion planning scheme is demonstrated in Fig. 5.16.
A wind field with speeds ranging from 1m/s to 4m/s acts over a portion of the
plane shown in (5.16b), and the minimum cost path is identified in (5.16a). The
wind speed optimal for energy harvesting, w̄| |, is chosen as 2m/s and the maximum
desirable wind speed, | |w | |max , is chosen to be 5m/s. From (5.16a), the BSR’s de-
sired path deviates from the shortest-distance path to take advantage of the present
wind field, which can be used to harvest energy along the path to the goal. Topology
costs are implemented for undulating terrain in Fig. 5.17. Similar to defining a grid
over a plane, path planning is conducted in the surface’s pre-image and the resulting
minimum cost trajectory is projected onto the surface using the terrain map, ϕ(u,v).
In Fig. 5.17, a generic BSR begins its motion behind a series of low hills and the
goal is located in a small valley. With topology edge costs, the minimum cost tra-
jectory prevents the vehicle from scaling the hills (where gravity acts against the
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motion), and instead guides the vehicle around the hills and down the valley to the
objective. Proximity edge costs based on hazards and objectives, and vector costs
associated with ambient wind fields and local topologies can be combined into a
single path planner that intelligently selects energy-optimal trajectories.

This chapter detailed Moball’s simulation environment, including a Lie-algebra
based adaptive integrator and the use of BBPs to model smooth terrain. Then,
Moball’s control architecture was reviewed and two generic feedback controllers
were introduced for BSRs and validated in simulation. A "ballistic" controller was
proposed to cope with the lack of control authority over Moball’s magnets, which
involved solving a QP to determine the impulse to apply to a magnet passing a
solenoid. Then, a feedforward path controller was developed based on numeri-
cal direct collocation, which enables Moball to follow arbitrary trajectories on the
plane. Finally, a motion planning framework was introduced, enabling paths to be
charted across smooth terrains while respecting scientific objectives, hazards, and
the need to harvest energy from local wind fields and topology.
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C h a p t e r 6

CONCLUSION

The intent of this work was to provide a broad, rigorous framework to support the
development of spherical vehicles intended for scientific exploration, with Moball
as a motivating example. Chapters 3-5 introduced the main components of this
framework as follows.

A spherical robot’s dynamics possess geometrical structures that can be exploited to
facilitate the analysis of control-theoretic issues, such as controllability or motion-
planning. Lagrangian reduction and reconstruction using the nonholonomic con-
nection is an expedient means to simplify the equations of motion and expose the
underlying structure. Reduction and reconstruction based on the BKMM method
was extended to dynamical systems with broken symmetries in Chapter 3. Incor-
porating advected parameters as additional states in the reduction step enables the
symmetries of the kinetic energy to be applied to the entire system. In nearly all
robotic systems this implies that the equations of motion can be reduced by SO(3),
which obviates the need to parameterize the rotation group using chart-dependent
parameterizations such as Euler angles. Reconstruction leads to the nonholonomic
connection that clarifies the role of momentum and actuator inputs in generating
and sustaining vehicle motion. The nonholonomic connection provides the struc-
ture that is so useful in determining the controllability of spherical robotic vehicles.
The method of deriving a system’s dynamic equations introduced in Chapter 3 is
generic and applies to dynamical systems with nonholonomic constraints (rolling,
sliding, walking vehicles) as well as unconstrained systems (underwater or multi-
rotor flying vehicles).

Chapter 4 used the reduction/reconstruction results of Chapter 3 to analyze the
small-time local controllability (STLC) properties of spherical robots. The non-
holonomic connection introduced the steering matrix, whose surjectivity can be
used to determine whether a particular spherical vehicle is STLC. Local controlla-
bility was established using Sussmann’s condition, without linearizing the system’s
full-order dynamics. Importantly, the theorems establishing STLC are identical for
a spherical vehicle rolling on a flat plane, sloped, or generic undulating terrain. As
the steering matrix depends on the internal construction of the vehicle, one may
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easily understand how design changes or potential damage may impact a specific
vehicle’s controllability in the field. To illustrate the flexibility of the theory, STLC
over the attitude and position of a class of commonly encountered multirotor aerial
robots was also included in Chapter 4.

Controllers, motion-planning, and a simulation environment were introduced for
Moball in Chapter 5, although many of these algorithms are generally applica-
ble to Barycentric Spherical Robots (BSRs) and other spherical robots. A set of
feedback-linearizing and PID controllers were developed for use by any BSR on flat
or generic, undulating terrain. Each of these controllers were validated in a simula-
tion environment where terrain is modeled using Bicubic B-Splines and the dynam-
ics are integrated using geometric numerical techniques. Then, a ballistic-impulse
controller was introduced that overcomes the lack of control authority inherent in
Moball’s electromechanical design. An impulse, whose magnitude is solved for us-
ing a QP, is applied when a magnet crosses one of Moball’s solenoids. Following the
impulse, the magnet is free to travel ballistically until a subsequent solenoid cross-
ing. This unique controller was also validated in simulation. Next, a feedforward
controller was developed specifically for Moball. Imposing a virtual constraint on
Moball’s inputs enabled a simplified dynamical model to be developed, which un-
derpins the feedforward controller. Then, direct collocation was used to numeri-
cally identify a control policy that minimizes trajectory error and the force applied
to Moball’s magnets. Lastly, an energy-opportunistic motion-planning framework
was introduced in Chapter 5. This algorithm finds a trajectory over undulating ter-
rain that balances scientific objectives and hazard avoidance with the imperative
of exposing the vehicle to external sources of energy, such as wind fields and the
local topology. Such a motion planner is appropriate for any spherical vehicle that
harvests external sources of energy in the environment.

6.1 Future Work
Although a comprehensive framework for the analysis and control of spherical ve-
hicles was introduced in this thesis, the following topics are promising avenues of
future work.

6.1.1 Changes to Moball’s Vehicle Design
Moball’s energy-harvesting and locomotion capabilities both stem from the same
electromechanical apparatus consisting of internal dipole magnets and solenoids.
Although this arrangement can be implemented in hardware with few components,
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there are compelling reasons to separate the steering from the energy-harvesting
subsystems.

It is recommended that the next Moball prototype harvest energy along a single in-
ternal axis while steering is accomplished by reaction wheels mounted orthogonally
to the energy-harvesting axis. By steering using reaction wheels, the maximum
torque is no longer limited by the vehicle’s radius or the mass of an internal magnet.
Consequently, a vehicle driven by reaction wheels would likely be able to traverse
slopes with greater inclination angles and rougher terrain. Steering using reaction
wheels would also eliminate the restrictive control authority that is inherent when
controlling a magnet using a solenoid. Whereas the ballistic-impulse controller in
Chapter 5 is necessary to control Moball’s magnets, a vehicle using reaction wheels
could take advantage of existing, proven, and continuous controllers.

Using reaction wheels to steer would considerably simplify the vehicle’s electrical
systems. Currently, a dual-purpose electrical circuit is required to absorb current
harvested by a solenoid and then provide current to the same solenoid in order to
control the internal magnet. Such a circuit is necessarily complex, custom, and ex-
pensive. Separating steering from energy-harvesting would require a simpler circuit
whose function could be dedicated, and optimized, to harvesting energy. In the ex-
periments detailed in Appendix A, different solenoid geometries were found to be
optimal for energy-harvesting and control. Combining these roles then requires a
compromise between energy-harvesting and control performance in the solenoid’s
design. When the vehicle is steered using reaction wheels, the solenoids can be
optimized for harvesting energy, which would improve the efficiency and increase
the performance of energy-harvesting on a per solenoid basis.

Separating Moball’s energy-harvesting and steering capability may also decrease
the architecture’s risk. Damage to the vehicle’s reaction wheels need not terminate
a scientific mission, as the vehicle can continue to harvest energy and function as
a passive, but mobile, sensor platform. However, if energy-harvesting and locomo-
tion are combined in the same apparatus, then damage to this system, or more likely
its electrical circuitry, may threaten the viability of the mission. Secondly, relying
on reaction wheels for steering minimizes the risk of development. Reaction wheels
and control-moment gyroscopes are mature technologies that have previously been
deployed in space-based applications. These technologies, their electrical, and con-
trol systems can be acquired and implemented with greater confidence, and more
cheaply, than Moball’s current actuator scheme.
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6.1.2 Application of Dynamics to Other Robotic Systems
The Lagrangian reduction and reconstruction method introduced in Chapter 3 is
general, and has already been extended to a number of systems other than spherical
robots. Of particular interest is the extension of this theory to legged locomotion,
such as bipedal robotics. A bipedal robot is characterized by a broken symme-
try, e.g. the system’s kinetic energy is invariant with respect to SE(3) but the La-
grangian’s symmetry is limited by the potential energy’s symmetry group, which
is SE(2). The method of advected parameters employed in Chapter 3 can then be
readily applied to bipedal robots. Care must be taken, however, as these systems
are described by hybrid systems and the notion of a Lagrangian symmetry would
need to be extended to this case.

Another domain in which our dynamics formulation may apply is underwater ve-
hicles. Similar to bipedal robots, these systems will experience a broken symmetry
due to gravity, however there may also be a broken symmetry due to orientation
dependent buoyancy forces. Again, it is anticipated that the incorporation of ad-
vected parameters will permit the dynamics of underwater vehicles to be reduced
by SO(3) and reconstructed using the method in Chapter 3. The reconstruction
equation would be particularly useful for underwater systems that manipulate their
environment using robotic arms, as the connection would describe how actuating
the robotic limbs causes drift of the vehicle body.

6.1.3 Generalizing Feedforward Controller
The development of Moball’s feedforward controller was largely dependent on a
simplified dynamic model that resulted from the application of a virtual constraint,
which was derived in Subsection (5.5.2). The virtual constraint’s objective is to
cancel the quadratic terms that arise from inertial forces in the nonholonomic mo-
mentum differential equation, Eq. (4.30), such that only gravity and damping terms
remain. After all, torques due to gravity are the dominant terms sustaining BSR
motions. An interesting area of future work is to identify virtual constraints that
to simplify the momentum differential equation for Moball, and generic BSRs, on
undulating terrain.

As an example, consider the nonholonomic momentum differential equations of
Moball on undulating terrain, adapted from Eq. (4.27) for the Moball model in
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Subsection (4.3.1),

ṗα = rbMi (ωb
α − ω

b
G,α)

(
ωb
α〈X, β〉 − ω

b
β〈X,α〉 + 〈V , γ〉

)
+ ωb

G,γpβ + Tnet
α (X),

ṗβ = rbMi (ωb
β − ω

b
G,β)

(
ωb
α〈X, β〉 − ω

b
β〈X,α〉 + 〈V , γ〉

)
− ωb

G,γpα + Tnet
β (X),

where Tnet is the torque due to gravity and {α, β,γ} denotes a local normalized
Gauss frame with ωb

G as its angular velocity in a body-fixed frame. Previously, the
virtual constraint imposed that 〈X, γ〉 ≡ const. In the case of undulating terrain, let

〈X, γ〉 ≡ Xγ (t).

The objective is to find conditions on Xγ (t) that will simplify the nonholonomic
momentum differential equation. Differentiating the virtual constraint yields,

Ẋγ (t) + 〈X, β〉ωb
G,α − 〈X,α〉ω

b
G,β = ωb

α〈X, β〉 − ω
b
β〈X,α〉 + 〈V , γ〉.

From this, we find that if

Ẋγ (t) = 〈X,α〉ωb
G,β − 〈X, β〉ω

b
G,α,

then the nonholonomic momentum differential equation will be greatly simplified:

ṗα = ωb
G,γpβ + Tnet

α (X),

ṗβ = −ωb
G,γpα + Tnet

β (X).

This idea suggests that instead of constraining the system’s input to a constant value
along the direction of the surface normal, perhaps a virtual differential equation con-
straint would be more effective in simplifying the nonholonomic differential equa-
tion. More generally, it would be worthwhile to consider if a virtual constraint may
simplify the momentum differential equation (4.27) for a generic BSR on smooth
terrain, as such a simplification would enable the feedforward controller developed
in Section (5.5) to be applied generally.

Another area of future work is to improve the feedforward controller’s run-time
to enable dynamic, online adjustments. The numerical optimization defining the
feedforward controller can be solved in less than 20s, which is sufficient provided
that the platform moves slowly before initiating its plan. To decrease the run-time
of the feedforward controller, one may imagine using reinforcement learning to
select, or interpolate between, open-loop trajectories from a previously-computed
library of solutions. Since running numerical simulations to create a training data
set is relatively cheap and machine learning algorithms are becoming ubiquitous in
robotics, this seems like a promising method to enable real-time performance of the
feedforward controller on generic terrain.
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6.1.4 Feedback Linearizability of Spherical Robots
In Chapter 4, STLC conditions were derived for generic spherical vehicles rolling
on arbitrary terrain. The conditions for establishing controllability are closely re-
lated to the conditions establishing feedback linearizability. One avenue of future
work would be to derive these conditions of feedback linearizability over the path
error dynamics or orientation of the ball.

6.1.5 Relaxing Constraints & Model Assumptions
Several physical constraints were assumed in this work, including no-slip and no-
spin rolling constraints as well as a curvature constraint that assured a single point of
contact between a spherical vehicle and the terrain. An interesting extension of this
work may include relaxing these constraints. Modeling surface friction, either with
point or patch contact, and permitting slip may provide a more realistic simulation
of a spherical vehicle in icy ground. Or, permitting the vehicle to travel over terrain
without curvature constraints and permitting more than one point of contact with
the ground may be considered.

Another assumption adopted in this work is that the spherical robot’s shell is rigid.
Videos of JPL’s Tumbleweed show the vehicle bouncing through terrain, where
the vehicle temporarily leaves the ground, and clearly deforming as it contacts the
surface. Perhaps modeling the sphere as a flexible and deformable body would
better capture the motions of these vehicles in practice, although modeling a de-
formable sphere may introduce a potentially infinite-dimensional state. Modeling a
bouncing ball would also involve treating the vehicle as a hybrid system, with dy-
namics describing the vehicle in contact with the ground and airborne. It is possible
that spherical vehicles traverse rough terrain more efficiently via bouncing than via
smooth rolling, which may be an interesting line of investigation.

6.1.6 Extensions of Motion Planning Framework
In Chapter 5, a basic motion planning framework was developed for spherical ve-
hicles that can harvest kinetic energy from the wind. Of course, knowledge of the
local winds is a prerequisite for such an approach and in simulation the wind fields
were known and time-invariant. In reality, wind fields in the Arctic and Antarctic
vary with time and exhibit clear seasonal and diurnal variations. An extension of the
motion planning framework would involve incorporating a time-varying, stochastic
wind model based on real observations taken from the North or South Poles. A mo-
tion planner with time-varying wind fields would enable longer duration missions
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to be planned, and would increase the likelihood of success for such missions.

Incorporating the system dynamics of a specific vehicle platform is another exten-
sion to the motion planning framework. Currently, the motion planner does not use
any information from a specific vehicle model. However, knowledge of a vehicle’s
dynamic model could help in characterizing terrain as impassible or hazardous.
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A p p e n d i x A

MOBALL DESIGN & EXPERIMENTS

The following experimental results have been previously published in [7, 8, 15, 18].

A.1 Physical Design
Moball’s outer shell is composed of several fiberglass battens, arranged radially,
which are bent to connect at antipodal points. Tension in the battens provide Moball
with elasticity as it rolls. Moball is protected by a Mylar skin, which is abrasion and
water resistant. Access to the vehicle’s interior is enabled by a waterproof zipper.
Moball’s electronics are enclosed in an aluminum box at the center of the vehicle.
Contained within this box are Moball’s avionics, scientific sensors, a control com-
puter, and a lithium-polymer battery to store harvested energy. Each inner tube is
made from laminated carbon-fiber in order to reduce weight and prevent eddy cur-
rents from forming in the tubes1. A 2m-diameter Moball prototype was constructed
for field tests (see Fig. 1.2). The prototype’s net weight is approximately 40kg,
although a target weight of 20kg is desirable for optimal field use.

Figure A.1: Electromechanical Coupling Between Magnet and Solenoid.

A.2 Electromechanical Modeling & Design
Moball’s energy harvesting depends on the electromagnetic induction between a
stationary solenoid and a moving dipole magnet (see Fig. A.2). The magnet’s ve-
locity is proportional to the induced voltage through an electromechanical coupling
function, α(·),

v = α( x̄) ẋ,
1Eddy currents dampen the magnet’s motion and lead to energy-harvesting inefficiencies
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(a) Permanent magnet (PM) and sloped
steel attachments to improve

energy-harvesting

(b) Epoxy-impregnated copper solenoid

Figure A.2: Magnet Assembly and Solenoid. Dimensions in Millimeters. [7].

where the coupling function depends on the relative distance between the magnet
and solenoid x̄ = x − xc,i, the state of the magnet is (x, ẋ), and the position of the
ith solenoid is xc,i. This function is shown schematically in Fig. A.1. The specific
form of α( x̄) depends on the magnet and solenoid geometries and can be derived
as,

α( x̄) =

∮
Lw

Br ( x̄)dL =
( 1

Lw

∮
Lw

Br ( x̄)dL
)
Lw ≈

( 1
Vc

$
Br ( x̄)dV

)
Lw,

where Lw is the length of wire used in the solenoid, Br ( x̄) is the radial component
of the magnetic flux at the solenoid, and Vc is the solenoid’s volume [42]. Passing
from the line to the volume integral follows by assuming a tightly wound solenoid;
in which case the flux density over the total length of wire is approximated as the
flux density over the solenoid’s total volume. This volume integral can be solved
analytically for the case of a simple cylindrical magnet travelling through a cylin-
drical solenoid.

One can see that the magnitude of α( x̄), and thus the efficiency of energy-harvesting,
depends directly on the radial component of the magnetic field emanating from the
dipole, Br ( x̄). Sloped steel cups are attached to the ends of each magnet (shown in
Fig. A.2a), which act as a lens to direct the magnetic field radially. A commercial
finite-element software (JMAG, JSOL Corp., Japan) was used to model the mag-
netic flux density and eliminate low-density areas of the steel attachments, leading
to the cupped shape. In [7], the addition of the sloped steel cups improved energy
harvesting by approximately 30%. The magnets are rare earth NdFeB magnets and
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the weight of the magnet assembly with steel attachments is approximately one
kilogram.

Notice from Fig. A.1 that α( x̄) is nonlinear, and sharply peaked on both sides of
the solenoid’s center. The coupling function is also odd, signifying that induced
currents may flow in either direction through the solenoid depending on the mag-
net’s motion. As a result of the bidirectional current, a buck-converter is required
to store the induced current to a battery (see [8] for a description and experiments).
The coupling function is zero at each solenoid’s center due to symmetry, i.e. an
equal magnetic flux passes into and out of the solenoid at this position.

Locomotion is enabled by the same electromechanical apparatus that is used to
harvest energy. Applying a current, i, to a solenoid will impart a force, F, to a
nearby magnet proportional to the same function α( x̄) as described above,

F = α( x̄)i.

Inherent to this actuation scheme is the challenge of limited control authority. The
function α( x̄) relating current to imparted force is nonzero only in a small neigh-
borhood around each solenoid. Using the magnets and solenoids as described in [7],
control authority is negligible when the magnet is more than 2" from the center of
each solenoid. A ballistic control scheme based on imparting impulses to a magnet
near the peaks of α( x̄) is developed in Chapter 5 to overcome this challenge.

Figure A.3: Power of Single Solenoid Rotation Test vs. Resistive Load. [7].
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A.3 Experimental Results
Several tests were conducted to measure and optimize Moball’s energy-harvesting
and control system. In [7], a benchtop test was conducted to validate the electrome-
chanical model and measure the amount of harvested energy. This test involved
rotating a 0.8-m long rod about its center at a variety of rotational speeds. A dipole
magnet assembly slid along the rod and a single solenoid was affixed at the center
of the rod’s length. Power was measured over a dummy resistor and the data was
wirelessly transmitted to a base station, the results of which are shown in Fig. A.3.

This figure shows the average power measured over one rotational period for sev-
eral angular velocities, in addition to the electromechanical model’s predictions.
Interestingly, the average harvested power strongly depends on the impedance of
the attached harvesting circuit. Changing the impedance affects the electromag-
netic damping force applied to the magnet as it passes through the solenoid, which
is directly related to the amount of harvested energy. These experiments showed a
maximum average power of 1.05 watts at 19 revolutions per minute (RPM) with a
load resistance of 40 Ω. Based on the electromagnetic model described above, it
is predicted that 6-10 watts of energy can be harvested with three solenoids placed
along each inner tube during a 12-24 RPM angular velocity.

In simulation [18] and the benchtop experiment described above [7], it was found
that energy harvesting decreases for speeds greater than approximately 25 RPM. At
these speeds, centrifugal forces tend to pin the magnets to the sphere’s outer shell,
preventing the magnets from reciprocating through the solenoids and harvesting
energy. Attaching linear springs to the ends of each axis rectifies this problem and
enables Moball to harvest energy over a larger range of rotational speeds.

In [15], a full-scale rotational test was conducted. A motor rotated Moball about
its center such that four inner tubes were in the plane of rotation and two inner
tubes were stationary, and thus removed. Two solenoids were attached to each tube
and power was measured over each solenoid using a load resistor, as before. The
results of this test are shown in Fig. A.4. Similar to earlier predictions, an average
power of 7.2 watts was gathered by the solenoids while rotating at 20 RPM with a
load of 47 Ω for each solenoid. Above approximately 22 RPM, energy harvesting
decreased due to centrifugal forces. Deviations between experiment and simulation
are believed to be caused by unmodelled dissipative forces including friction in the
bearings on the magnet assembly and air damping within each inner tube.

Control was also tested in [15]. Similar to the rotation test described in [7], a mo-
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Figure A.4: (L) Power of Full Scale Rotational Experiment, Various Speeds. (R)
Predicted and Measured Power. [15].

Figure A.5: Control Experiment. Various Frequency Sinusoids are Tracked while
Rotated. [15].

tor rotated a 0.8-m rod about its center with three solenoids positioned along the
direction of travel as shown in Fig. A.5. The objective of this test was to track a
0.6-m amplitude sinusoidal path of various frequencies by applying currents to the
solenoids. A laser measured the position of the magnet, which is necessary for a
controller to apply the correct direction of current to a nearby solenoid (since α( x̄)
is odd). A lithium-polymer battery applied power to the solenoids. A feedback
linearized controller was able to achieve 5 cm tracking error or less for rotational
periods less than approximately three seconds. Smaller tracking errors may be pos-
sible by relying on non-continuous controllers like the ballistic-impulse controller
introduced in Chapter 5.
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